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OPENING

1

[oberta Thompkins wel-

comes you with open arms to

Lion Country. Tliose of us at

NSHS know that things may
seem trying at times, but we
will always look back on these

years with a smile.

STUDENT LIFE ACADEMICS SPORTS
38 62

J.'essica Berman is rescued

by her knights in shining ar-

mor Seniors Andrew Dixon, I-

Ping Li, Mike Kudisch, and

Charlie Linshaw. Student Life

at NSHS is comprised of

many different events, both

social and academic.

Q̂
ari Nadler points out the

road to higher education (and

Goodwin Commons.) The
Commons rooms are just

some of many places that stu-

dents can go to hang out dur-

ing the school day.

pVi/oach Quigley gives
NSHS Lion's quarterback

Tommy Upshaw some words

of wisdom before calling the

next play. Sports are an impor-

tant part of life at South,

whether you are an athlete or a

spectator
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lana Caplan and Eeica

Wales wait expectantly for in-

erested thespians at the Stu-

dent Activities Fair, one of the

big fall events at South. South

offers many different clubs.

There is sure to be something

or everyone.

R achael Knight and
Jessica Levy pal around in the

cafeteria during a free block.

Friendships are an essential

aspect of Nev/ton South Life.

H:'istory teachers Mr. Bates

is more than just an educator;

he is also a friend. Faculty

plays an essential role at

South, one of both role model

and teacher.

larching through South

like an armed patrol, Suburban

Commandos Adam "the Anni-

hilator" Mansbach, and Adam
"Yard Crew" Lazarus take on

all foes. Seniors year at South

Is one of fun and laughter

9mmatu/ie





A HOPfRN
CLASSIC
The purpose of a yearbook is to provide an

accurate picture of high school that we will be

able to look back on years from now, making

our task one of coming up with a theme that

would accomplish this. After much thought, we
came up with A MODERN CLASSIC,
something that encompasses both the

juxtaposition of traditional and modern values at

South, and the contradictions that make up our

high school identities. A school with both the

classic student council and a Gay/Straight

Alliance is definitely out of the ordinary; it

definitely makes us A MODERN CLASSIC.
We hope that through both the photographs

and articles in the yearbook, we will provide

you with a lasting picture of Newton South

High School, and what high school meant for

you in the year 1994. These years will hold

different memories for different individuals, but

_ each individual is responsible for helping make

; Newton South A MODERN CLASSIC.
\ Rachel Kohen

Sarah Suzuki
i r

l Editors-In-Chief
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N.S. girls wake up early to show their school spirit at the motorcade. A

Musclem2m Ezra "Dr. Suess" Frecdman scares away underclassmen. ^

AScnior Gaby Siegel makes plans for Friday after-

noon.

4 Opening



COME AND JOIN THE

Student life at South. Need we say more? I mean, pretty

much everybody reading this goes here, or at least knows some

body who does. But for those who just found this yearbook on

the subway, here we go:

At first glance the students at South resemble any typical

high school students. From the Saturday night party to the

Thanksgiving day football game it would appear that South is

like any other school. Howeover a closer look reveals a student

body diverse in both attitude and interest. Some of us grind

ourselves into the ground with self-applied academic pressure.

Others don't even know the location of their classes. There are

those associated with the party scene, the drinking and drugs

which are an integral part of the high school experience for

some, and those who choose to get their highs by supporting

Newton South athletics.

Dances, school spirit activities and sporting events such as

the annual yacht race help to forge unique bonds betwixt stu-

dents from all walks of life. South's sense of community is

strong, yet it does not come at the expense of our individuality.

Our cohesion and originality somehow coexist, making us a

modern classic.

Student Life 7



The students of Newton South were

overjoyed (so we exaggerated a little) with

the thought of starting school once again

on September 9, and could think of noth-

ing better than 30 tests a week, loads of

homework, and lonely nights spent at

Dunkin' Donuts.

Ninth graders, the school's newcomers,

were scared, and rightfully so, of their

first day at South. Long gone were the

days of no homework and weekends spent

at Chestnut Hill Cinema. They now looked

forward to, as senior Adam Mansbach so

elegantly put it, "uselessness, just a cha-

otic voidal wasteland of uselessness."

Toby Rando added, "the wrath of Slorax

shall be upon you." The sophomores' per-

spective was basically the same only it

showed less thought. As one anonymous

sophomore put it, "Well at least 1 don't

wet my pants anymore." Juniors obvi-

ously speaking from an enlightened state

realized the gravity of their situation. "1

agree with Mansbach and Rando," one

said. The seniors, obviously the most ma-

ture, debonair, and attractive, prepared

to embark on the most memorable year

of their four year experience. They de-

clined to comment because they were busy

stuffing a freshman into Mr. Glickler's

mailbox.

"The first day of school is not that bad,"

added a relatively small pig in the library.

He was then promptly roasted and eaten

by several freshmen who had apparently

been lost there for days. Let's be serious,

the first day of school stinks, we all fear

it. A summer of sleeping, drinking, and

partying becomes replaced by nights of

work. Who would look forward to that?

Well, at least you get to see all your friends

again. Truly one day we will miss this

even though it's hard to think so now.

Anyway, I'm going to get some pork. See

ya later.

Senior Amanda Walk points out the way to Cutler

House to an incoming freshman.

A

Peachy cool! We're freshmen.-^A

Freshmen Jessica Meenan and Lyn Ben-Simon look

for the quickest route to the pool.^

Juniors Markclla Zanni & Audrey Hong and fresh-

man David Lazurus go their own way.^

8 Lasting First



Senior Jen Smith and freshman Ruth Nadler cast spells in Wheeler.

Lasting First 9



Senior Jolie Siegel puckers up for Orange and Blue day.

"Held on September 23, Orange and

Blue Day proved once again that we

students love Newton South."A

"Although it rained, and the blue

streamer dye ran all over our pretty

cars, the motorcade was a success."

10 Clearly Colorful



CLEAm COLOHFUL

FLAMMABLE
KllP ml AWAY

Orange T-shirts, blue underwear, or-

ange hair scrunchies, and blue socks were

only a few of the different articles of cloth-

ing worn by Newton South students and

faculty to show school spirit. At Newton

South we pride ourselves on having

enough school spirit to fill the football

stands. Although most students don't wear

orange and blue together on an everyday

basis, there comes a time when they break

loose from the norm. This day is known

as Orange and Blue Day here at our super

groovy high school Newton South.

Held on September 23rd, Orange and

Blue Day proved once again that we stu-

dents love Newton South. Cheerleaders

ASenior Class President Paul Krazinski shows his

school spirit.

NSHS cheerleaders share the spirit of the motor-

cade.

Senior Attia Alam proclaims, "Like, omygod, it's

orange and blue day and I'm wearing orange and

blue."A

i
Senior Melyssa Ufland locks non-participants of or-

ange and blue day in a Goodwin Locker.

were found wearing their colorful orange

and blue uniforms while most of the foot-

ball players wore their football jerseys.

And who could miss senior class President

Paul Kransinski sporting an Orange and

Blue ensemble. It was like being at the

circus!

For even more avid Newton South fans,

there was the infamous motorcade held

on October 30th. Although it rained and

the blue streamer dye ran all over our

pretty cars, the motorcade was a success.

The students dressed their cars with

streamers and balloons in orange and blue.

Then we proceeded to drive all over the

South side of Newton honking our horns

leaving a trail that marked this area Lion

Country. That's what makes us a modern

classic.

By Chris Wong

O
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Sluqs and Vex
Sex and drugs. Drugs and sex. Slugs

and dex. For increasing numbers of high

school kids, this is what high school is all

about. But Newton South has always been

one of the "leaders of the pack" when it

comes to taking new and different direc-

tions in education. This year, sex educa-

tion was a very controversial subject that

dominated Newton School Committee de-

bates and was eventually made an inte-

gral part of Newton education. Informing

students on the dangers of drugs and al-

cohol has always been an important issue

within the school as well.

This year the Gay/Straight Alliance

played an increasingly prominent role in

education and discussion of issues sur-

rounding sex and sexual orientation. Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Day was a big hit

this year and featured panel discussions

ranging from transgender issues to dis-

crimination against gays out in the real

world. The event was a great success and

generated a lot of discussion within the

school.

Drug and alcohol programs have been

going on at South for years. This year

South continued with this tradition; pro-

grams ranged from skits and lectures to

the infamous vignettes. Despite all this

information, for some, alcohol remains the

fulcrum of the social scene. Used as an

escape, a social-skills enhancer, and for a

plethora of other things, beer/wine/ whis-

key are what make or break any social

gathering. Often the party ends when the

keg runs dry, pathetic as this may be.

X Ak
'>ti<.i\M rii Mil 1,,

Our mystery woman gives a "thumbs down" to al-

cohol.

A

Junior Yoni Binus stares in awe at the shiny silver

package on the condoms he got from the nurse.,

An assortment of Taboo objectslV

Phillies Blunts have become an infamous pop culture

symbol.^

12 Slugs and Dex



A myriad of condoms and other contraceptives are rigiit at your fin-

gertips at the corner drugstore.

Slugs and Dex 13



AFreshman Jesse Hanecak has always dreamed of playing the saxophone

with the masterful Newton South band.

**Jo see Doc Martens on a per-

son used to mean you had to be

afraid/'

"The styles of Harvard Square

have moved into the Atrium."

14 Alternative



The smell of good coffee mingled with

the stench of cigarettes used to be the

greeting of the alternative retreat. This

smell, once foreign to the average South-

ie, has become natural. The migration of

the crowds from the Highlands to Newton

Centre typifies the fact that what was dif-

ferent has become the average. In eve-

rything from hangouts to music, the norm

has become what used to be considered

a scream of rebellion.

WFNX and Allston Beat were not fre-

quented by the many of the students of

Newton South. Now 101.7 is tuned in on

every car radio. Those who do not listen

to the alternative station can hear the

AStanding protectively in front of their lockers. Sen-

iors Scott Zimmerman and Peter Hruby issue a

warning to all; "Find your own darn locker!"

AAEveruone has dreams of being Jimi Hendrix,

as we heard from Senior Steve Wong.

A"Oh no! My mommy is gonna be so mad at me!

I put a hole in my good school pants."

Senior Taylor Powers serenades his wood class

with a charming number by Nine Inch Nails.

same music played on Jammin' 94.5 and

Kiss 108 FM. MTV's buzz clips bring the

future of music to prime time. These new
videos represent the garage bands of yes-

teryear who played on college radio sta-

tions. Pearl Jam's new album sold the most

copies of any album in the first week of

its release. Eddie Vedder, the king of

grunge, is the most popular musician these

days. What people once shunned as weird

and bizarre, can now be found on mixes

along with Snoop Doggy Dog.

On top of the music, the clothes, too,

have gone mainstream. To see Doc Mar-

tens on a person used to mean you had

to be afraid. Now Doc Martens walk into

the Gap every day. Flannel shirts are one

of the main sights in the halls of Newton

South. Leather motorcycle jackets were

worn by bikers and "bad boys" and now
they are just another way to keep warm.

The styles of Harvard Square have moved

into the Atrium.

All in all, more people have moved to

the fringes of pop culture, and the fringes

have overtaken everything else. To call

any of these things alternative is para-

doxical. If alternative is the new fad, how
can it still be for the outsiders? It is not.

Today, alternative is for all.

By liana Caplan

Goes Mainstream 15



High school friendships are important

in the growth and development of one's

life. It is amazing how much we rely on

and cherish our friends. There is nothing

as reassuring as walking out of a grueling

test and finding a friend to hug. Everyone

appreciates the warmth only a friend can

give, especially when things are less then

perfect.

The break before homeroom is a key

time to catch up with friends. Other mo-

ments to chat are during free blocks in

the cafeteria, Dunkin' Donuts, a commons

room (not Cutler), or Cafe Coffee. Outside

of school, friends indulge in many week-

end activities like sporting events, parties,

shopping, protesting, and making out in

the back of recreational vehicles. The tel-

ephone is one of the most useful ways to

call for help if your friend chokes on a

ham sandwich. Other than that, the phone

is used just to chat and communicate with

friends.

Beyond friends are lovers. They can be

one's girlfriend, boyfriend, or whatever.

They walk in when the rest of the world

walks out. You can share everything with

this person, and more.

There are many loving relationships at

Newton South High School. Among the

most popular are inter-class relationships.

However, no matter what grade the per-

son is in, it feels good to be loved.

By Chris Wong

ASeniors Saran Still and Derek Downes stop to

catch up in the hallway between classes.

LMeg Carley and Darryl Copeland are just two

of those wacky kids that have gotten involved in

Senior Bonding this year.

^Although inter-class relationships are popular,

Nima Karamouz and Ellen Fein have found love

within the Class of 94.

"Oh, just stop talking and smile!" Niki Chow tells

her boyfriend Todd Weston.

16 True Friendship



AJunior Jessica MoUeur knows that she always has shoulders to lean on in Senior Aaron

Mann.

True Love 17
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"What do you mean, where do you hang out be-

tween classes," senior folk hero Rob Doucette said.

"What in hell are these 'classes' you speak of, pray

tell?" That's a story for another time, Rob. Today's

question concerns those precious hours spent off of

school grounds, far away from the spectra of home-

work, galaxies from the hordes of confused author-

itarians ruling the halls of Newton South.

"Let's just say this," wily sophomore Marc

Thatcher intoned, "1 shall meet you at the Center

of the Universe." Newton Center, that is. In recent

years, leading sociologists have noted a marked in-

crease in the popularity of the Land of a Thousand

AJunior Lindsay Carroll flaunts her pearly whites.

AASenior Paul Rich gives a thumbs up for Mc-

Donald's.

^Rob Doucette, Joe Twomey, and Ryan Bingaman

build Dunkin's largest straw sculpture.

Senior Elihu Belter whoofs down his coffee.

Convenience Stores, perhaps at the expense of more

established sites of adolescent congregation. In the

words of junior defensive end and Future Sociolo-

gists of America Club president Sean Barrett, "High-

lands out. Center in." Does this shift indicate a nas-

cent consumer preference, a societal trend toward

coffee and away from slime-coated pizza? Perhaps,

says Barrett, but only time will tell. To fully analyze

the movements of youth culture, we must also ex-

amine other "hangouts," as the vernacular would

have it. "Top o' Papas, dude. You can see the moon

so clearly. A perfect location for aspiring astrono-

mers such as myself," said senior Jeff Goldberg,

referring to the scenic view from the top floor of

Needham Street's Papa Gino's.

Another eternal debate was summarized by junior

Debbie Elden. "Coffee or chicken?" she pondered,

referring to the bitter controversy surrounding Dun-

kin' Donuts and Kentucky Fried Chicken. Many stu-

dents swear allegiance to Dunkins, citing the abun-

dance of police officers who frequent the establish-

ment. But meanwhile, crosstown, a vocal minority

of South students are diehard proponents of the

Colonel's eleven herbs and spices, despite the fact

that the eatery is located deep in the heart of New-

ton North territory. "KFC rules, man," roared be-

loved senior Zimmerman. "Any place that serves

up chicken this good certainly deserves its place at

the hub of the Newton South social scene."

By Adam Mansbach

A Productive Waste of Time 19



Just about every student at Newton

South has, on a lonely night, found solace

in his or her video game system. Video

games are not just a form of entertain-

ment; they are religion. They are, how-

ever, a handy way to keep from getting

bored when there is nothing else to do.

The types of systems that people have

range from Super Nintendo and Genesis,

to the older and outdated Atari, which we

personally would never play but for all

you people still stuck in the 8's it's still

out there.

The most popular games around New-

ton South are Street Fighter II and Mortal

Kombat. These two head to head fighters

require the player to have speed, skill,

agility and strength, all of which must be

used simultaneously to achieve one's

maximum game playing performance.

Despite the fact that most students re-

alize that video games are a good way to

pass the time, parents continue to bad

mouth the miracle machines with some

resort to taking the systems from their

kids and hiding them! Though these par-

ents present a problem when it comes the

playing eighteen hours a day, who cares.!

One day they will realize the mistake they

are making. In the meantime, pull up a

chair, turn on Street Fighter, and get to

work.

by Greg Wallace and Steve Wong

AStephen Wong concentrates vigorously on the Sega

Genesis System.

^Hey Seniors jaime Diamond and Melyssa Uf-

land! Why are you playing NeoGeo when you should

be at the yearbook meeting?

•^"Video games are really the in thing to play these

days."

"Video games are fun!" — Rachel Kohen^

20 Virtual Reality
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Boo! Halloween was festively cel-

ebrated in the carpeted cafeteria.

The dance was held to raise money

for the senior class. While the music

was booming and the slammers were

slam dancing, people won prizes.

The dead prom queens seniors,

Michelle Chow, Sarah Suzuki, Jaime

Diamond, and Rachel Kohen, won
ten dollars each for the best cos-

tume. Senior I-Ping Li, a cross dress-

Senior Mike Krupat munches on 1-Ping's left foot.^

er, won the best dramatic costume

by freaking the whole dance with

his gender bending antics. Sopho-

more Galen Friend was a joke when
she came dressed as a joker to take

home the cutest prize. Although we
may be teens in the 90's, our bodies

were throbbing to the disco beat of

the 70's. Do the Hustle!

by Amanda Walk and Chris Wong

Frighteningly Fun 23



You rush home after your last class to

get a quick bite to eat, and then you're

off to your other day of work. Many South

students choose to spend their spare time

working at an after-school or on-the-week-

end job. These folks can be seen any-

where from behind the counter at Papa

Gino's to the gas station. (Well, those

aren't so far apart. Food for the car, food

for you . . . anyhow, you get the point.)

As my mother always said, "Your only

job is to be a student. You get good grades,

and we'll worry about everything else."

Yeah, right. But why do students choose

to find after-school employment? One im-

portant reason that jumps to the top of

everyone's mind is that a job can help

your social status. Not only can you tell

your date, "Yes, 1 work at McDonald's,"

but your job can also help you save face.

The scenario: you didn't hear about the

biggest party of the decade. When some-

one asks you about it in school, the correct

response is not, "What party?" Rather,

you should suavely respond, "Yeah, I

heard about it, but I had to work late."

Hopefully the inquisitor will not have the

brains to ask if your job really is open

until three in the morning.

Ah, the morning. Time for you to get

up, go to school two blocks late after a

breakfast at Dunkin' Donuts (this is hope-

fully not your place of occupation), and

realize that you haven't done any home-

work. Understandable, since you were

working the night before. Hey, I can't help

you on this one; it's never happened to

me.

With all of these problems, why do stu-

dents take after school jobs? The unani-

mous answer seems to be money-money

to go out on weekends, to pay for your

car insurance, and even to save for the

future. Of course, that old statement that

"it looks good on your college applica-

tion" never hurts.

People with jobs keep havens such a:

Needham Street open for your enjoy

ment. So take a moment to thank you

fellow students with jobs.

By Stacy Sanche:

m

ASophomore Romy Ribisi<y is a student during the

day. librarian at night.

AAJunior Meredith Hatten enjoys herself at Gym-

boree.

AJunior Sarah Borok helps her customers with a

smile.

Seniors Meg Corley and Meredith Gilman inhale

the rosewater at Crabtree & Evelyn.

24 Ungainful Employment
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^Don't you just hate it when Steven Wong sings?

*'Don't you just hate it when you
wake up in the morning and some-
one sticks their shoe in your face

and says, "Take a whiff."

i
"And don't you just hate it when
you are eating breakfast and a

turtle bites your finger nails after

breaking the habit?"

26 Habitual Tendencies



Even though students at Newton South

generally enjoy their high school years,

there are some things that they could live

without. Pet peeves are things that you

just can't get rid of, in addition to being

the things you hate the most. But, they

do add a bit of variety to everyone's life.

Don't you just hate it when you wake
up in the morning and someone sticks their

shoe in your face and says, "Take a

whiff?" And don't you just hate it when
you are eating breakfast and a turtle bites

your finger nails after breaking the habit?

There are bound to be pet peeves among
the students at Newton South. Trying to

find a parking space at school in the morn-

ing is hard enough and just when you find

that close spot next to school, you look

up to find a sign that says "No Parking

Fire Lane."

ADon't you just hate it when Senior Stephanie

Greenberg hides in your locker?

AADon't you just hate it when you fall off your

chair?

^Don't you just hate it when the trash can is hung

on the wall?

Don't you just hate it when you can't find a parking

spot?^-

On those cold winter days during your

free blocks, it's annoying to open your

locker and reach for a girl instead of a

warm winter coat. Or isn't it annoying

when you lean back on a chair to pass a

note to a friend hoping that you won't get

caught when all of a sudden you fall to

the ground and break your back.

It really stinks that on the days you

don't get to take your car to school and

you make plans to scrub a ride with your

friends, you miss your ride because you

lost your shoe. Or when you're coming

back from lunch and wanting to throw

trash away you are attacked by a swarm

of killer bees hiding under the depths of

"Nuts and Honey." And when your friend

asks you what you are running from, you

exclaim, "Not'n Honey!"

You watch the clock patiently but you

can't wait until 2:35, so you raise your

hand and politely ask, "Teach, may I use

the restroom?" She gives you a look as

if your up to something and replies,

"There's only ten minutes left; you can

hold it."

So, this closes another annoying day in

the life of a South student. We are all

familiar with these type of pet peeves,

but they add a little spice to all of our

lives.

by Sarah Nelson,

Stephanie Greenberg,

Amanda Walk,

and Steve Wong

Habitual Tendencies 27



Many people are under the impression

that having a sibling in South makes the

experience smoother. There may be some

truth to this, but there are some disad-

vantages to the situation, as well.

Anyone who has a brother or sister in

the school has surely dealt with the on-

going competition of labels. Are you Dick's

sister, or is he Jane's brother? Or, con-

sider the challenge of having mutual

friends. It's an uncomfortable situation

when you're speaking to someone for an

hour on the phone, only to come to the

revelation that they had intended to reach

your sibling. Even worse than the previ-

ous is ending up at the same parties: ever

experienced partying alongside a direct

connection to your parents? It's a real

blast.

Despite these minor difficulties, it is on

the whole beneficial to have a close blood

relative in the same school as you. That

way, you always can count on at least

one person to be there for you, to inform

you on what teachers to avoid, introduce

you to their friends, complain to during

homeroom, and help ease curfew restric-

tions, (meaning that parents are a lot more

lenient when your older brother is with

you). Most of all, though, it is wonderful

to have a sibling a South because being

in the same environment can create a bond

that you know has to last forever. Besides,

they sometimes have hot friends.

By Suzie Col)b

^Juniors Jen and Jeremy Keller are the best of

friends

^Seniors Michelle and Jennifer Tattenbaum sure

aren't shy when it comes to the camera.

^Sophomore Suzie Cobb needs senior Peter's

shoulder to lean on after a tough day in school

Senior Rachel Kohen says, "I'll punch your lights

outl " to sophomore Doug.^

•^^Senior Paul KrazinskI and freshman brother John

always know how to stick together

28 A love/hate



^Seniors Nicole and Michelle Chow breathlessly strike a pose after a vicious cat fight-

MEOW!

"
. , . having a sibling at

south makes the expe-

rience smoother ..."

. . . you can always count

on at least one person being

there for you . . .

"

Relationship 29



6:30 — Wake up.

7:18 — After a bowl of cereal and the comics, you carefully chuck

your things into our bag and scramble to wait for the bus.

8:00 — The bell alerts you that Spanish is starting, but, luckily,

you're already there. The lesson is about exciting things like how

to say "dentist." If they were teaching you useful obscenities and

insults in Spanish, it would be another case, but, not interested, you

tune out.

8:58 — Since the assigned teacher usually shows some interest in

silly things like attendance, you decide not to skip study hall outright.

Instead, you politely explain to her the pressing work that you must

go to the library for.

Your excuse accepted, you meet up with some friends, arguing the

merits of this year's Beavis and Butt-head versus last year's, even-

tually deciding that myriad special interest groups are infringing on

America's overall creative freedom and "need to be slapped."

2:05 — After a few relatively painless classes and a lunch period

at Easy Bite, technical drawing is dragging on forever. After a really

long half hour, you're dismissed and go to a friend's house nearby

with two other kids.

4:37 — You call for a ride home, pretty sure that the smell in the

microwave will be gone before your friend's parents notice.

5:30 — After calling several people and finding nothing important

going on, you play your favorite thought-inducing album with that

thunderous, pounding bass line and get down to your homework.

With luck you'll have time after homework and dinner to watch a

little, or maybe a lot of television,

by David Mansbach

30 Freshman Life
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7:10 — Alarm goes off. Instantly awake, trained by

years of torturous A block classes, you put on your

first shoe before realizing tfiat your first class doesn't

start until eleven. Fail back asleep witfi sfioe still on.

10:00 — Much better! Feeling refreshed, you roll

out of bed and onto the floor. Looking under the

bed, you notice a largish, square object. Well hey!

It's your History textbook. Funny, this is the first

year the book cover hasn't fallen off. You briefly

reflect that it would have been easier if you just had

all your books giftwrapped at the beginning of year

instead of covering them yourself.

10:10 — Personal cleansing ritual

10:25 —Hair

11:50 — Homework

11:53 — Beep, beep! Hey, there's your ride. Glanc-

ing at the clock as you stroll outside, you breathe a

sigh of relief. Still 2 whole minutes to get to class.

As you whip through Waban Square at Mach 2.5,

you mentally review your grueling schedule. Physics

test first block. You wonder if you should fill in the

scantron sheet in the shape of break the machine

like last time. Then comes English. Then free. Free

free free.

12:03 — Physics test canceled due to lack of in-

terest. You meet the rest of the class at Dunkies for

a luau.

1:35 — English class. The teacher is attempting to

explicate a poem by John Donne. Somebody is mak-

ing highly amusing armpit noises at anybody the end

of every stanza. The teacher is visibly upset. Just

to see if anybody will notice, she reads "In a softe

summer season when hotte was the sunne/ I kylled

a young bride and I ate it a bunne." For a minute

you think nobody will give her the satisfaction. Then

the quiet kid next to you raises his hand. The air

thickens and the entire class waits, silent. Nobody

has raised a hand voluntarily in this class since, well,

January 28th. The teacher is stoked. "Yes?" she

says. "I'll be in the bathroom if anyone needs me,"

he says.

2:35 — Out of school for the day, you decide to

run a few laps before lacrosse practice, to warm-

up.

2:36 — Just kidding. You jump in your friend's Jeep

and roar away into the endless sun. Top down, of

course. Heck, windshield down.

7:48 — "Where in hell have the last four hours and

fifty-two minutes gone?" you ask yourself as you

cruise back to school in the Jeep to pick up a friend

who has been lingering in the parking lot until now.

10:23 — You suddenly realize that if there is a

history book under your bed, it may mean that you

are enrolled in a history class! You panic.

10:24 — The panic has pretty much worn off by

now. You go back to what you were doing, hoping

that the other parties involved didn't notice your

momentary lack of interest in the business hand.

3:12 am — You stagger home after another night

of depressant /stimulant sensory ping-pong, bleary

eyed and depressed at the thought of having to face

your first class a scant eleven hours form now.

3:13 am — Before you can make it inside, another

car pulls up outside your house. You can't quite

make out who it is, but apparently it is another

senior.

"Hey," the other senior says, "Let's go to IHOP."

"Why not?" you agree.

And you both ride off, into the sunrise.

by Adam Mansbach
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Something has got to be done about the

driving test given at Watertown or what-

ever "easier" place one can think of to

take the test, because too many horrible

drivers roam the streets of Newton. I know

that not all bad driving is due to students,

and that some adults and parents are the

ones causing the problems, but they give

you that excuse of "I have been driving

since the horse and buggy, and I know

everything there is to know about driv-

ing." The cops will also believe a teen

over an adult one out of every million

accidents so it isn't even worth complain-

ing about.

Many drivers are either incompetent or

just plain stupid. These morons allow kids

to drive their cars who do not even have

their licenses, and end up either endan-

gering their own lives, that of others, or

even worse, their car. Last year some id-

iot drove straight into a pole right at auto

parking lot destroying the car: non-li-

censed driver. Another fool took the turn

out of the Wheeler parking lot at a claimed

35 miles per hour (not a chance in hell)

and slammed into one of the poles near

the tennis courts: not his car. Another mo-

ron let an underclassman friend move his

car from the parking lot to the front of

the school. This inexperienced driver,

while backing out of the space, to the best

of my knowledge, not liking his own fend-

er, successfully ripped off the fender of

the car next to him, thinking it would make

his car look nicer.

So, if anyone really wants to drive after

reading this discouraging article of mo-

ronic drivers and watching movies like

"Mechanized Death," with the really car-

toon-like music, and gross scenes of brains

on houses, and, whoops, sorry, my fault.

got a little carried away, make sure you

actually know what you are doing. Also

don't try to change the stations in your

car, while you are driving, and not look

at the road, like some unmentionable soc-

cer player. And no matter what, under

no circumstance, should you ever park in

front of the school or in the faculty park-

ing lot. You'll get nailed!

£1mmm

A"Evan, I'm sorry to say this, but 1 think your van

is busted."

^"Go ahead, hit us, make my day!"

•^"My name is Scan Barrett, Grin and Bear It!"

"Hey Paul Krazinski and Jay Cheung, wipe those

smirks off your faces and put your hands up!"^
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J^Chris Manting is camera shy, so he smiles and looks the other way.

"Don't forget to put that N.S.

sticker on the windows!''

"Paul Smith, does your

license plate really say

P.M.S.?"

IS
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Another year has passed, and so have a

plethora of school dances. Despite their un-

popularity in earlier days, this year's dances

attracted hoards of eager students. Begin-

ning in October, the Halloween dance set a

precedent of fun and excitement maintained

for the rest of the year.

These joyous events were doubly special

as they raised money for the senior class and

provided fun for everyone. They were al-

ways well attended and looked forward to as

much as basketball games. This year, a new
tradition was started with the Sadie Hawkins

dance. You go girls!

Seniors were treated to some fun on a

Tuesday night with the annual slump dance.

All of the pajama clad soon-to-be-graduates

danced until the wee hours of the night to a

variety of great music ranging from rap to

disco. The Jammin' grooves were as pop-

ular as our old favorites from the 80 s.

For all of us, dances are a time to

friends and boogie down to our

tunes.

by Ezra Freedman and liana

see our ^. /vk
favorite *

Caplan

1

^Seniors revive disco at the Hallow-

een dance.

^^Deborah Shenna dances the night

away . .

.

•^Marissa Ginsberg looks on as Laurie

McDonald twists and shouts.

YMCA is one of the most popular

disco dances.

^^Shake your bootie Scotty.
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^Seniors Laura Stem, Saran Still. Maisha Craig, Jaime Kimenker and Jennie

Brooks are enjoying the first day of senior slump.

Hot Diggity,
it*s seniof
slump!*'

^'Still sticking

to tiie books af

*

ter senior
slump/*

4
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It all started on January 25th at 7 p.m.

in the Newton South cafeteria. Flannels,

robes, and nightgowns were the attire of

the evening. The senior class came togeth-

er to finally start their final year at Newton
South at the long awaited Senior Slump

Dance.

Seniors could be seen dancing the night

away to the likes of Nirvana, Kriss Kross

and some disco classics. As senior Michelle

Chow stated excitedly, "The highlight of

the night was when the DJ played ABC by

the Jackson 5!" But the celebrating did not

end there. On Wednesday morning, sen-

iors rolled out of bed and came to school

still dressed in their pajamas, ready to start

their fun filled remaining school days until

graduation. Senior Slump is the favorite

time of Newton South High School sen-

iors. It's a time to relax, have fun and make

many new friendships!

By: Stephanie Greenberg and

Nicole Chow

^"We love pictures," say seniors Jcnn

Notartamaso. Nicole Romano and Jolie

Siegal.

^^Scniors Marco Vespa, Steve Kindel

and Dave Cohen act real silly after a wild

night of slumpin' around.

"Gee we are really tired." says seniors

Kathleen Soo Hoc and Lillian Chen.

<^"I am an alien from Mars," says Kevin

Nason to his earthling friends Garrett

Brown. Scott McNeil, Jeremy Gatto and

liana Krepchin

Sohail Husain and Nick Abend are ires

comfy in their PJ's
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Senior Nandina Lopez-Jacoiste takes time to help

classmate Eugene Cho with his paper.

Juniors Ellen and Michael take a quick study break.

Students can come J-block to get extra help from

their teachers. Ms. Hollingsworth helps senior Mike
Krupat solve a math problem.^
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COME AND JOIN THE

As much as students would like to avoid them, ac-

ademics are most definitely a part of every Newton
South student's life. There are a wide variety of clas-

ses to choose from, including all kinds of electives.

Teachers make an effort to use different teaching

methods so that each student can learn the material

more easily.

Naturally, academics are important to every stu-

dent. People who play sports and are invloved in oth-

er after school activities learn to plan their time, in

order to get everything done. Study groups are an-

other opportunity that students take advantage of.

Learning and teaching are just two more activities

that make academics at south a Modem Classic.
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T op 15 reasons that I did

not do my homework

15) I had to watch 90210.

14)Followed by Melrose Place

13) I was at Gap Kids selling clothes to

whiny Newton brats.

12) My word processor broke.

11) 1 had a massive flashback which

took me back to the war in Nam.

10) 1 had a bad hair day. Oh my God!!

9) I'm an athlete. Works for nerds.

8) Hey, I am a senior.

7) I am a senior.

6) Senior, ME.

5) 1 was about to start my homework,

when 1 remembered there was some-

thing in the other room that I needed.

So then, I went to look for it, but got

sidetracked in the kitchen, and ate a

Mighty Sub. After eating, I was reading

this phat magazine. . .(At this point, the

teacher should be asleep — RUN!!)

4) 1 had to watch Barney and Friends (I

love you, you love me, we're a. . .)

3) I was at a Regulus meeting.

2) Spent my time trying to copy a stupid

Letterman gag.

1) Simpsons were on. Nuff said.

I

By — David Povtnoy & Elihu Selter
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Y 'Now hold on Jamie! All I need is one quick twist

and this ear is history!" says senior Nima Karamouz
to his lab partner Jamie Horowitz. ^Susie Cobb finds a quiet moment to do her

homework before play rehearsal.

-^amie Mahoney works with

the rhythm.

Can you believe this kid

actually needs help with this

stuff?!" exclaims junior Ra-

cheal Knight.

^j^Ms. Bethony stops to check in with senior

Mike Krupat.
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For many Newton Soth stu-

dents, the library is a haven.

Providing students with inval-

uable resources, a quiet spot to do
homework, and a plethora of reading

material, the Margaret W. Erskine Li-

brary is the hang-out of choice for

many. Also, the librarians happen to be

not only charming, but boy, do they

know their way around the library.

Sure, the millions of encyclopedias, at-

lases, textbooks, and videos are great

resources, but the librarians themselves

are even better.

One of the more unique and interest-

ing aspects of the library is the graffiti

that lines the study carrels. Vandalism,

however, is also a sort of time capsule

for South. Why, now we all know that

Led Zeppelin has ruled since way back

in 1912. This graffiti actually provides

an important forum of everything rang-

ing from music critiques to the essential

elements for Boyles' Law to who the

best senior was in 1964. Despite its lack

of aesthetic value, this graffiti adds a

unique touch to the Newton South li-

brary that we all know and love.

By Sarah Suzuki
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Seniors Janet Lee and Jessica Phillips always try

to read each and every book in the library.

"Please be quiet. I am trying to study and sing :

Barney at the same time. It takes concentration

you know," says Michael Heafitz.

'^Senior Dan Waksman
searches through his history

text to find out just when the

War for Austrian Succession

started.

^^Junior Sandra Mueller is hard at work.
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Newton South is always hap-

py to accept students from

other schools, whether they

come from another state or another

continent. Exchanges run through the

foreign language department, the his-

tory department, and the music depart-

ment. Students here are always excited

to meet new foreign friends.

The first students that we hosted this

year were from Denmark. Helen Tay-

lor, the choral director at South, invited

her friends from a huge choir to come
and sing. They had a concert one of the

nights they were here that impressed

the audience immensely. Next year,

those students will host our chorus
members in Denmark.
The foreign language department

runs two exchanges each year, one with

a school in Grasse, France and one with

a school in Costa Rica. French and

Spanish students love taking advantage

of the chance to improve their under-

standing of the language they study.

When the students come here, people

who didn't get to go away themselves

have another chance to learn about an-

other culture. They can host the stu-

dents who come here.

This year Newton South also hosted

students from a school in Australia,

which history teacher Peter Bates cor-

responds with. Foreign students give us

a mix of different people here and make
the student body a combination of

many different cultures.

By Sarah Nelson

Y
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Melyssa Ufland has found a friend for life in

exchange student Cindy. Your first stop in any foreign land should always

be Baskin-Robbins.

^^Teen fashion is obviously a universal concept

— check the hat!
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Tests, tests everywhere. Tests,

tests in my hair, Sometimes,

exams are enough to make
us all go crazy and think ourselves to be

Dr. Seuss! Tests are an integral part of

any high school experience, and New-
ton South is no exception. For some
tests are no problem, just another event

in another day. For many of us though,

tests are something to stress about, de-

finitley not a daily high point.

People deal with test anxiety in dif-

ferent ways. For some of us, the key is

to lock ourselves into our rooms the day

before, pouring over various texts, quiz-

zes, worksheets, and class notes in an

effort to leam the next day's material.

For others, the key is getting someone
from their class to tutor them. Senior

Steven Wong says, "I have asked eve-

rybody in the whole world to tutor me!

It's the best way for me to learn the

stuff, to have a friend help me master it.

As a matter of fact, I have twelve differ-

ent people lined up to help me study for

my math mid-year tomorrow!
"

Others of us rely on techniques other

than hard core studying. "'Eat!
" shouts

senior Michelle Chow. "Just eat and eat

until you've forgotten that you have a

test at all. That usually works for me."
Some try deep breathing exercises be-

fore exams, taking a minute to relax be-

fore the paper appears on their desks.

Despite the myriad of techniques out

there for coping, studying usually

proves itself to be the most reliable way
to deal with test anxiety.

By Sarah Suzuki
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Senior Howie Nager struggles to stay awake

during this thrilling lecture. TMichelle Tattenbaum looks up from her lab to

ask her partner a question.
,

^Frazzled senior Jamie
Horowitz displays the results

of his all-night study session.

^^Senior Yuki Hamakawa pauses for a quick

bite during the quiz. Yum — pencil!
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Art at Newton South flourish-

es in many different forms

ranging from photography

to technical drawing. Every student is

presented with the opportunity to be-

come a super-artist in just a matter of

terms and five credits.

Within the art deparment there is a

wide range of classes offered to the

Newton South kids. Studio Art is a class

which teaches students the basic skills

of drawing and painting in a variety of

media. Technical Drawing is a good

choice for students looking to a career

in architecture or engineering, or, if

you're just very technical, 1 guess. Wood
is also offered, where students can work

on projects ranging from birdhouses to

outdoor furniture to bookcases. Ceram-

ics allows students the chance to dig

their fingers into some good, clean clay

and Clay. Metal, Fiber goes beyond Ce-

ramics to encompass the use of other

materials.

From these and other courses, it is

obvious that Newton South does not

lack in the art department. Our plethora

of art offerings broaden our horizons

and helps to evoke the creative side in

all of us.

By Nicole Chow and Sarah Suzuki
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Mommy, look! Look at the pretty picture I took! ^Junior Katie Robbins works on her piece for

Studio Art.

<^unior Sherry Dinnall shows

off her latest masterpiece

before putting it in the kiln.

^The ceramics king sur-

veys his kingdom.

'Excuse me, I'm trying to glaze over here. Do

you mind?" asks junior Eric Sawyer.
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Newton South s Music Department of-

fers any kind of music you can hope to par-

ticipate in. In the Orchestra, the Choirs,

the Jazz Ensemble and the Wind Ensem-

bles you can find what you're looking for.

This year proved to be a successful one,

incorporating two tours and the chance to

meet a choir from Denmark.

The year began with the visit from Den-

mark, a choir which was touring the states.

They performed at Newton North's Lasker

Auditorium with a tremendous positive re-

action. All the singers were hosted by

Newton students, and their stay was en-

joyed by all involved.

This year's Winter Concert was well re-

ceived with performances over two eve-

nings from all the Choirs, the Jazz Ensem-

ble, the Wind Ensemble, and the Orches-

tra. The Jazz Ensemble stood out with

Herbie Hancock's "Watermelon Man."
The piece featured the all-star, too funky

for their own good. Saxophone Section of

Jeff "Greenie" Greenstein, Maggie
"Sparky" Hillis, Dan "The Man" Bres-

man, Seth "Hot Damn" Kennedy, and Pe-

te "Hip Cat" Cobb. The choirs took the

theme of love into all their pieces, making

a strong and entertaining program.

The Music Department at Newton
South continues to flourish and hopefully

will become even stronger in the coming

years. Helen Taylor and Gordon Duckel

ably direct all aspects of the music world at

South, and with their expertise, the future

looks bright.

by Allison Hartley





1 993/1994 was a very busy

year for Newton South s Dra-

ma Club, South Stage. Mr.

Honeyman, director of Theatre Arts at

South, and Ms. Herzberg, along with

the four student officers, Tarryn Strat-

ing. Becca Slotnick. Selina Greene, and

John Zandman, managed to set more
than five productions, in excess of sev-

en plays, soaring this year. Perform-

ances included this year's first produc-

tion, "The Bad Seed. " The next play,

produced by the Music Department was
a musical titled "The Apple Tree. ' The
13th annual Freshman Sophomore
Shows, performed in early December,
included three one act plays, "Little Red
Snares the Wolf, ' Bits and Pieces. " and

"Act III. Scene IV."' Other productions

during the year included the one-act

play Newton South entered into the

Massachusetts Drama Festival, "Arabi-

an Nights,'" and the well loved Newton
South/Newton North Shakespeare
production.

Earlier in the year, Mr. Honeyman's
theatre classes performed select scenes

from plays they had been studying in

class and amazed everyone who attend-

ed the evening.

The year was an overall success for

South Stage. With productions, work-

shops and field trips, the Drama club

and the theatre classes at South, stu-

dents were able to fully benefit from the

very best of South Stage.
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-^"Tsk tsk dahling!" scolds

junior Andrea Levy-Sperounis.

^^Senior Andrew Bujalski was a hit in his first

South role.
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The Life Skills program at

Newton South plays an es-

sential role in our schoo
community. Aimed at helping its stu-

dents learn to function both within our

high school and in the real world be-

yond, the program stresses vocational

training, indepedence, and social inte-

gration. Mailings are compiled within

the Life Skills room for different groups,

giving the students hands-on experi-

ence. The students also help the school

itslef by helping to deliver mail to teach-

ers, and working in the library, book

room, and nursery school.

These students hope to be able to

compete in the unknown world that lies

beyond graduation. The Life Skills pro-

gram gives its students the strong foun-

dation they need to do just that.
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^The Life Skills program takes a break from their ,

'

busy day to say cheese for the camera. Richard and Sharon are experts when it comes
1 to hard work.

^Carrie takes a break from

her work to share a smile.

^j^Susie works diligently while keeping a happy

expression on her face.
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There are certain courses at South that

students can take and actually feel as if

they've accomplished something in life.

One to One, formerly known as Big Broth-

er/Big Sister, is one such example. This

senior elective has been very popular

among seniors in the past and is once

again, this year. Over forty big brothers

and sisters are signed up jointly between

Newton South and Newton North provid-

ing forty underprivileged children with an

older friend to look up to and have some
fun with.

Being a Big Brother or Big Sister is a

very large and serious commitment. At the

beginning of the year, the students go

through a three-month training period in

which they learn from a Newton Guidance

counselor how to provide a comfortable at-

mosphere for the child, discuss problem

situations, and talk about what to do on

actually trips out. Finally, come mid-No-

vember, they receive a name and phone

number and meet their new "little child."

From then on they meet with him or her

once a week until the end of the school

year.

They may take trips to the movies, car-

nivals, go sledding, and take nature walks

in Cold Spring Park. Because many of

these trips cost money, other kinds of less

expensive activities are also encouraged.

The Big Brothers and Big Sisters continue

to meet with the guidance counselor twice

a month to discuss their meeting with their

kids and any problematic situations that

come up. The finale of the program is a

huge picnic in June with all the pairs of

brothers and sisters.

One to One is a very satisfying experi-

ence. Students feel good that they have

helped in a positive way to enhance the life

of a small child.

By — Adam Shamus
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Here's the scenario: it's sec-

ond to last block and you're

exhausted. Your teacher is

rambling on about collateral ligaments

of his cousin in France. Whatever it is,

you don't care. Slowly your eyelids slip

and your head drops. Yes, you're falling

asleep. The classroom is not a good

place for sleeping, partly because the

desks are very uncomfortable, and

you'll wake up with a crick in your neck

and partly, well, because you could get

busted. Here are a few tips on staying

awake in class.

Coffee is an essential in this depart-

ment. It's cheap, it's effective, it's just

around the corner at Dunkin' Donuts.

Caffeine probably should be a con-

trolled substance because there are

those days where you get out of control

and have three tests to study for and

drink way too much coffee and then you

get that awful coffee-overload feeling in

your stomach and you just want to go

home and get into bed and go to sleep.

That defeats the whole purpose.

Hopefully you'll remember these little

tips for keeping those eyes open. After

all, falling asleep in class can be embar-

rassing. Especially if you fall out of your

chair.

By Sarah Suzuki

f
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COME AND JOIN THE

Athletes at Newton South had a range of talent. If

you were to look beyond the statistics and records,

you would find an extraordinary hunger for perfec-

tion and for the best performances that could be put
forth. These athletes sacrificed a lot of free time and
very often did not arrive home until 7:00 on school
nights.

Many students enjoyed taking part in one of the

many sports that Newton South offers. Whether they
ran for three seasons, or played a different sport for

each season, all the athletes were enthusiastic about
doing their best and helping their team. Sports' prac-

tices took up a lot of time, but the reward came when
the games were won. And depending on the team, the
wins might have led to being league champions.

Playing a sport is a great way to release the tension

of school. It also gives students a chance to meet new
people outside of classes.

Overall the athletes of Newton South played well

and succeeded and certainly proved themselves to be
Modern Classics.
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Top row: Jessica Demming, Emily Beck, Meg
Moore. Kristen Liebensberger. Katie Ross

Middle row: Margot Albeck, Heather Lance,

Kristen Prinn, Ruth Marks, Laura Stem Bot-

tom row: Katie Robbins, Lauren Zuker, Joan-

na Padden, Jolie Siegel

Opponent
Weston

L-S

Bedford

Wayland

Acton-Boxbo

Boston Latin

C-C

Westford

Weston

L-S

Bedford

Wayland

Acton-Boxbo

Boston Latin

C-C

Westford
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2

2

0
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0

0

2

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

3

6

1

1

7

0

5

2

3

7

1

1

2

0

4

0

Senior Captain Ruth Marks concen-

trates on meiking a smooth pass.

JLcyWj, X^vMO^ /Acp...

"You're playing great guys! We're just having a

little problem putting the ball in the net. We'll work

on it and play a little "world cuppie "

in practice

tomorrow. Hey — we win a couple of games and

were right back in it. This league is so even." These

are the immortal words of Patrick John Haskell.

They sum up the season quite well.

I know what you're thinking, but it was not as

bad as it looked. Besides one game late in the sea-

son, we kept every game close. We never lost by more than two goals.

Under the leadership of team co-captains Jamie Horowitz and Steve Kin-

del, we were able to stick together despite our losing record. After each loss

our meshed on a single word, "Wayland. " The Wayland game was by far

the most exciting game of the season, even though we lost.

Other highlights of the season included the mid-season honeymoon break

and the Concord-Carlisle game which we tied 1-1. What made our season

most memorable was our coach P.J. P.J. was a bright light in an otherwise

gloomy season. His up-beat attitude and optimism made the year great.

And so our season ended quite differently from the way we had dreamed

it to end during those dog days of August. Still, we'll walk away knowing that

maybe, just maybe, we'll play "world cuppie" tomorrow in practice.

— Mike Krupat
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When boys are little, they usually play basket-

ball, football or baseball in their spare time. In

comparison, soccer has been consistently the

most popular past time among young aspiring

athletes. Beginning in the second grade, girls

can participate in the Newton Girls Soccer

league. Progressing from this, girls may contin-

ue to compete in the Boston Area Youth Soccer.

Both of these programs are extremely awarding

and challenging.

If they choose, they may continue to compete in the next step on the

Junior High School team. This team plays against a higher and more
intense level of competition. The next level brings us to the high school

level. This is by far the most intense, challenging, and physical team of

all. Here at Newton South, the girls' soccer team completed another sea-

son of competition in the perennially difficult Dual County League.

Led by senior co-captains Ruth Marks and Laura Stern along with fellow

seniors Attia Alam, Becky Rottenberg, Nicole Barry and Jolie Siegal, the

team exhibited an enormous amount of team spirit and pride.

The season was filled with many close and thrilling games, but the high-

light of the season by far was the season finale against Westford Academy.

Playing in extremely muddy and wet conditions, the Lions were able to

capture a 1-0 victory and keep the Gray Ghosts of Westford from contin-

uing into post-season play. With the returning varsity players, many tal-

ented underclassmen and the outstanding coaching from Gwen Smith the

future looks bright and promising.

— Laura Stem

Opponent
L-S

Wayland

Weston

Acton-Boxboro

Weston Ac.

Boston l-atin

C-C
L-S

Wayland

Weston

Acton-Boxboro

Weston Ac.

Boston Latin

Top row: Coacii Hasi<ell, Marco Vespa, Dan

Brooks-Potter. Andrew Kopelman. David

Fine, Michael Fogel. Ryan Wallerstein, Jeff

Nisbet, Bill Harper. Bottom row: Aaron Bell-

er, Louis McDavid, Mike Krupat. Dave Gan-

nick, Steve Kindel. Jamie Horowitz. Josh Alt-

man. Jeff Bodner, Andrew McCraith.

•^Senior Captain Jaime Horowitz

leans into his kick.



Top: Coach Jane Roderick, Melissa

Lopes, Sharon Ben-Ari, Meg Casabon-
ne, Valerie Vespa, Gessica Silverman,

Ari Hanson, Candace Burstein, Lindsey

Denk, Coach Lx>u Middle: Nicole Chow,
Anne Ben-Simon, Becca Vogel, Michelle

Chow, Katie Neal, Rachel Bard Bottom:

Nicole Moleux, Rachel Monbouquette

Opponent
Westford

Wayland

Weston

C-C
Acton-Boxboro

Beford

Brookline

L-S

Minuteman Tecl

Westford

Wayland

Weston

C-C

Acton-Boxboro

Bedford

L-S

Minuteman Tecl

NS Opponent

1 3

1

0

1

0

2

1

1

4

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

3

2

3

3

0

2

1

2

0

2

3

4

3

4

3

1

0

Senior Nicole Chow practices her

swing as the crowd cheers her on.

The 1993 Newton South golf team had a difficult

act to follow after winning the Dual County League

Championship in the fall of last year. However, the

Lions graduated only two of their eight starters,

captain Dave Siroky and Jason Block. This year's

team was led by captains Matt Herman and Billy

Herman, along with returning seniors Seth Her-

man, Larry Green, Nick Goldman, junior Jason

Korb, sophomore Tami Herman, and freshman

Jon Green. Coached by Mr. Thomas Steeves, the Newton South golfers

played up to and surpassed the victories and accomplishments of past years.

The 1993 season started on a positive note with great interest from new
players joining the team. Along with the returning seven varsity players were

thirteen junior varsity players. The interest and dedication shown by the J.V.

team assures the Lions a bright future.

Newton South sent six golfers to the MIAA Division One Qualifier at Eas-

ton Country Club. South finished second in the field of thirteen teams to earn

a spot in the State Tournament. The future for the Newton South golf team

looks great; for the interest, dedication, and hard work shown by the return-

ing players is part of the winning formula of Coach Steeves.

By Billy Herman
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What makes field hockey different from other

fall sports? One difference is that sexy and fash-

ionable looking uniform skirt; the other is THE
STICK. It is conventionally used as a substitute

for a player's hand and/or feet, but to the ex-

perienced field hockey player, it has many more
uses. The stick is often used as a source of pro-

tection for students when walking to their car

from the field. Most popularly, the stick is used

as entertainment for a player, who is not involved in the play. One of the

most popular stick tricks is one where the stick travels around the hand

at top speed. Another one that's practiced a lot is "Air Dribbling." This

involves tapping the ball in mid air with the field hockey stick. The ability

to do these tricks requires much patience and concentration as well as

free time,

While impressive to the non-field hockey player, these tricks are second

nature to a NSHS field hockey player, and just one of their many
strengths.

By. Rachel Monbouquette, Michelle Chow

Opponent NS Opponent

L-S 11 1

Wayland 7.5 5.5

Boston Latin 9 3

Acton-Boxboro 8 4

C-C 11 1

Bedford 11 1

Westford 10 2

L-S 10 2

Wayland 6.5 5.5

Boston Latin 9 3

Acton-Boxboro 10 2

C-c 9 3

Bedford 11 1

Westford 4 8

•^enior Nick Goldman takes another

shot while Senior Seth Herman gives

his vote of confidence.

Top: Coach Tom Steeves, Brendan Mau-
ri, Tommy Coriey, Jeff Hahn, Bo Ste-

wart, Tami Herman, Larry Green, Jon

Green, Seth Herman, Raffi Dawson, Yu-

ki Hamakawa, Nick Goldman Bottom:

Billy Herman, Matthew Herman



With two DCL championships titles under our belts and two

narrow misses for the All-State Meet, the Newton South Men's

Cross Country team began our 1993 season with high goals

and tremendous enthusiasm. Thinking back on our season, wc
realize that a team's success is not measured by record but its

ability to work together and "fight the demons."

Whether the skies were rainy or windy, sunlit or moonless,

singeing or numbing, between the hours of three to six one could

find the NSXC runners thundering up Baldpate Hill, trekking

through St. Benedict's Cemetry, "single file
" down Dudley

Road, or hunched over gasping after "loops. " "Why? " you might ask . . .

Before each race, clad in our pre-meet garb, we would gather together and visualize our goals,

sometimes at Cold Springs over candles and incense, sometimes in the CPR room before view-

ing the timeless classic "The Jericho Mile " and sometimes just moments before a big race. And
following our mud-filled battles with the other teams and ourselves, we'd affirm our accomplish-

ments and rethink our strategies, each race learning better how to overcome whatever pain or

doubt we might have.

The boy's varsity team ended the season with 7-1 record and second place in the League

Championship. Although the Lions would have made it to the All-State Meet in any other

division, we finished a proud seventh. The freshman and junior varsity teams ran away with

undefeated seasons and decisive league meet victories. Their dominance of the league shows

their potential and assures us that the torch will be passed on. Our coaches Marrianne and

Steven McChesney, through extraordinary insight and technique, have helped us to become a

fleet-footed powerhouse of enthusiasm and have allowed us to see that when we race, we
compete against ourselves, our demons of self-doubt, self-limitation and fear and that only by

"Fighting the Demons " can we truly succeed.

By Adam Chase and Nick Abend

Top: Jane Mitchell, Shana Miller, Katya

lakoubova, Audrey Hong, Jess Berman,

Rachael Knight, Nadine Savikovsky,

Amy Hall, Nandina Jacoiste, Carrie

Come, Abby Posner, Amanda Herman,

Coach McChesney

Opponent NS Opponent
Wayland 23 34

Bedford 15 INC

Boston Latin 15 50

Weston 17 40

C-C 19 42

L-S 17 46

Acton-Boxboro 17 42

Westford 24 34

The women of NSXC ham it up for

the camera.

1



Opponent

Wayland

Bedford

Boston Latin 22

Weston

C-C

L-S

NS Opponent

16 44

20 38

42

26 31

20 39

35 23

Acton-Boxboro 23 36

Westford 23 33

Top: Adam Chase, Nick Abend, Noah
Daniels, Mike Gottesman, Matt Legalbo,

Ofer Mazor, Jesse Leviis, Dan Corsetti,

Robin Lamb, Dorian Besson, Coach
McChesney Bottom: Ali Hussein, Matt
Spiro, Grant Alexander, Sohail Hussain,

Jon Krazinski, Jon Zandman, Tim Swo-
pe, Ethan White, Dave Futer, Barry
Greenstein, Chi Hoang, Brian Roths-
child

•^Adam and Sohail pal around before

practice.

Last year we set a goal of winning the All-

State Meet. We all ran tough and "Fought The
Demons." but unfortunately we had to settle for

t*
^ second place. However, this year, we finally ac-

complished our goal, becoming the 1993 All-

t. V. State Champions. This year was the culmination

|ri|^^B ^"^"^ reflection of an entire season of hard work

dedication.

We started out the season with confidence.

Our top seven runners all returned, and there was a lot of depth and talent

with the underclassmen. At times our confidence wavered due to several

injuries and illness, but our dual meet record showed that we were still

able to remain a strong unit of runners regardless of who ran in the varsity

races.

Whether we were running up Bald Pate Hill or doing repeat miles (Re-

peat-Nicks) at Cold Springs Park, our coaches, Marianne and Steve

McChesney, constantly challenged and encouraged us, helping us to work

to our potential and turn our goals into reality. This was especially obvious

in our performance at the All-State Meet. When we found out the results

of winning the State Title, we realized just how much of a team we were

and that we had learned how to "fight the demons. " May NSXC grrrr

forever . . .

By Carrie Come, Amanda Herman, and Abby Posner
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Senior captain. Gaby Siegal returns a good bail.

SAs
members of other teams wait for their

practices to begin, many watch through the little

windows, as the girls volleyball team do their

warm-ups. All of our warm-ups, including the

circuit and the "kangaroo jump," have a station

where we must dive. Many observers later ask

us, "Why do you guys throw yourselves across

the gym?" Our answer is simple: it is a very use-

ful and helpful defensive skill, and practice

makes perfect. Although diving looks dangerous, it is actually fun and very

useful.

When the floor is dusty, which it is often, we could slide from the service

line to the net. There are lots of dangers involved though. Many times,

since it is such a quick reaction, we may fall off-balanced and end up with

many painful bruises on our hips. Floor burn doesn't feel good either.

On the prettier side of things, diving is an essential defensive skill which

is used numerous times during a match. Diving allows us to gain a larger

distance in a shorter amount of time. Without this skill, balls would be

dropping much more often, and the rallies would be much shorter. Be-

sides, it looks good, and we get a lot more applause because it seems like

a really good play. — By Melyssa Ufland

I

Top: Stephanie Block, Dorrit Schotz, Jasmine Lai, Selina Greene Bottom: Melys-

sa Ufland, Gaby Siegel
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rhe NSHS Cheerleaders successfully complete a pyramid.

The 1993-1994 Cheerleading Squad has brought

school spirit to both the football field and the bas-

ketball court all year long. During football season,

led by co-captains Alanna Manouk, Lisa Manzoli

and Stacy Sanchez, the squad finally began to show
what they were capable of. At the beginning of bas-

ketball season, a new squad led by Captain Alanna

Manouk was formed. With the help of experienced

Missy Campbell and Sandra Salucci, the enthusi-

astic group continued to shock the crowd with their advanced stunts and

perfected routines. The squad is looking forward to competition in March.

It will show people how much the cheerleaders improved throughout the

year.

By Charla Watkin and Jodi Shelf

Front Row: Aiana Manouk Middle Row: Charla Watkin. Jaime Bridges. Aprillc Arena.

Back Row: Jennifer Mulligan, Galen Friend, Jennifer Druss, Kerri Kazarian, Tashi Pique.
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^Senior, Todd Weston gets mended before the next defensive play.

Senior, LaJuan Johnson fights his way to a first down.

Opponent NS Opponent
Holliston 3 20

Nashoba 0 29
Madison Pari 25 34

Boston Latin 0 42
C-C 14 26
Bedford 10 8
Westford 23 40
Acton-Boxbo 25 42

Wayland 10 28

L-S 7 28



of t^e jiAyicde

One word which could be used to describe an attribute

seen in all football players is noisy. Or, if noisy doesn't suit

your fancy, you could try loud, boisterous, highly voluble, and
a variety of other synonymous phrases. But no matter how
you say it. the fact is that most football players do make quite

a bit of noise. So this may prompt you to ask, "Hey, why
do football players make so much noise?" If players are

asked this question, they might shrug it off and look at you
as if you were ridiculous. But this is the question that has
been posed, and this writer will attempt to answer it as com-
pletely as possible.

The volubility which the players exhibit begins early in the

season, during pre-season double sessions in the sweltering,

mid-summer heat of August. The special athlete, who can truly call himself a football player,

dawns his pads and bemoans himself for ever having tried out for the team in the first place.

The summer heat is staggering as the players take the field for practice. As soon as the drills

start, the player can feel the effects of both the heat and the fact that he has spent all summer
doing nothing to prepare himself for these grueling activities. All of these combined burdens
finally extract moans of both pain and exhaustion from all players on the field.

As each practice ends, the players emit a collective sigh of relief. This sigh is then followed

by more groaning as the players discover how tired and sore they actually are. This groaning

is followed up by a constant drone of complaints expressing the players' realization that they

will have to do the exact same thing the next day.

Finally the first game approaches. The players are waiting with a certain nervous antici-

pation to see how their team will stack up against the competition. The team's collective

excitement is expressed in reassurances for all the others. When the team takes the field, all

members hear the roaring cheers from the home crowd and echo these cheers with those

of their own. And each player knows somewhere in the back of his mind that although it is

a long, tiresome season, he must relish each cheer as if it were the last for season's end will

be present before he realizes.

Just before the opening kickoff, the national anthem is blared out by the amplifier. The
stirring piece instills a certain charge of emotions within each player and as soon as the

anthem is concluded, this rush of emotions (chief among them being that of excitement),

which has been building not only at this moment but all through the preseason, surfaces as

the players cheer for both their team and the defeat of the opponents.

When the season finally concludes, the players are all saddened that it had to end so soon.

On the other hand, they are in some ways relieved to have made it through the season. The
comradery which has been displayed both in the locker room and on the playing field

throughout the season does not end though and never will. So when you see two football

players together making a lot of noise, and you're wondering why they do so. you can pretty

much safely say that they arc reminiscing about a certain game, play, practice, or moment
which they shared.

FRONT: Micah Haubcn, Todd Weston FIRST ROW: Derek

Downes, Scott McNeil, Lajuan Johnson, Tim Som, Doug Wade,

Josh Frances, Micah Rosenthal, Mike Turgel, Jon Dana, Dave

Portnoy, Kevin Nason, SECOND ROW: James O'Shaugnessy,

Mineo Sakan, Joe Curley, Tommy Upshaw, Sean Barett, Paul

Lauderback, Derek Duncan, Jamie McMullen, Mike Mickey, Mike

Jones, Mike Cormier, THIRD ROW: Brian Galvin, Rob Robledo,

Andrew Ufland, Matt Altman, Mike Shields, Dave Browne, Mike

McAuliffe, Roey Rivnay, Amir Cohen, Dan Rubin, Brian Blan-

chard MISSING: Jamel Green, Albert McClarence
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^Senior girls get psyched before their big game.

Junior girls congratulate each other after their win.

16

^The senior boys cheerlead to show us what they got! ^The Senior Team

76 Powder
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^Senior girls give us a smile as they run off the field.

Powder Puff: A Senior Perspective

There has always been a myth that looms around

Newton South concerning the Powder Puff game:

The seniors win because it's fixed for them. This

year, the myth was proved untrue because the sen-

iors did lose to the juniors. There are many reasons

for the upset; one is that the referees were confused

on which team were the seniors and which were

the juniors. There was also the other reason. The News Tribune promised

the seniors that if they lost, they would receive 3,000 dollars donated to

their class. With much excitement, the seniors agreed to this and fulfilled

the agreement. Three thousand dollars went to the seniors and a win went

to the juniors. Besides receiving the money, the seniors can also take pride

in saying that they made history! On making this decision, the seniors did

make out like bandits. They chose losing the game for the money and

making history over traditionally winning and blending in with the rest of

the seniors from NSHS.

By,

Michelle Chow
Rachel Monbouquette

^The Junior Team
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Junior Becca Gould stretches before

running.

Phenomenal — it's the only word that tmly de-

scribes the 1994 Men's Indoor Track and Field sea-

son. Led by coaches extraordinaire Steven "Gosh

Dam" McChesney and Jeff "Gymcraftics Man"
Robbins, we raced to a 5-3 record season in the

DCL League. Even our losses were close, losing to

powerful teams like Lincoln Sudbury by only half a

point. With the goal of winning the Newton Souths

first Men's Indoor Track and Field Championship

in mind, we worked hard throughout the harsh winter season. Distance run-

ners sledged through the constant snow and ice. while sprinters got fast

workouts in at Brandeis University and the jumpers and throwers developed

their technical events at Weston High School. Through meditation and af-

firmations and our high intensity training led to many personal records. The

combination of sprinters and distance runners made the Newton South Lions

a fierce powerhouse in the Dual County League.

By Sohail Husain, Nick Abend and Todd Mitchell
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Braving the snow and cold all season, the Girls

Indoor track team has juggled schedules between

the outdoors, Brandeis University, both pool and

track, and Newton North. The team had a very suc-

cessful season with a DCL record of 6-2. With al-

most a full team returning from last year and the

addition of many freshman talents the team was

well represented in all events. The distances, led by

senior Captain Amanda Herman and Molly Hillis,

along with senior Carrie Come, junior Eliza Beardslee, and sophomore
Maggie Hillis served as a potent force in the league, posting several of the

leagues fastest time. The middle distance shined in many spectacular per-

formances in the 600 and 300 from junior Becca Gould, Margot Albeck,

sophomore Sarah McCarthy and Jessica Demming. These girls also made
a tough, fast 4x400 relay. Senior Captain Rukiya Shannon and junior

Kristinn Prinn and sophomore Emily Beck competed like a Lions in the

40 m and the 45 hurdles. Becca Lipshtuz took the league by storm in the

shotput while the Lion high jumpers found great success in one of the

toughest technical events. The coaching staff, Steven McChesney and Jeff

Robbins deserve lots of recognition for their commitment to both the boys

and girls team, arranging several practices a day at different locations and

yet still managing to offer time and support to all athletes.

By Molly Hillis

•^Daniel Olstein peeks out from the

boy's locker room.
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The explosive Lion cagers were again ready for

a very successful season. The expectations were

very high for this club. In the first Boston Globe

poll, these men were ranked number six in Eastern

Massachusetts. With a Lion spirit and a craving for

victory, these hoopsters were poised to pounce on
each opponent.

Commanding this team in its tenacious defensive

intensity were the forces of senior Amani Allen,

and "The Dynamic Duo" of Jamel and Jamar Green. To complement this

unbeatable quickness and agility, the Lions offered a squad of big men. On
the block it was difficult to stop seniors Doug Wade, Micah "Hubba" Hauben,

Kenny Zinner and Paul Krasinski. These warriors of the low post also dom-
inated the rebounding situation. For grace and strategy, the men's basketball

team looked to senior point guards Jamie Horowitz and LaJuan Johnson.

Their ball handling skills and swift movements baffled most DCL opponents.

Continually hustling and buoying the team spirit was senior Steve Wndell. In

the small forward position, sophomore Rob Robledo and junior Paul Loud-

erback were contributors on both ends of the court. They lent fine shooting

and precise passing ability to this year's team. These Lions will continue the

winning tradition of Newton South Basketball.

By Paul Krazinski

Top Row: Jessica Burrows, Amy Hall, Laura

Stem, Ruth Marks, Saran Still, Tyra Jackson.

Bottom Row: Nicky Jackson, Lori Chan,

Stephanie Block, Sarah Hall

She shoots . . . she scores! Senior

Ruth Marks sinks a two-pointer.
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^^TIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY

^The boys huddle for a strategy meet-

ing during a time out.

Top Row: Rob Robledo, Jamie Horowitz,

Ken Zinner, Paul Krazinski. Doug Wade,

Steve Kindel, Micah Hauben Bottom
Row: Lajuan Johnson, Jamel Green, Ja-

mar Green, Amani Allen, Paul Lauderback

Newton South Girls basketball continues to grow
stronger each year. This 1993-94 season was no

exception. The Lions began the season with an un-

usual amount of depth which promised for a satis-

fying season. Sparked by the magnificent play of

guards freshmen Nakia Jackson and sophomore

Stephanie Block, the Lions remained competitive

in the DCL.
The ultimate goal of the season was to qualify for

the state tournament. In attempting to achieve this goal strong perform-

ances and efforts were displayed by the entire team. Senior captain Laura

Stern along with senior Saran Still, sophomore Sarah Hall, and junior

Lori Chan could always be counted on for a solid defensive effort and

often helped ignite the tenacious South defense. On the other end of the

court, seniors Ruth Marks, Amy Hall along with Block, freshmen Jessica

Burrows, Amanda Treat and Jackson poured in the majority of Souths

points.

The biggest setback of the season was the loss of Marks to a broken bone

in her left hand. Marks, South's starting center, was able to return in the

latter half of the season but was unfortunately sidelined for three weeks.

In addition to the hard work and dedication of the players, one of the

biggest reasons for the Lions success was the excellent coaching of Mark

Aronson, along with assistants Ethna Kinney and Sandy Kilabro. Aronson

displayed tremendous intensity and leadership, always giving his all and

doing whatever was needed to win.

The future looks extremely promising and with many strong returning

varsity players the Lions will indeed be a serious threat in the DCL.

By Laura Stem "94
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Top Row: Jeff Nisbet, Jason Sullivan, Scott Shooma

Jon Bolio, James Mauzy, Josh Beer. Jeff Fisch. Set

Ballas, Amir Cohen Bottom Row: Lillian Shaller, Cor

Levy, Alex Chang, Peter Hruby. Steven Athens, Jas<

Jacobs, Jamison Chew, Jason Cerone, Dave Zimm<

man
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LVJon Bolio squares off with his opponent on the ice

7hc Cujl'mC) C-Sx^
The Newton South Hockey team, although a lit-

tle short on talent, was not short on determination.

Once again the Lions put in a respectable showing

in the Dual County League, one of the toughest

leagues in the state.

Offensively, the Lions were led by the potent

front trio of Peter Hruby, Jason Jacobs and Cory

Levy, who provided the majority of the scoring for

the Lions. Good efforts were also put in by Jon

Bolio, Josh Jacobs, Jamison Chew and Jeff Nisbet. Defensively, the Lions

relied on the formidable likes of Dave Zimmerman and Scott Ballas, with

Jeff Fisch and Josh Beer putting forth solid efforts as well. Alec Elbert and

Alex Chang were relied on to stop the biscuit, making phenomenal im-

provements which deserve recognition.

All in all, this was a successful season for the Lions. The Newton South

hockey team made a name for themselves as a competitor and teams will

no longer take them lightly in years to come.

By Jason Jacobs and Peter Hruby
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^^^^SH^^Hb After returning from a disappointing season due

^Hp^^^^H^H to a lack of numbers, the Newton South Wrestling

-^V IB Coaches, James Police and Anthony Fillipone, andB returning varsity wrestlers made their goal to

\ f| get more wrestlers on the team. Not only did the

^
^ team succeed in this, but they had a winning sea-

x' son. The veteran wrestlers have been working for

1 y two years to finally end their season with a winning

record. This goal was accomplished through the

dedication and perseverance of the wrestlers and their coaches.

The season was distinguished by the success of the veteran wrestlers.

Captains Seth Herman and Kevin Morrison provided the leadership nec-

essary for the team's success. Returning seniors Brian Lopes. Matt Simon,

Mark Samson and Josh Frances used their experience to assist the new
wrestlers and provided the necessary wins. The underclassmen proved

that the Lions' Wrestling Team has a strong future ahead of it.

— Brian J. Lopes

Top Row: Gabe Waksman. Josh Frances. Eli Spector. Brian Lopes, David Ganick. Kevin

Morrison, Coach Police, Coach Philliponi, Seth Herman, Dan Rich. Russell Yee, Mark Sam-

son Bottom Row: Mike Jones, Alex Fritz, Anthony Coletti, Mike Shields. Louis Turgel,

David Ballchuck, Matt Simon
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Front Row: Coach Steeves. Jeffrey Considi-

ne, David Ettlinger, Michael Goldfarb. Kang

Liu, Peter Lam. Back Row: Billy Herman,

Andrew McCraith, Matthew Herman

^Dave Ettlinger displays his form on

the parallel bars.

Did you ever wonder what was hidden behind the

big blue curtain in gym B? The gymnastics teams'

equipment hibernates upstairs until the winter sea-

son when the gymnasts awaken it to exhibit their

spectacular talent. Even though our record may not

reflect it, this year's team was truly successful in

achieving our personal and team goals due in large

part to our new coach Marci Stoda. Co-captains

liana Caplan and Deb Shapiro led the team both in

scores and spirit, with Deb competing all around and liana on bars, beam
and floor. Juniors Melissa Dunn, who contributed routines on all four events,

Kathy Levitan, exceptionally strong on beam, and Alison Glusman, with her

graceful floor routines, will surely continue to be strong performers next year,

along with sophomores Nicky Jordan, Nikki Grossman, Liz Reimherr. and

Danielle Mansour with their combined skills on beam, vault and floor. Our

young team, including freshmen Pam Vasile, Haley Brew, Rana Saab, Kerry

Brogan, and Jayne Sandman, shows much promise and potential for the

future. We'll really miss you guys but we cling to the dream of being reunited

when we make our Broadway debut with 'West Side Story."

By Deb Shapiro and liana Caplan



We set a goal for team points for the end of the

year, but had to reevaluate our talents after break-

ing that barrier in the first meet of the season. No
one individual stepped up; everybody helped eve-

rybody else. The new goal was to qualify for states

as a team, not as individuals. Senior co-captain An-

drew McCraith scored the team's highest scores on
vault and succeeded at sectionals and states. David

"The Champ" Ettlinger and senior co-captain Billy

Herman provided consistent improving scores on the apparatus. Mike

Goldfarb helped the team with his high scores on floor and consistency

on vault, while fellow Kang Lu enlightened and entertained all with gym-
nastic prowess. Matt Herman filled out the apparatus squads and helped

rookies train for the future. We learned that ten average guys can still

succeed with a superstar, as long as there is patience, confidence and

most importantly, desire.

"The faint heart never won the fair maiden."

By Andrew McCraith

Top Row: liana Caplan, Deborah Shapiro

Middle Row. Rana Saab. Haley Brew. Liz

Reimherr, Kerry Brogan, Danielle Mansour.

Nikki Grossman, Kathy Leviatan Bottom
Row: Melissa Dunn. Nicky Jordan. Jayne

Sandman, Alison Glusman, Pam Visile, Coach

Stada

•^Just check out these gymnastics

nuts!
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The first meet was intense. It all came down to

the last relay. We needed our first win to set the

pace for the rest of the season. MadDog. Ech Ech,

D, and Hooper were trying to psych themselves

out. The gun went off. It was close until Wayland

took a body length "s lead. When the Osterberg

^4-^ -j^^m brothers took their turns, the scene turned around.

flH^tti jg^B By the end of the relay, we had almost a fifteen-

yard lead. The whole team went wild.

It was moments like these, when everybody tries and does their best, that

made the season great. The out-touches and comebacks made us proud to

be members of such a successful, small team.

Top Row (4): Shana Brickman. Marisa Cas-

ey. Samara Shapiro. Sheila McCraith. Lindsey

McClory. Jenna Klatell Row 3: Allison Bom-
stein. Jessica Temkin. Lindsay Carroll, Meg
Casabonne. Lindsey Denk, Naomi Greenfield,

Amanda Walk. Lucy Muellner Row 2: Phyllis

Grable. Sandra Mueller, Heather L-ance, Joan-

na Padden, Juliette Muellner Row 1: Pam
Mahoney. Abby Posner.

Senior Abby

up for her race.

\



Top Row: Mike Dorschner, David Klein,

David Lazaais. Rob Benjamin, Eric Oster-

berg Bottom Row: Farshad Bakhtyari,

Jon Marcoshamer.

Stuck in a large room with forty other people

wearing nothing but skimpy bathing suits and a

damp towel as two sirens screech at full volume,

the Newton South Swim Team awaits the Fire De-

partment to come.

Just one of the many unusual and unifying ex-

periences that occurred during the 1993-94 swim
season, the team had a very successful season. This

young team, along with its seasoned veterans,

worked together to build one of the strongest teams South has seen in

recent years. Coaches Scott Pohlman and Nancy Bush devised many
grueling workouts to build our strength and endurance. As a result, an

exceptional amount of swimmers qualified for the sectional meet in indi-

vidual events. New edition Joe '"Ack" was especially beneficial as our

first Newton South diving coach. He worked with each diver to refine her

skills. The improvements were obvious with several of the divers achieving

the required point scores to advance to the sectional meet.

We are not only a very successful team, but we have also been very

spirited, wearing fins on our heads, towel-capes on our backs and even

our bathing suits to school. We always cheered along the pool side for our

teammates.
" On the blocks or in the pool, who do we think is really cool? Newton

South Swim Team!"
By Abby Posner and Pam Mahoney
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After years upon years of a mere club status, the

ski club has finally transformed into the mighty Ski

Team. Both the boys' and girls' teams have enjoyed

all of the benefits that came with team-dom. "I am
somebody now!" yelled one enthusiastic member.

"There's a place where I belong!" A part of the

Mass. Bay East ski league, the ski team competes

against seven other schools including Dover-Sher-

born, Brookline and Cohasset, in both the nordic

and alpine categories. Under the leadership of coach Marc Abend, all 30
participants found the perfect blend between work and fun. Although the

NS shushers as a team never dominated the league, notable accomplish-

ments include sophomore Erica Kovac's consistent first and second place

standings in the downhill category, and juniors Jeff Bodner and Dorigen

Rose-Fried 's top ten placing in X-C. Also to be noted are Paul Smith,

Noah Brother and Chris Harris, who performed excellently for the boys'

downhill team. The Ski Team not only made their mark on the league

with excellent skiing performances, but also with their whacky, fun and

easy-going manner. According to other league members, the NS team

quickly gained the well-deserved reputation as the "whackiest team in the

league." So, as the warmer weather comes around and the snow melts

away, the members of the 1994 NS Ski Team are left with nothing but

shiny, happy memories of an excellent season of fun in the snow.

By Ezra Freedman

Top Row: Coach Abend. Paul Smith. Marissa Futer. Seth Kennedy, Ezra Freedman, Jeff

Bodner, Jason Korb, Ben Cuiffo. Jason Gluskin Middle Row: Rachel Forbush. Erica Ko-

vacs. Meredith Hatten, Emily Garbus, Jessica Levy, Dorigen Rose-Freid, Yuki Hamakawa

Bottom Row: Sabrina Hepburn. Chris Harris. Ben Melman, Corey Wilke. Pavlos. Garrett

Brown
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1

Senior Josh Freed and Leo the lion invite people

to join the ROAR at the 1993 activities fair.

94 Activities



Newton South offers a myriad of activities for its

students. Many join clubs to meet new people, to pur-

sue some of their interests, or to occupy some of their

free time. There seem to be enough offerings at South
to please just about everybody. For those that love

logarithms, there is the Math Team; Denebola and
Lion*s Roar attract aspiring journalists; for the poet
in all of us, Reflections provides the perfect outlet;

groups like the Black Student Union and the Asian
Student Organization help to promote ethnic pride;

and if someone just likes to think and discuss, the

Philosophy Club is just what they are looking for. It

is this kind of diversity of activities and the contri-

butions that these groups make to the school and the

community that make us Modem Classics.
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Edltors-ln-Chtef

Adam Mansbach

Becky Rottenbcrg

Managing F^ltor

Nicole Barry

Business Editors

Atiia Alam
Kosias Ligris

Jon Meshel

News Editors

Audrey Hong

Kiniin Shu

Laura Slcm

Features Editors

Rachael Knight

Abigail Posncr

Arts & Entertainment

Jennifer Srrulh

Sports Editors

David Fine

Marlcella Zaimi

Piiotography Editors

Jtwh Bloom

Merc<iiih Gilman

Jon Marcoshamcr

letters & Editorial's

Ali Grossman

Jamie Horowitz

Ailiun Iji/arus

Publishing Editor

Zach fi<)ldN3gcr

Production Managers

Caml>7i Jacobs

Andrew Kopclman

Senior Copy Editors

Eli /J Beards lee

Su7y Cobb

Alison Glusman

Kristin luribcnspcrger

Rachel Stanley

Night Editors

David Browne

David Ganick

(Jraphlcs Editors

Eugene Cho

Jachin Cheng

Booli Review VA\Uk

Natalia Mehlman

Accounting Managers

MolK Hillis

Meg MiKJre

Distribution Managers

Jason J«col>s

Roie F'aivhi

Jason Simon

Faculty Advisor

George AbboU While



Editors-in-Chicf

Mike Kudisch

I-Ping Li

Entertainment Editors

Ben Blacker

Jeff Greenstein

Opinions Editors

Dave Cohen

Shoshana Killian

Claudia Slavin

Sports Editors

Michael Krupat

Elihu Selter

Jeff Well

Business Manager
Nicole Chow

Graphics Editors

Janet Lee

Howie Nager

Managing Editor

Dan Bresman

News Editors

Alison Bornstein

Elizabeth Goldberg

Rachel Kern

Production Managers
Josh Freed

Nishia Reiser

Features Editors

Lea Ben-Akiva

Jessica Berman
Gabe Wachman

Photography Editors

Gessica Silverman

Chris Wong

Senior Copy Editor

Andrew McCraith

Faculty Advisor
Gordon Duckel
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Editors in Chief
Gideon Mann
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Literary Editors
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SENIOR
CLASS OFFICERS

President: Paul Krasinski

Vice President of Administration:

Jolie Siegel

Vice-President of Publicity: Garrett

Brown
Secretary: Courtney Tifft

Treasurer: Chris Wong
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ARegulus Staff ' ' / A.

^Five senior Yearbook editors ham it up.

(Editor in Chief Sarah Suzuki asks Editor in

Chief Rachel Kohen, "Can we crop my head?"
,.• / y .' , / .- •• . .• - .• .• .• . y ' ' .' • •• '

•. s s s ••. s \ ••. . •. ••. ••- V \ ^ '••
•

Yearbook staff gets goofy and stliy in front

of the camera.

REGULUS STAFF
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

RACHEL KOHEN
SARAH SUZUKI

LAY-OUT
CAROLYN JACOBS
JAIME DIAMOND

STEPHANIE GREENBERG
ass't-ZARIA GOLDSCHALK

UNDERCLASS
BECCA GOULD
JESSICA LEVY

KRISTEN LIEBENSBERGER

COPY
SARI NADLER

JEFF GREENSTEIN
ass t — JAIME BRIDGES

PHOTO
AMANDA WALK
STEVEN WONG

DOUGLAS MCGOWAN
PAUL RICH

ass t — JAY CHEUNG

BUSINESS
NICOLE CHOW
BECCA VOGEL
MIKE KUDISCH

SENIOR
SECTION
ATTIA ALAM

REBECCA SLOTNICK

SPORTS
MOLLY HILLIS

RACHEL MONBOUQUETTE
JESSICA BELL

CIRCULATION
MELYSSA UPLAND
ILANA CAPLAN

LITERARY
SARAH NELSON
DAVID PORTNOY

CHRISTOPHER WONG

FACULTY &
CLUBS

MICHELLE CHOW
MEREDITH CASEY
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'94 Evaluation
Did you ever wonder who decides whether a Newton South

diploma is a valid high school degree? Well, every ten years

Newton South, along with all other high schools and colleges

in New England, needs to be approved by the New England

Association of Schools and Colleges. Fifteen faculty members
from high schools all over the states come for four days to

evaluate the classes, facilities and philosophy at South. In or-

der to prepare for this major event, this year, the school began

last year to collect the information that the visiting committee

needed. Many students sat on committees like school facili-

ties, school climate, and community and support. Teachers,

parents, and students got together to discuss the great aspects

and those that need to be improved. They tried to substantiate

what the school stands for, and what it strives to achieve.

These committees enabled students and faculty to exchange

ideas and begin to learn where they are each coming from.

This accreditation process allowed the school to evaluate itself

and recognize its strengths and weaknesses.

During the week, the visiting committee evaluated Newton
South with a successful banquet and a video of the school

activities on display. The visitors sat in on many classes, spoke

to students, and met with the faculty members.

So, if you were ever wondering why the new clocks came
in 1994, or why there are now paper towels in bathrooms or

why miraculously the C was replaced in the word School on
the front of the building, now you know the answer. And
when you look at your diploma in a few years and wonder

where it can take you, thank the New England Association of

Schools and Colleges and all the committees for enabling it

to have worth.

/ / y
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j^Senior Roberta thompkins demonstrates how
to carve a pumpkin using the school's supplies.

^Senior Michelle Chow says to senior Gaby Sie-

gal, "I love these radiators. They're so warm and

toasty!"

llt's 1994. and our school"s letter C will finally

return! \'^.' ''/'y^'y ''y ''y ''y y-^y^ .'

Seniors Roie Parchi and Zach Goldberger lean

against our newly painted flag pole. Hope it's

completely dry!
. ^- ^ \ •
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^Juniors Lakia Spence and Renee Smith realize that

they can't eat just one Pringle

"Santa. Santa, we've been good all year long!" shout

juniors Sarah Borok and Meredith Casey to senior Dar-

ryl Copeland. "Now fork over those presents!
"

AFreshman David Klein reads "Glamour" while junior

Danielle Gosselin reads "Auto Maintenance" in the li-

brary. Hey David, who is Woman of the Year?

r
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COME AND JOIN THE

One of the Newton South's most important attributes has always

been its students and faculty. The Seniors were preparing for

graduation and their lives beyond high school while trying to

maintain a good attitude through all the stress and tension. The

Juniors faced SATs and looked towards the next year to come.

Sophomores were faced with the realization that this year actually

counted, while Freshmen became familiar with South and settled

in. All of us, the students, the teachers, and the rest of the faculty

proudly displayed our classic approach to a modern world.
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FRESHMEN

I

AAlthough freshman year may cause anxiety for some, these three sure look

like they are having fun."

NEVERENPINC
BECINNINCS

We all walked in grasping tightly onto our parents'

hands. Our wide eyes and little bodies searched the

brightly colored room curiously inspecting the large

numbers and letters above the green chalkboard. It was here,

on the first day of kindergarten when we gave up the comfort

of our parents for the opportunity of friends our own age. This

was the beginning.

Seven years later, we had to face the beginning all over

again. Our elementary school friends left our side as we
searched the larger school for our classrooms. We compared

schedules and homerooms and planned out a meeting place

during lunch. So many more people and teachers seemed

impossible to get used to, but once again, we adjusted.

After two short years, again we moved on. We were nervous

about the huge school and all the upperclassmen that would

beat us up. We wondered if we would able to find our classes

and, more importantly, our friends. Somehow we survived that

first day; we found our friends and our classes. But could

someone tell me where the swimming pool is? Now there are

four more years until it is the "beginning" all over again.

by Becca Gould
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Talia Abrahamson

Anna Aguilcra

Nadia Alam

Grant Alexander

Josh Altman

Kalah Auchincloss

Maria Aufsceser

Rosa Baier

Marc Barron

Jessiac Bean

Jaclyn Belliveau

Lyn Ben-Simon

Ari Berenbaum

Lauren Berenson

Deborah Bernstein

Suzic Blacker

Matt Bloom

Phil Blunt

David Bowen

Haley Brew

David Broder

Kerry Brogan

Noah Brother

Tara Broughcl

Erica Brown

Ellen Burchctt

Jen Burns

Jessica Burrows

Robert Cancilla

Nora Capraro

Rachel Carlino

Marisa Casey

Matthew Casey

Priya Chauhan

Jonathan Chesebro

Denise Chin

Leanna Chin

Michael Chin

Jennifer Chitel

Michael Clark

Joanna Cohen

Anthony Coletti

Michael Cooper

Tim Corley

Jonah Corsun-Ascher

John Paul Curley

Jesse Dana

Sevan Dawson

Amir Dehestani

Jada Dcmars

Lashawana Dennis

Jessica Deth

Peter Dixon

Jess Ducey

Dani Farber

Amy Farman

Pendar Fazeli

Chicken Finger

Andrea Fischman

Daniel FIcishcr

Mary Folz Donahue

Hunter Eraser

Brooke Freedman

^Happy, Happy! Joy, Joy! We're freshmen!

^^OK, it looks like Goodwin is in this direction. Let's

go!

•^^•^Oooh! Neat sidewalk art!
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AFinding a nap corner is always an excellent first move during freshman year. A"And then he said 'the paper is due tomorrow." ha. ha, ha. can you believe

that?"
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ANo boys, they didn't really lock you out. It's only a joke!

A"So, are you telling me there really isn't a pool here?"

Freshman; the bottom of the social ladder. The week

seems endless after getting sent the wrong way to math

class, sneaking by the hall monitor to hike the long

grueling path to Easy Bite for an edible lunch, and avoiding

the study hall proctor after skipping. It feels like the weekend

will never arrive, but when it finally does there's only one thing

to do: PAHTY!!

In reality, weekends only add to the humiliation and irritation

brought on by the school week. Freshman are generally shunned

from the upper class social scene, and have to resort to hanging

around with fellow frosh watching movies about high-school

parties to try to fill the void. Female freshmen have a few

more options than their male counterparts. Often, freshman

girls find themselves being hounded by horny sophomore guys

who feel ostracized by the women of their own class.

On rare occasions, a freshman huddle can be seen in the

corner of a party, but these groups are often the subject of

ridicule. After months of eager anticipation, the freshmen re-

alize the truth about the infamous "South Parties." In most

cases freshmen end up quietly talking amongst themselves

trying to decide who's going to be the one to call their mom
for drunken upperclassmen. Upon arriving home, the freshmen

makes sure to call every acquaintance they have ever known

to tell them of their newfound connection to the upperclass

social circle. On Monday they face the harsh reality as their

new best friend shows no recollection of their conversation

while shoving them aside in their mad dash to McDonalds. But

don't worry, there's always next weekend to try to win the

heart of that gorgeous senior.

By Kristen Leibensperger and Meg Moore
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Tanya Leone

Mclanie Leung

Noah Levin

Chantal Levitt

Sara Levy

Jason Lieberthal

Leo Lion

Justin Liu

Brian Lockhart

Jaime Lucove

Maria Madriz

Arezo Mahboob

Maliaka Mandley

David Mansbach

Heather Martin

Hedia Maron

Delia Martinez

Andrew McDonnell

Jessica Mechan

Shoivan Meehan

Sarah Merton

Doug Meyer

Shara Miller

Rooshana Mohammad

Barry Morgan

Julie Morganlender

Lucy Muellner

Kenny Mui

Adina Mulea

Kara Murray

Ruth Nadler

Jill Nagte

Alex Naiman

Amanda Najarian

Michael Nason

Joshua Nichols-Barrer

Ayano Ninomiya

Jessica Notartomaso

Ben Novak

Paul O'Connor

Padriac O'Shaughncssy

Joshua Osterberg

Tasos Paicopoulos

Luis Perez

Sevan Petrossian

Tern Phillips

Gijon Polite

Noa Porath

Maya Press

Gabe Puccia

Wei-Ning Qiu

Chichi Quan

Dina Quan

Saab Rana

Mateo Rando

Wanna Ravinovich

Rob Rieske

Dash Robinson

Erica Robinson

Daenya Rosbeck

Johanna Rosen

Lesley Rosenbloom

Ariane Rosier

Brian Rothschild

SIMPLE
CONFUSION

A"From the look on my face, you'd never know that I'm eating cafeteria

food, would you." asks freshman Marlsa Casey.

In
the beginning you arrive at South naive and unknow-

ing of what really lies ahead of you. You wander through

the first few days in commotion, sorting out the pre-

conceived ideas of high school, slowly filtering in the reality.

You recall the warnings that you were given in junior high

of what to watch out for in high school. Despite all this,

many gullible freshmen still fall for the manipulative senior's

practical jokes.

You feel awfully foolish when you realize that you've

been wandering around the school for the past few weeks

looking for the elevator which a reliable senior told you was

how to get to the swimming pool. The people in the library

burst with laughter when a freshman, rushing out, is hu-

miliated by the alarm going off for the book a prankster

upperclassman planted in the freshman's backpack.

Only the most daring of freshmen meet the upperclasss-

men's challenge of visiting Dr. Seasholes, who they were

promised, is living downstairs in the boiler room this year.

Freshmen stay clear of Goodwin Commons heeding the

warnings that it could be hazardous to their health to go

into as an underclassman. They quickly learn which hall-

ways are safe to travel along so as to avoid being caught

in upperclass territory. Freshman boys especially learn not

to hang out in the courtyard unless they have an affinity

for being flung into bushes.

Slowly but surely you catch on to the classic freshman

pranks and learn the ropes of high school. You become

aware of what awaits you for the next four years, and you

look forward to being an upperclassman when there will

be a chance for retaliation.

Jessica Levy
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ABRUPT

I

TRANSITION

1

i

^Finding an unusually uncrowded hallway, these freshmen stop to get their

bearings before moving onto C-Block.

For some of us, becoming a freshman has been the most

exciting experience that has ever happened. For others,

it has been a nightmare. Some of us started thinking

about freshman year months before it even came, and some

didn't think about it at all. Sometimes it's the things we fear

most that end up giving us the most satisfaction. Sure, the

work load is much greater than junior high, and the school

itself is much bigger, but freshman year offers something unique.

Coming out of junior high, we have our own group of friends;

however the larger population at South gives us the oppor-

tunity to meet a lot of different people. By the time we are

seniors, we will have friendships that will last a lifetime. Being

a freshman is only as good as we make it.

There is a big difference between this year and last year.

We have gone from being the oldest in the school to being the

youngest. We are no longer role models; now we have the

privilege of looking up to the upperclassmen.

Freshman year also provides us with a fresh start. Even if

our grades did not meet our standards in past years, we can

now set realistic goals and achieve them.

To sum it all up, we, the class of '97, occupy a special

place in time. We represent both the present and the future

of Newton South, and we will do our best to make our school

proud of us.

By Amanda Najarian
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Matt Sable

Lauren Sacks

Kristen Sakillaris

Jayne Sandman

Stephen Sassoon

Megan Schiff

Marh Schultz

Alyson Schwartz

Tovah Segelman

Lillian Shaller

Rebecca Shapiro

Andrea Sharby

Eric Shoicket

Cory Silken

Michael Silverstein

Josh Slater

Mike Snyder

Matt Solomon

Fred Starikov

Jarcd Stern

Jamie Stich

Evan Sugar

Melissa Sutton

Kate Sydney

Max Tatelbaum

Chris Terry

Mandy Thomas

Allison Thompkins

Paula Tiber!

Kyla Tornheim

Debora Trachtenberg

Matthew Traiger

Jack Trent

Michelle Tsay

Spayne Tyler

Adam Umina

Pam Vasile

Lizzy Whitehorn

Corey Wilk

David Winbourne

Rachel Winer

Danny Wong

Maggie Wong

Marisa Wong

Jeff Woo

Krystel Wright

Eric Yaffee

Betty Yee

Ava Zadeh

Julie Zinner

A*'Like. I'm, like, new here, so just leave me alone,

OK?"

^^Betty Yee struts her stuff walking down Goodwin.

"^^•^Facing the early winter chill, freshman girls brave

the breezeway.
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Not Pictured

Conor Barron

Scott Blanchard

Oran Blumenfeld

Tobias Brueing

Jonah Brooks-Potter

Ori Bulka

Jamison Chew
Sinceree Clarke

Thomas Corley

Edward Dabuzhsky

Alec Elbert

Daniel Ennis

Aaron Farmer

Angela Ficken

Alex Furman

Abigail Gerhold

Lubov Getmansky

Sydney Hatten

Eugene loffe

Nakia Jackson

Sean Kately

Benjamin Keidan

Daniel Kaylor

David Kogan

David Kovalchuk

Dara Krute

Gwendolyn Lambert

Henry Lee

Kenneth Lee

Wa Li

Lisa Mark

George Matsumoto

Brendan Mauri

Jane Mitchell

Ahmadli Moghimi

Blake O'Donnell

Onaje Offley-Woodbine

Benjamin Pellegrom

Emily Porter

Michael Puretz

Hanna Rabinovich

Joseph Ripley

Arjun Roy

Scott Rubin

Robbie Santonstaso

Reeve Segal

Joseph Sheftel

Daniel Sherwood

Sarah Siebold

Yisha Situ

Ben Raymond Stewart

Damian Suba

Przemystaw Szwadki

Nicholas Tesoriero

Kevin Thomas
Phillip Tifft

Amanda Treat

Louis Turgel

Larry Xu
Pheng Yang

Randall Yee

Ava Zadeh

^"So what if I'm not 6 7 "?
1 have rights too, ya know!' ^One freshman flashes a grin.

Rebecca Aaron

Dan Babchuck

Josh Funk

Laura Gilroy

Jeff Hahn
Saralyn Kropf

Renee Newton

Pendar Fazelli

n

Brian Runyon

Tania Wong
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Handy dandy guidance counselor Mr. Perlman helps a freshman get her bearings on the

first day of school.

AMYTHIMd...
"It was the first day of school. My friend and

il were following a map and finally thought we
[understood how to read it. I was so sure we

I

were supposed to take a right turn next; we
turned and walked smack into a brick wall!"

— Jessica Dcth, freshman

"I had locked my lunch in my locker. The
combination wasn't working. Then some up-

perclassman asked me what I was doing with

his locker. It was so embarrassing!"

— Maggie Goldwasser, freshman

"After my gym class was over, I changed and
put my gym clothes into a bag. I was walking

down the hallway with my friends swinging the

bag around when all of a sudden, my sports bra

flew out and hit a teacher in the face."

— Joanna Cohen, freshman

^These freshmen are not afraid of Goodwin!
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SOPHOMORES

WISE FOOL
We all know what it feels like freshman year. Walking

down the halls with our heads down, we hope not

to get in anyone else's way. Back then we knew

nothing, and we admitted it. Now we're sophomores, all pow-

erful, all knowing sophomores, or so we think. For all of fresh-

man year we waited in the shadows, hoping not to get locked

into the trunk of some senior's car when we asked to be taken

out for lunch. We would snicker and brood over our plans of

how much we knew about South, life, and upperclass women.

(Wake up Aaron!) We "learned" everything freshman year

from those omnipotent sophomores.

"Omnipotent," hah!. They didn't know much because, hey,

it is sophomore year, and neither do we. We are like a candy

store for the mafia, one big front, just like last year's sopho-

mores, and the sophomores before them, and the sophomores

before them. However, we persist by flashing knowledge of

the school and of life until some seniors stick it to us. Most

freshmen are smart enough not to buy the pool pass or elevator

key because they know that it is not the real copy like we

have stumbled upon. (If you are interested in the real key and

secret password, for use of our private masseuse and weight

room on the school's third floor, please contact us.)

Here is a little advice for those up and coming sophomores.

No matter what you do or how much you kiss up to your older

siblings' friends, and especially no matter how much you think

you know, you don't know as much as we do; and that is not

too much.

By Aaron Fink,

Dan Corsetti, Roger Goldberg

5 I
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Karin Altcrescu

Josh Altschulcr

Jennifer An

William Apothckcr

Ronit Eram

Aprille Arena

Goli Ashraf-Zadch

Ba Baracus

Rachel Bard

Jennie Bass

Lars Battle

Roscy Bear

Emily Beck

Mike Beckerman

Rachel Berk

Even Berkwitz

Jonathan Bernier

Daniel Bernstein

Dorian Besson

Stephanie Block

Alexander Bohn

Adam Brandon

Peter Brandwein

Sarah Bridger

Daunielle Brown

David Browne

Keith Carver

Stephanie Carver

Meg Casabonne

Michelle Chan

Alex Chang

Susan Chin

Wesley Chin

Richard Clark

Suzanne Cobb

Michael G. Cohen

Ilima Considine

Michael Cormier

Daniel Corsctti

Jason Covitz

Jill Csillag

Raffi Dawson

Jessica Deming

Lindsey Denk

Christopher

Tommy DiStasi

Jennifer Druss

Andrew DuMoulin

Lisa Ebb

Sara Eirich

Ofer Erenfeld

Vicki Fan

Anna Farago

Tania Fernandez

Galen Friend

Alex Fritz

Brian Galvin

Ashwin Gandbhir

Shira Cans

Daniel Geist

Raeeda Gheewala

Tim Goldman

Sibbudah Goldy

^"John Sersich, what exactly are you planning over

there?"

^^"Hey there, Dan Berstein! Isn't shoving pizza down

somebody's throat considered hazing."

^^•^'*Hans, you have bodyguards. Why are you so

scared."
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AOfer Erenfeld and his classmate catch up on last night's reading. AAnnc Grinnel, Jessica Deming, and Sharon Ben-Ari are excited about the football

game.
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COINC
NOWHERE

ASophomores enjoy lunch in the cafe.

ALucky sophomore Aaron Beller gets a hug from junior Anne Ben-Simon

Every grade seems to play its own role. The freshmen

get lost and look up to the intimidating upperclassmen,

while the juniors begin to be recognized as upperclass-

men; while the seniors, dealing with college stress, enjoy being

the head of the school and looking down at the underclassmen.

But there's one class missing, the sophomores, "the forgotten

class."

After spending a year being referred to as "frosh," everyone

looks forward to what sophomore year will bring. Will there

be more to do socially? Will the work get easier? No one knows

what to expect. They only expect that things will be better

than freshman year. Academically, the workload increases and

grades actually count. The "I'm only a freshman" excuse

doesn't cut it anymore; teachers expect a lot more from you,

especially responsibility. You walk through the halls unnoticed.

You're not a new freshman face, nor a driving junior, or an

envied senior. You're just a sophomore.

On the weekend, instead of sitting at home watching a movie

with friends like you did freshman year, you look for the par-

ties. Although freshmen are not welcomed at parties, sopho-

mores are hardly wanted either.

One thing that hasn't changed from freshman year is scrub-

bing rides, though as a sophomore your company is more

enjoyed in the car than a freshmen. The one thing you have

to look forward to, is the open campus privilege. After spend-

ing endless days in the cafeteria with your paper bag lunch,

you realize that it isn't so much a privilege until you have a

car or someone who will drop you onto Needham Street.

The sophomores enjoy not being the youngest at school but

easily get lost in the crowd. They take a step up but miss the

attention. They have to wait one more year until they can

drive and two more to have a new title, an "upperclassmen."

by Joanna Padden and Emily Beck
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Anna Mcdvedovsky

Natalia Mehlman

Benjamin Melman

Jonathan Miller

Michelle Monette

Atsushi Moriya

Ariandc Mueller

Jennifer Mulligan

Gabriel Nadel

Katie Neal

Darren Opland

Chiffawn Ortiz

Hans Paap

Joanna Paddcn

Michael Paulete

Rebecca Perry

Matthew Peterson

Ari Pctrossian

Jessica Phillips

Sara Pollock

Alex Polonsky

Amy Portnoy

Evan Pressman

Steven Price

Melissa Prince

Joseph Proulx

Adam Quinn

Wesley Quinn

Elizabeth Rheimer

Daniel Rich

Roey Rivnay

Rob Roblcdo

Emily Rome

Sol Rosenberg

Alan Rosenblith

Adam Rossow

Dan Rubin

Danielle Ruch

Michelle Russo

Michael Safran

Hitomi Saito

Farah Salie

Joshua Samuels

Nadine Savikovsky

Katerina Semizigolu

John Sersich

Jordana Sheif

Scott Shooman

Hannah Siewers

Daniel Siegel

Julie Silverman

Kenneth Soo Hoo

Matt Spiro

Rachel Stanley

Jesse Stilts

Kim Stone

Jamie Stulin

David Taber

liana Tavan

Marc Thatcher

Michelle Tsay

Andrew Ufland

Richard Verman

Avi Vichniac

RESTLESS
SL

ASophomores take advantage of the warm weather to hack in the court-

yard.

Remember elementary school when we used to beg

our parents to let us stay up late? Things sure have

changed. Now the prospect of a night of arduous

homework is enough to make us want to jump into bed at

eight o'clock. Unfortunately, that is not always possible. We
have to resort to other ways of getting adequate rest. One

popular way of attaining this illicit repose during school

hours is to risk embarrassment by drifting off on one of

those oh-so-comfortable desktops during a droning lecture,

only to hear your history teacher "casually" throw your

name into a lecture about the Commercial Revolution. Or

perhaps you're slicker than that, and claim to be suffering

from wrenching stomach cramps yearning only for the com-

fort of the nurse's vinyl covered cot. Pretty desperate for

some of that shuteye bliss, eh?

Falling into bed at one a.m. doesn't seem too bad at the

moment, but any stressed out NSHS student could tell you

that the buzz of the alarm six hours later is no music to the

ears. Even worse is opening your eyes half an hour later

and realizing you have all of five minutes to get dressed

and get to A-block, not exactly the best way to kick off

your week. On those rare occasions when you do retire to

your slumber at a reasonable hour, only to be jarred from

your sleep by some random friend who just had to tell you

the latest gossip on Joe Schmoe when you don't even care,

is less than pleasant experience. Sleep is something that

kids at South just don't get enough of so the next time you

get the chance, take a nap!!

by Natalia Mehlman and Meg Casabonne
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Tara Wallace

Josh Weingcr

Jennifer Wand

Jason Weissman

Ian Willard

Samantha Withall

Carolina Wood
Christen Young

Cynthia Zhu

Shirley Zilberstein

liana Zimelman

Lauren Zuker

Sophomores gather for a photo

NOT PICTURED
Moges Abcbe

Katherine Abend

Philip Arpino

Bryan Bailey

John Ballas

Joshua Beer

Aaron Beller

Sharon Ben-Ari

Candice Berdichevsky

Sean Blaisdell

Jonathan Bolio

Mark Bonica

Uri Braun

Casie Brown

Duy Bui

Huygen Bui

Ngoc Bui

Adrian Canoso

Kevin Caruso

Jason Cerone

An-Kai Chang

Mariya Cherkasvoa

Scott Chin

Katie Clegg

Stephanie Cochran

Amir Cohen

Michael J. Cohen

Michael Cohen

Jeffrey Considine

Miriam Crowley

Michael Dart

Daniel Dong
Jimmy Dumomay
Derek Duncan

Gina Fabiano

Eurica Farrell

Andrew Fast

Aalana Feaster

Valentian Fogelman

Michael Gluzman

Roger Goldberg

Danette Greenaway

Keli Greenberg

SoniaGribanov

Wesley Gunn
Kimberley Hall

Sarah Hall

Mark Heymann
Shinya Hirayama

Katya lakoubova

Dimitrios Kavadas

Kanika Keo

Alex Levis

Mariana Lincoln

Lyudmila Lvovich

Assaf Marcus

Yuval Marcus

James Mauzy

Michael Mcauliffe

Rcgina McElroy

Dennis McKinley

Trevor MIddleton

Alexander Montcs

Daniel Mortara

Alii Nikou

James O'Shaughnessy

Melissa Pagano

Matthew Peterson

Ani Tamar Petrossian

Jessica Phillips

Matthew Pollack

Sara Pollock

Alexander Polonsky

Amy Portnoy

Henry Presente

Evan Pressman

Steven Price

Melissa Prince

Joseph Proulx

Adam Quinn

Marco Rastellini

Elizabeth Reimherr

Daniel Rich

Thomas Ridley

Christine Ridley

Ted Rittenberg

Roey Rivnay

Rob Robledo

Alan Rosenblith

Avi Rubinov

Moneo Sakan

Miguel Santos

Jeremy Scott

Ethan Shapiro

Lafrederick Sims

Antony SMith

Brea Snyder

Lakia Spence

Allan Telio

Matthew Terrell

Susan Timmins

Wayne Tuggle

Valerie Vespa

Sherry Vibert

Michelle Wialliams

Sandra Wong
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^Sophomore Sheila McCraith stops by her locker in between classes.

Rebecca Burstein

Cindia DeVaughn

Aaron Fink

Elisa Goodman
Laura Goorin

Anne Grinnell

Kelly Hayes

Tami Herman
Michelle Joyner

Sarah Koster

Karen Meyer

Michael Peraner

SAY

"It was the first day of school. My hair was perfect; my new outfit was tres

chic. I was running up the stairway smiling at a group of seniors gossiping

in the comer. Just as 1 passed them, someone below called me. As 1 spun

around, my foot slipped and 1 tumbled down the stairs, stopping at the

seniors' feet." — Lxtuis McDavid

"1 was heading out to the soccer team. 1 pulled down my warmup pants,

but my shorts came down also. I was stuck in front of the girls soccer team

in my underwear!

— Aaron Beller

"This took place in 8th grade when it was real cool to wear rather baggy

jeans. . .1 was standing in the mall with a large group of friends. 1 was

talking to everyone when all of a sudden my jeans fell to my ankles. 1 was

in the middle of the Atrium with just my boxers and a shirt on."

— Aaron Fink, sophomore

"I was at a pool one summer day when 1 was 10 years old. I was so excited

to dive into the pool that 1 quickly tore off my shirt. To my amazement. I

realized that 1 had previously forgotten to put on my bathing suit. I was

standing there naked. Later, a man came up to me and said. 'Do you do

topless shows often?
"

— Joanna Padden, sophomore
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JUNIORS

AJoe Curley and Bridget Miller ask each other "What is it, flannel day?"

CONQUERINC
IMPOSSIBILITIES

Stress, competition, work, sleep . . . Stress, competition, work, sleep

... So wanders the robotic mind of many a typical Newton South

junior during the week. Too many things to get done and not enough

hours in the day in which to do them; run from here to there, make all your

teachers smile, go to this meeting, do a workout, get a driver's license, take

a test, write an essay, and cram in your homework.

Will I ever be able to sleep again? Why is my wallet always empty? Why
am 1 dreaming about a lush, tropical island where all people do all day is

sleep, and get paid for it? How do all these tiny colleges In the middle of

nowhere that no one has ever heard of know the entire history of my life? I

wonder if it has anything to do with this Student Search Service thing my
SAT proctor made me fill out ... So many questions that puzzle even the

most intellectual of the junior minds at South.

However, junior year is not only learning how to go insane. We learn how

to learn, how to understand, and how to turn our knowledge into something

beneficial. Just as we begin to think that we know how to study or finally

comprehend how to take notes, our teachers inform us that it is all just an

illusion and we are now going to learn it all again. Strangely enough, more

and more intellectual debates begin to emerge on issues that we'd never ever

heard of as freshmen. Our future seems to loom ahead with many decisions

to be made, and we finally realize that our minds may actually be useful In

determining what we do.

Beep, beep, beep . . . The two alarm clocks a junior has set up to go off

in the early hours of the morning sound, and he or she must scramble out of

bed to force them both into silence. A stretch, a groan, and the silent thought

that even though every day has its problems, you know your friends will hold

your hand and help you out. It is a year of hard work, but also a year of

unity and memories. So whistle while you work, since all of us little dwarves

are about to become seniors.

by Sandra Muller and Rachel Knight
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Kareem Abdulc

Margot Albeck

Matt Altman

Yumiko Aoba

Carrie Baldassari

Shcrri Balsam

Eliza Beardslec

Anne Ben-Simon

Paul Bibbo

Amanda Blomberg-Faura

Elinor Blumcnfeld

Jeffrey Bodner

Jaime Bridges

Rachel Brill

Michelle Broderick

Casie Brown

Nicholas Brown

Gabriel Brunnich

Candicc Burstein

Herb Camclio

Lindscy Carroll

Meredith Casey

Randy Castillo

Lori Chan

Jachin Chen

Jay Cheung

Jason Chin

Lisa dayman

Shari dayman
Benjamin Cuiffo

Joseph Curley

Scott Dallmeyer

Sara Diamond

Sherrie Dinnall

Sharon Dirkson

Luke Dobromirski

Michael Dorschner

Melissa Dunn

Debbie Elden

Armin Emani

David Ettlinger

Ben Feldman

David Fine

Erin Finkcl

Jeff Fisch

Rachel Forbush

Dani Franco

Michael Freed

Adam Freedman

David Futer

David Ganick

Emily Garbus

Harry Garcia

Kenny G-

Sonya Geisberg

Nina Glucksman

Jason Gluskin

Alison Glusman

Jessica Golbus

Michael Goldfarb

Zaria Goschalk

Danielle Gosselin

Rebecca Gould

"^Samara Shapiro, what are you looking at?

^•^Dan Brooks-Potter and Jessica Levy notice a foul

smell — what's cooking?

"^•^•^"We are the studs of the Junior class!" say Ben

Cuiffo, Jason Korb, and Paul Bibbo.
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Stephanie Gould

Phyllis Grable

Jamar Green

Jamek Green

Jamcl Green

Keli Grcenberg

All Grossman

Bud N Haler

Ariel Hansen

William Harper

Meredith Hatten

Joshua Herzig-Marx

Mike Hickcy

Joe Higgins

Justin Horn

Audrey Hong

Yasumasa Imai

Noushin Izadi

Michael Jones

Robert Jest

Vera Kandror

Risa Kantrovitz

Mark Kaplun

Nishia Keiser

Jennifer Keller

Jeremy Keller

Benjamin Kclley

Seth Kennedy

Rachel Kern

Rachael Knight

AAfter posing for a picture. Audrey Hong and Tyra Jackson quickly get back to

studying.

ASeth Kennedy is really too sexy for his shirt.
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MINDLESS
KNOWLEPCE

m Ben Cuiffo. This is my friend Dan and my other friend Dave. Life is short, play

^Becca Vogel and Zaria Goschalk — Siamese twins?

AS the clock ticks down, you scramble to fill in an end-

less row of bubbles. But how are you expected to

focus? The person behind you is snorting, the person

in front of you is doing odd experiment with his pencils?

SAT day. Pressure at its peak. This is the day you have

been dreading since freshman year. You shudder thinking that

the number of correctly filled ovals on your blank sheet of

paper may dictate what college you will attend.

But what is the SAT? Though it is intended to assess your

aptitude, it's really nothing more than an indication of how

well you did on a given test on a given day. Taken as such,

the SAT ceases to be such a big deal.

Preparing for the SAT may help ease students' anxiety.

Some spend hours of their free time in stuffy Princeton Review

or Stanley Kaplan headquarters while others opt for private

tutoring. Some industrious students may be seen roaming the

halls of Newton South learning the 100,000,000 most impor-

tant words to memorized for the SAT. Still others may choose

to spend no time studying. After all, when might one ever use

the word quagmire again?

This year, the class of 1995 was the first to take the new

SAT. Despite all the hype, the test is basically the same, with

a few minor changes: more reading comp, no antonyms, a few

fill in math questions, and permission to use a calculator (as

long as its not a computer, word processor, or other such

machine that we might slip in without the proctor noticing.)

Pencils down. A flood of relief. The dreaded test is finally

over. Now, you can look forward to . . . achievement tests.

By Danielle Gosselin

Markella Zanni
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Jessica MoIIeur

Melissa Molta

Parisa Montaz

Megan Moore

Kevin Morrison

Sandra Mueller

Magdalena Myers

Sara Naderi

Jeff Nisbet

Elizabeth Nogrady

Erich Osterberg

Christopher Penney

Stacey Phillips

Darren Piatt

Noah Pomerantz

Omri Porath

Dan Brooks-Potter

Kristen Prinn

Henry Presente

Romy Ribitsky

Lisa Rindler

Katie Robbins

Griselda Rondon

Katherine Ross

Jon Rosenthal

Dorigen Rose-Fried

Joel Rothman

Adam Rothschild

Sacha Safar

Stacy Sanchez

Paul Santucci

Lena Sapozhnikova

Stacy Sassoon

Keeana Saxon

Wendy Schreider

Natalie Shafie

Samara Shapiro

Mike Shields

Kathryn Sievers

Chris Silva

Dawn Simonds

Jack Sinewitz

Stephanie Small

Yoni Smiley

Renee Smith

Jason Solowsky

Sharon Stanley

Alison Sudalter

Vivek Sukhatmc

Wirginia Talbot

Josh Temkin

Chip Thomas

Skip Thomas

Susan Timmins

Maiko Toriumi

Melody Tsang

Jessica Turetz

Rebecca Vogel

Mitch Wachman

Charla Watkin

Jeff Weil

Gordon Weil

Gail Weiss

Alex Wiger

RESTRICTED
FREEDOM

AJosh Bloom says "Hey Noushin, is it all right if you pose for this one

picture as my girlfriend?"

The first two years of life at South can be very dif-

ficult and somewhat discouraging. Lacking freedom

and respect, underclassmen are in the most cases

restricted to such time-worn places as the breezeway, a

common room, or the cafeteria to socialize and hang out.

These social areas are fine occasionally, but the day in, day

out monotony can prove depressing to even the most tol-

erant underclassmen. Therefore, it is necessary every once

in a while to stray from our fine, in-house dining establish-

ment to seek a more appetizing menu, capable of satisfying

the fastidious palate of the average South student. This, of

course, involves the delicate art of scrubbing a ride.

This is not an easy task, yet it is a necessary one. Tech-

nique is most important in this pursuit, as most sophomores

will attest. However, some have been known to go so far

as to beg and grovel pathetically in reaction to which the

most honorable upperclassman will laugh fiendishly and

drive away leaving a puff of dust behind him. The heart-

broken sophomores inevitably sulk back to the cafe where

they take their place among their peers, buy a raisin-bagel,

and vow revenge.

And so it goes, with each new generation of car-going

juniors screwing those below him and feeling good. The car

is their ticket to life. They now feel like somebody, re-

spected, feared, and dare I say it-cool. They have a new

lease on life, a piece of plastic in their wallets, shiny keys

to jingle around, and a big metal box that will take them

almost anywhere they want to go.

The underlying advantage of a car can be summed up

in one word: freedom. Beautiful, boundless freedom, the

emancipation of the soul, the liberty of the mind. Of course,

there are those juniors that don't get a car. But let's not

talk about such people; it's depressing.

By Ben Cuiffo
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Cherrell Wilson

Banny Wong

Gigi Wong
Shiri Yaniv

Russell Yee

Markella Zanni

David Zimmerman

Mikhael Appak William Mosher

Sean Barrett Jessica Natale

Christopher Bender Natasha Ncse

Sheryl Berk Allyson Peller

Joshua Bloom Phillip Pian

Sarah Borok Tashi Pique

Vichet Chan Daniel Price

Eddie Chalmtac Chaturani Ranasinghe

Robert Coburn Jason Rogers

Arthur Deloney Abir Roy

Nicole Desmond Mandy Rusk

Jessica Ficken Dorrit Schotz

Sharon Finklestein Leon Shvartsbrem

Brian Yee Eric Spenser

Daniel Galas Benjamin Sprecher

Sarah Heim Michael Stanley

Jessica Hose Jordan Strauss

Caroline Kelley Timothy Swope
Robert Knoff Sahar Talebi

Gary Kong Karen Tarn

Isaac Kriegman Dmitry Tkachnko

Eric Kropp Stephnie Tribolet

Anne Leguern Tommy Upshaw
Caroline Lerner Ashley White

Kang Lu Errin White

Gideon Mann Ehatn White

Kensuke Matsumoto Niki Zadeh

Shah Mohammed Jonathan Zandman

^Candice Burstein. what is that you are doing to Jamel Green?

^Kristen Leibensperger, Markella Zanni, and Jen Keller think that it's Senior Slump

they suddenly realize they have another year to go. Bummer!
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Dani Franco. Katie Robbins. and Nina Glucksman strike their best pose in Wheeler Com-
mons.

5AV
NYTHINC

"I was running in a cross-country meet and all of a sudden my pants

fell down. The whole football team was watching and cheered." —
Rachael Knight

My friend Ann and I were pretending to be in a fight in the cafeteria.

Ann stood up ready to storm off, but in the process she tripped over a

bag, and fell flat on her face. The whole cafeteria clapped." — Becca
Vogel

"Freshman year I was very nervous before my first home wrestling

meet. I looked at all of my friends in the stands, both of them, and was

determined to win. Unfortunately, my opponent pinned me in 14 sec-

onds. I guess I must have blinked. Now 1 ski." — Andrew Kopelman,
junior

"One day 1 walked into class very late. I was wearing a really nice dress

and high heels because it was the opening day of one of my plays. At

this point, everyone was already seated and was staring at me. I took

one step and whoosh. I was on the floor. 1 tripped on a fellow class-

mate's backpack strap. I was flat on my back with my dress flipped up

around my waist." — Alison Glusman, junior

^Paul Louderback looks a little excited when he is asked to put his arm around Meg Moore.

Jeff Nisbet cracks a smile while freaking out before his test.

^C'mon. liana Manouk and Lori Chan, school isn't all that bad!
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IN MEMORIAM

SOCRATES LAGIOS
I want to remember Soc the way he was on the

day, last March, when he came to my hospital room.

I was feeling down, in pain, recovering from major

surgery. I had a string of visitors who were trying to

cheer me up, but they were trying too hard. Then
Soc walked in, looking dapper in a commando
sweater, the one with the leather patches on the

shoulders. He cheered me up immediately, talking

about the cast of characters at work, telling me that

I was missed by everyone at school, that the place

was not the same without me. I know I felt better

after he left, and I remember that I laughed so much,
I thought my staples would rip.

I want to remember Soc at "E" block lunch. The
problem was, he never got to eat his lunch. He
would take one bite of his sandwich, and Claire, our

House Secretary, would come in to say that some-
one was on the phone. Soc would smile and, putting

his lunch away, leave to take the call. He never said,

"tell them I'm too busy", because he always did his

job. Poor Soc ate that sandwich, one bite at a time,

from 10AM to 3PM. When we would get a few min-

utes together, we could talk about anything. Soc had

a Ph.D., but he never tried to impress me with his

philosophy of education or his command of his sub-

ject area. No, we would talk about sports, complain

about how much pro athletes were paid, reminisce

about Mantle, Mays and Snyder, or the old New
York football Giants. We would talk about our chil-

dren, his grandchildren, the bookkeeping blunders

at payroll, electricians that didn't show up — the

things that friends talk about.

I want to remember Soc as he was on Friday af-

ternoons, after all the kids had gone. We would meet

in Paul McCarthy's office and review the week. Soc
spent most of his working hours dealing with our

most difficult youngsters, and there were always sto-

ries to tell. He told one particular character that, "I

spend so much time with you, I'm going to take you

as a tax deduction". Soc really cared about these

kids, and never gave up trying to set them on the

right course.

I want to remember Soc because he was the best

Housemaster I have dealt with in my twenty five

years of teaching at South. He made my job doable;

he took on the daily details that allowed me to teach.

Whether it was a student discipline problem, or an

overflowing sink, if you told Soc there was a prob-

lem, he was on it immediately.

And finally, I want to remember the last time I saw
Soc. He was relaxed, almost gleeful at the prospect

of going to his new position at U. Lowell. He was
going to work in a place where the heat worked in

the winter, there was air conditioning in the sum-

mer, and his students would be eager to learn the

subject he loved. He was like a kid who had been

told that he could have anything he wanted for his

birthday. "They asked me if I would use a computer

if I had one, and, can you believe it, the next day,

there it was on my desk, and it worked!" He was
like a young colt that day, set out to run and munch
on the bluegrass.

So good bye Soc, my fine humored friend. You
were 1 man I could count on in every way. You gave

much to others, and asked little in return. Thanks
for everything. May God grant you everlasting

peace.

BY Lloyd Gottlieb
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NICK ABEND * ADAM ABRAMS * ATTIA ALAM * AMANI ALLEN * JORDAN APPLEBAUM

• STEPHEN ATHAN * SHAISTA AZADZOI * FARSHAD BAKHTYARI * NICOLE BARRY *

ALLISON BARTLEY * ERIC BATTLE * EVAN BAUMEISTER * JESS BELL * LEA BENAKIVA

• LIRON BEN-ARI * ROBERT BENJAMIN * JESSICA BERMAN * RYAN BINGAMAN * ELENA

BIZOUNOK * BEN BLACKER * BRIAN BLANCHARD * RACHEL BOGARDUS * ALISON BORN-

STEIN * KATHLEEN BREARLEY * DAN BRESMAN * SHANA BRICKMAN ' MARIA BRILL *

JENNIE BROOKS ' GARRETT BROWN * NADIA CANTERA ' ILANA CAPLAN * MARK

CAPRARO * ADAM CHASE * LILLIAN CHEN ' ALEX CHERNYAK * YUK EN CHIEN * EUGENE

CHO • LYNN CHOSIAD * NICOLE CHOW * MICHELLE CHOW * JON CLERMONT * PETER

COBB * DAVE COHEN ' JOHN COLLIER * CARRIE COME * SHANIKA CONEY * DARRYL

COPELAND * CHARLES COPPOLA * MEG CORLEY * MAISHA CRAIG * MEGHAN DAILEY

• JON DANA * NOAH DANIELS * JAIME DIAMOND * MICHELLE DINNOCENZO * KIM DI-

SARRO * ANDREW DIXON * DEREK DOWNES * MASHA DURMYSHEVA * STEVE EMMAN-

UEL * ELLEN FEIN * JILLIAN FELLEMAN * SHARON FISCHMAN ' NAOMI FISHER ' MIKE

FOGEL • RICHIE FOSTER * JOSH FRANCES * WHITNEY ERASER * JOSH FREED * EZRA

FREEDMAN * DENNISE FRYAR * JEREMY GATTO * MILA GETMANSKY * MEREDITH GIL-

MAN * MARISSA GINSBERG * MARCY GLATKY * DORI GOLDBERG ' LIBBY GOLDBERG '

JEFFREY GOLDBERG * ZACH GOLDBERGER * NICK GOLDMAN * MIKE GOTTESMAN *

LARRY GREEN * STEPHANIE GREENBERG * SELINA GREENE * JEFF GREENSTEIN * JEFF

GUSENOFF * AMY HALL * YUKI HAMAKAWA * JAMES HANNON * JEFF HARRIS * MICAH

HAUBEN * JOSEPH HAY * MICHAEL HEAFITZ * AMANDA HERMAN * BILLY HERMAN '

SETH HERMAN * MATT HERMAN * KAREN HEYMANN * THERESA HICKS * ELIZABETH

HILL * MOLLY HILLIS • BRENDAN HOOLEY * JAMIE HOROWITZ ' PETER HRUBY * SOHAIL

HUSAIN * SVETLANA HUSSEINI * TYRA JACKSON * JASON JACOBS * CAROLYN JACOBS

• LAJUAN JOHNSON * SLAVIK KAN * NIMA KARAMOUZ * ADAM KATZ * SHOSHANA

KILLIAN * JAIME KIMENKER * STEVEN KINDEL ' TODD KIRRANE ' RACHEL KOHEN *

PAUL KRASINSKI * ILANA KREPCHIN * MICHAEL KRUPAT * MICHAEL KUDISCH * ESTHER

KURTZ * DAVID KURZMAN * JASMINE LAI * ADAM LAZARUS * ANGEL MAN WAI LEE *

ALEX LEE * JANET LEE * CAROLINE LERNER * EUGENE LEVIN * SHANI LEVY * I-PING LI

• KOSTAS LIGRIS * CHARLES LINDSHAW * ANDREW LINSHAW * REBECCA LIPSHUTZ *
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ESTY LOBOVITS * BRIAN LOPES * NANDINA LOPEZ-JACOISTE * MARICHELLE LUNN *

TERRENCE LYONS ' JIN PING MA * RACHEL MACHART * KERRI MACLELLAN * GUAD-

ALUPE MADRIZ * JAIME MAHONEY ' PAM MAHONEY ' AARON MANN * CHRISTOFFER

MANNTING * ADAM MANSBACH * JON MARCOSCHAMER * RUTH MARKS * SEAN MATHIS

• ALON MAYER ' OFER MAZOR * ANDREW MCCRAITH ' LORRI MCDONALD * DOUG

MCGOWAN * AMBER MCKEE * SCOTT MCNEIL * PHULMALATI MCPHERSON * PETER

MEMISHIAN * JON MESHEL * KEVIN MICKA * MARC MILLER * ALEX MILLER * TODD

MITCHELL * SHAH-JAHAN MOHAMMAD * NICOLE MOLEUX * RACHEL MONBOUQUETTE

• JULIETTE MUELLNER * SARI NADLER * HOWIE NAGER * RANDI NAJARIAN * KEVIN

NASON • SARAH NELSON * MELISSA NORMAN * JEN NOTARTOMASO ' PETER OCONNER

• DAN OLSTEIN * DENNIS PAN ' ROIE PARCHI * JON PARCHI * JON PERRY * NAKIA

PHILLIPS * ROBERT PLOVNICK * DAVE PORTNOY ' ABBY POSNER * GISELE PROULX *

CINDY QUAN * TOBY RANDO * VALMIKI RAO * PAUL RICH * NIR RIVNAY * NICOLE

ROMANO • SCOTT ROSENBAUM * BECKY ROTTENBERG * MARK SAMSON * ELIHU SEL-

TER • ADAM SHAMUS ' RUKIYA SHANNON * DEBBIE SHAPIRO * ELLA SHAPIRO * DEB-

ORAH SHEENAH • KIRSTIN SHU * ^^SHUM * GABY SIEGAL * JOLIE SIEGAL * ELANA

SILVERMAN * GESSICA SILVERMAN * JASON SIMON * MATT SIMON * TOBI SLAVET *

CLAUDIA SLAVIN * BECCA SLOTNICK * PAUL SMITH ' JEN SMITH * MARIANNE SOLIVAN

• SOVANDRA SOM * TONY SOOHOO ' KATHLEEN SOOHOO * GEORGE SPERLING *

HEATHER STEPHENS * LAURA STERN * SARAN STILL * TARRYN STRATTING * THANNY

STRAUSS * OLGA SUNGUROV * DANIELLE SUTTON * SARAH SUZUKI * MICHELE SWISSA

• MICHELE TATTENBAUM * JEN TATTENBAUM * CAROLINE TAYLOR * JESSICA TEMKIN

• MARK TEWARSON * ROBERTA THOMPKINS * COURTNEY TIFFT * PASCALE TRAUB *

MERIDITH TROPED * ALEX TSUKENIK * KERIANN TUVVERI TURGEL * JOE TWOM-

EY * MELYSSA UFLAND * MELISSA UMINA * BETH VERGE '^TrCO VESPA * MARUTA

VITOLS • DOUG WADE * DAN WAKSMAN * ERICA WALES * AMANDA WALK * GREG

WALLACE • RYAN WALLERSTEIN * TODD WESTON * STEVE WONG * CHRIS WONG *

DON WONG * SOULISACK XAXYXANAVETHY * KEVIN YEE * MIRANDA YOUSEF ' DORIE

ZACKIN • MARGIN ZEGUNIA * BEN ZIBRAK * SCOTT ZIMMERMAN * KENNY ZINNER *
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me
Difference

We're Seniors? When did this happen?

It seems like yesterday we were dazed

and confused trying to find homeroom be-

fore it ended. There's a lot that has

changed, but much has stayed the same.

Instead of dreaming about passing our

driver's tests, we dream of that perfect

spot in the lot at 7:59 so we can make it

to our locker and up to Cutler by 8:00.

We grab the wrong notebook and can't

find our eight-page paper.

Okay, so nothing has really changed.

Well, maybe. We don't have to stay until

the dreaded hour of 2:35, and we can

have lunch on Needham Street, instead

of tolerating Mucho Nachos. Even so, we
can't be late for practice or meetings

anymore because we're it. We set the time

for the meeting and need to lead it. All

of a sudden we're at the top with no one

to blame or fall back on. We've been

shown the ropes and now it's our turn to

climb.

Instead of gathering with fellow under-

classmen in the auditorium to get our pic-

tures taken, we get to book it to Cold

Springs Park for 10 minutes, and 8 poses

of glory. We also receive the long-awaited

opportunity to completely fake our name

on underclassmen picture day.

Instead of preparing bagels, muffins,

and orange juice for the Senior Breakfast,

we get to sit back and enjoy the food while

we say goodbye to many of our class-

mates. Instead of sitting on the bleachers

at the Conte Forum listening to the 300

names that have turned into one, we're

on our toes waiting to hear our name loud

and clear. Once we've received our di-

ploma, it is then we really wish that we

could be freshmen again.

Are we ready to leave? Do we feel sep-

arate from the school? Yes, but we take

this last year to leave our lasting impres-

sion and bond with our friends. A lot of

us have had enough with high school pres-

sures of SAT's, AP's, and the South work

load, but we decide to stick it out, and

make what we have left the best yet. With

the completion of senior year, we have

finally learned that South can bring us

through with different similarities.

What does senior year mean to you?

"A year of accepting people for their dif-

ferences," said senior Chris Wong. High

school is a time to get to know yourself

and your classmates better. Senior year

is when it all comes together and we, as

seniors, create an everlasting bond. May-

be it's the thought that we'll never see

each other again that makes us unify; what

ever it is, we look on it as a special and

unforgettable time.

by Attia Alam, and Rebecca Slotnick

A"Voulez-Vous couchez avec moi ce jour Esther

Kurtz?"

AFaces International: Scott Zimmerman, Nicole Romano,

and Josh Frances.

Chris Wong finally realizes what grade he is in.
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Back to the Future

Hey Seniors! Where do you see yourselves in twenty years from

now?

On Lifestyles of The Rich and Famous?

At the blue light special in aisle 9?

The Lead Singer in the Silver Platters?

Married with 12 children?

Let's see what our fellow classmates have to say!

"I will be writing and directing at my own theater with my husband

and children."

— Alison Bartley

"Sipping apple juice from a Fozzie Bear mug. Mmmmmm . .

."

— Peter Memishian

i^Hey, Three Muskateers Zach Goldberger, Roic

Parchi, and Andrew Dixon, wherc's your chocolate?

AYou go Girls, Esty Lobovits, Jess Berman, Katie Brearley, Alison Bartley, Michelle

Tattenbaum, and Sarah Nelson.

I-Ping Li and Melissa Norman, Get a little closer, don't be shy!
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"I will be serving a 20 year sentence for embezzlement from Ford

Motor Co."

— Brian Lopes

"I can see myself standing on the Mass. Turnpike collecting change

from people at the Toll Booth."

— Michelle Chow

AThe Senior Girls Posse-Alex Lee, Nandina Lopez Jocoiste. Tarryn Strating, Sarah

Nelson, and Jess Berman finally recruited their first male member Mark Tewarson.

Bodyguards Derek "Bubba" Downes and Doug Wade protect Lajuan Johnson.
A"l can't believe I'm a senior and I still don'

member my combo!" exclaims Claudia Slavin.

t re-
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ANicole Moleux and Stephanie Greenberg chill before sex

class.

"Cheers, we're women of the 90's" say Sarah Suzuki

and Rachel Kohen

One of the great fears of a Newton

South student is the sight of a teacher

walking down the hall when you had

skipped his or her class that day. It may
take a few seconds for you to figure out

that in these situations you should be run-

ning in the other direction, but those few

seconds can mean the difference between

being a free man or getting detention.

There are many crimes committed in the

hallways and classrooms of Newton South

everyday, and every once in a while a

student makes a mistake and gets caught.

A common Newton South crime is cut-

ting class. Over a student's four years,

skipping class becomes an art form. Sen-

iors know which teachers take attendance

everyday, which don't notice your ab-

sence and even the teachers that don't

even care. Seasoned class skippers even

know where to walk to avoid a run-in with

their teachers.

A major no-no at NSHS is walking down
the hall while classes are in session. Eve-

ryone dreads the teacher who sits at the

corner of Goodwin and Wheeler looking

like they're correcting papers when in re-

ality they are on the prowl for some unex-

pecting student. One advantage Seniors

have when they encounter such an obsta-

cle is that they know all the secret of

avoiding hall monitors. I am now about to

let you in on the "HALLWAY SE-
CRETS." Instead of arguing with the hall

monitor and making up some dumb ex-

cuse on why you have to get to Wheeler,

take the upstairs route. That is the answer

to all your hall problems, so keep alert,

keep smart, and use the stairs.

By senior year one is all too familiar

with the math: three tardies equal a cut,

and three cuts equal an "N." It is easy

to avoid an "N," but is not easy to avoid

a detention during your four years. You
will pay back the school one day for your

fifty-minute trip, when you were sup-

posed to be in class. You must always

remember: if you don't serve your deten-

tion today, it may result in an additional

detention or possible suspension.

The most embarrassing infraction of New-

ton South law is to be caught for cheating.

Cheating is always an alternative to long

hours of study, but the stakes are great.

A scrap of paper covered with handwrit-

ten notes, typed with the smallest font

that your printer can produce, may buy

you a "B+ " on your math exam, but it

can also become a ticket for an "F" and

cause a moment of disgrace in front of

your classmates. The fact that you can

be busted at any time for breaking the

rules may make a student a little nervous,

but it adds to the fun of violating Newton
South law.

by Eugene Cho

A"I am Jeffrey Greenstein, hear me roar!"
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Prom night: I couldn't get

(name of date)

off my mind. I was so ex-

(exclamation)

cited and

ter us with a camera and took

pictures. Finally we made

., 1 couldn't even

(adjective)

put my on straight. When
(article of clothing)

I approached the front door, a (n)

(high number)

it to the dance and gazed into each other's

Everything was perfect until

(part of body)

the hanging from the ceil-

(noun)

(animal)

and tore my

came out of the bushes ing fell on my head. Lucky me! He/She

While I was took extra special care of me for the rest

of the night. We pulled into the driveway

(article of clothing)

waiting for to come down
(same name)

stairs, a (n)

(adjective)

er stuck

(noun)

younger broth- and passionately until a

in my hair. Just

(that's none of our business)

neighbor called the police on us for dis-

as we were about to leave, turbing the peace.

's parents came chasing af-

(same name)

AToday Whitney Fraser will teach us the ABC's of A"We are the champions & friends!" say Jen Smith

perfect posture. and Attia Alam.

AI want to be like Mike Krupat or Kudisch??

^Welcome to "Studs" starring Marco Vcspa,

McCraith, Jeremy Gatto, and Garret Brown.
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"A sex therapist who sings at blues clubs by night. Married to my
third husband happily ever after with six children all above 6 feet

tall."

— Melissa Norman

AAmanda Walk: Worl< it! Own it! Lick it!

^Seniors Tyra Jackson and Roberta Thompkins enjoy a quick snack before class.

A"Hasta la vista, Adam Shamusl'
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Nicholas Scott Abend
12 Solon St. 02161

Ju/y 1, 1976

"Wherever we are, it is but a stage on the

way to somewhere else, and whatever we

do, however well we do it, it is only a prep-

aration to something else that shall be dif-

ferent." — Robert Louis Stevenson Thanks

to all my friends. NS XC #1! 1 love you Mom,
Dad, Kate, thanks for your support.

Attia Alam
45 Indian Ridge Rd 02159

May 24, 1976

Once in a while you can get shown he light,

in the strangest of places if U at it right" —
Grateful Dead "Tub is luv" — Seinfeld "In

a cold world U need your friends 2 keep u

warm" Thnx: Becky — Jen — Nicole —
Pixie — Randi — Ruth — Sarah — ILYG.

Laura: Thnx 4 being my 3rd sister, ILY. F

+ N: stay strong + happy. N — my little

"dowcky but" ILY A + A — Your guidance

+ faith in me is what keeps me going, ILY.

"Who U R what you're gonna be" — "The

Brady Brunch"

Amani Allen

40 Mercier Ave. 02124
November 27, 1975

Jordan Applebaum

94 Mary Ellen Rd. 02168

Ju/y 18, 1976

I-Ping, Good Luck in lasertag and in life. An-

drew, thanks for your help. Josh, thank you

for your time, effort, and friendship. Es, thank

you for the good times. NS Music, thanks for

everything. NS Track speed and success, NS
— Archery, vivat! Sarah, 1 will miss you more

than you can imagine. Mom, Dad & Michael

— Thank you for all your love and support.

"Always we will be in each other's hearts."

— Tad Williams

Stephen Athan

66 Greenwood St. 02159
August 6, 1976

4 years ago we took the first major step in

this motion picture we call life. Well now it's

the end of part one, but it's not over yet,

there's a sequel to this flick and it's called

college. For those who knew me, knew me
well, for those who didn't can go to So

stick around and don't touch that dial, with

my luck part 2 will last a while. Remember
"Life's short, play hard" I'm out!

Shaista Azadzoi

310 Adams St. 02160

February 18, 1976

I would like to thank all my teachers who

helped me through high school: Ms. B., Mr.

L., Mr. W., Ms. A., Ms. K., Ms. D., Ms. J.K.

Thanks to all my friends for helping me. Love

Mom and Dad and Sister and Brother.

I

Nicole A. Barn;

31 Alban Rd. 02168
January 19, 1976

Oh mirror in the sky what is love Can the

child w/in my heart rise above can 1 sail

through the changing ocean tides Can 1 han-

dle the seasons of my life — F Mac to my
friends — a true friend walks in when the

rest of the world walks out. "Whatever your

aspirations in the noisy confusion of life keep

peace w/your soul" — Desiderata PVC/
NWC — "Nature's first green is gold, her

hardest hue to hold . . . Nothing gold can

stay" — Frost mom, dad. E — thanx for all

your support + inspiration. I love you

A//ison Elizabeth Bartley

12 Haynes Rd. 02159

September 10, 1976

"Lord, make me
an instrument of your Peace

Where there is hatred, let me sow Love

Where there is injury. Pardon

Where there is despair, Hope
Where there is darkness. Light

Where there is sadness, Joy"

— Prayer of St. Francis

Leave everything a little better than you four»d

it."

— H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

I
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Eric Battle

23 Bernard Lane 02168

September 14. 1976

"The only people who interest me are the

mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad
to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of eve-

rything at the same time, the ones who never

yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn,

burn, burn like fabulous yellow roman can-

dles exploding like spiders across the stars

and in the middle you see the blue center-

light pop and everybody goes "AW" — Jack

Kerouac. Sigh ... I hope I can succeed in

this world and still stay mad.

Euan M. Baumeister

112 Dedham St.

November 4, 1976

"You're workin' like a monkey, who's been

trained by a sick junkie on a mission to get

money for a new suit and tie." — Rancid

"Stay away. Don't come near. You try to

reach me and I'll disappear."

— Underdog

Thcinks to my family. Thanks to all my friends.

Thanks to Jim's Mom. Bye.

Jessica D. Bell

237 Upland Ave. 02161

October 4, 1976

"So take your time

think a lot

think of everything you've got

for you will still be here tomorrow

but your dreams may not."

— Cat Stevens

"If growing up means it would beneath my
dignity to climb a tree I won't grow up never

grow up, not me."
— Peter Pan

Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 — captain G.S. true

friendships never die Mom — your beauty

will never fade ILY Sam — Keep purring!

Lea Ben-Akiva

139 Andrew Street 02161

May 14, 1976

"The hardest thing to learn in life is which

bridge to burn, and which bridge to cross"

— DR

"Life is like a movie —
it needs editing" — MS

Liron — Thanx 4 being there. HYBG? Adam,
Chris, Sarah — There are 2 many words 2
be said in such few lines. I will miss u + the

times we had 2gether Eema, Abba, Ori, Dan-
na — I love u 4 ever

Liron Ben Ari

123 Adeline Rd. 02159
October 29, 1976

"Sometimes you want to go where every-

body knows your name and they're always

glad you came, you want to be where you

can see the troubles are all the same . . . you

want to go where everybody knows your

name" — JHA & GP Lea — HYGB I Love

You, mishy — $13 HIH Lillian — wiggle

giggle, Paul — B & B Uhh He He CW, SH,

JM, LZ 2 all my other friends here & abroad

thanx 4 all my other friends here & abroad

thanx 4 all your love and support: best of

luck in all you do. Eema, Aba, Aviv, Nir,

Nataly & Israel thanx 4 being there ILY

Rob Benjamin

90 Country Club Rd. 02159
April 6, 1976

You're burning with hope.

You're building up steam.

What was once juvenilish.

Is now grown up and stylish,

You're close to you're dream.

Fozzie Bear

I.G. ILY M.G. A.S. P-Town A.B. Swim +
Crew Thanks to all along the way, Especially

Mom, Dad, Ezra and liana.

Jessica Ariel Kasloff Berman

181 Nehoiden Rd. 02168
April 7, 1976

"You've got to get up every morning with a

smile on your face & show the world all the

love in your heart & people gonna treat you

better you're gonna find . . . that you're

beautiful as you feel" — ck To my friends:

Thanks for the good times (and help in the

bad) I love you M, D, J, E: "All 1 really need

. . . love in my family" Thanks isn't enough

"Saying good bye, why is it sad? Makes us

remember the good times we had . . . you're

in my heart — so until then — its time for

saying good bye" — kermit

Elena Bizounok

218 Chruch St 02158
April 29, 1976

"One only understands the things that one

tames. Men: have no more time to under-

stand anything. They buy things all ready

made at the shops. But there is no shop an-

ywhere where one can buy friendship, and

so men have no friends any more. If you want

a friend, tame me ..." De Saint-Exupcry
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Benjamin A. Blacker

169 Spiers Rd. 02159
April 13. 1976

Just know your lines emd don't walk into the

fumitujre.

Spencer Tracy

Every breath you take. Every move you

make. Every bond you break, every step you

take I'll be watching you . . .

The Police

A census taker once tried to quantify me. 1

ate his liver with some fava beans and a nice

Chianti.

Dr. Hannibcd Lecter

1

Rachel Downs Conall\^ Bogardus

121 Devonshire Rd. 02168
December 20, 1976

My movements have set my soul free

Only now can you see the real me
Out of the shadows and into the light

To shine like a star in the night

To soar past the clouds to the sky

Though you did not know I could fly

For you never gave me a chance

To show my true self in a dance.

Alison Sara Bomstein

23 Chatham Rd. 02161

Ju/y 5. 1976

"This is the time to remember cause it will

not last forever. These are the days to hold

onto, cause we won't, although we'll want

to." — BJ To all of my friends — good luck!

Marcy & Esty — you guys are the best —
Bullet Babes. 55, 6-13-93 L.A. guys, b-ball.

Martini & Rossi! Cape Cod '91, M-parties,

hell/joy ride. How are things? Oh my EB!

Mom & Dad — 1 love you both so much —
thanks for everything Dan — GLK you de-

serve the best — ILY. "The powerful play

goes on and you may contribute a verse."

— DPS

Kathleen Brearley

11 Cliff Rd. 02164
February 10. 1976

In some remote comer of the universe, poured

out and glittering in innumerable solar sys-

tems, there once was a star on which clever

animals invented knowledge. That was the

haughtiest and the most mendacious minute

of "world history" — yet only a minute. Af-

ter nature had drawn only a few breaths the

star grew cold, and the clever animals had

to die.

— Dionysus

Daniel J. Bresman

81 Rangeley Rd. 02167
October 27. 1976

If the boat sinks, I have to know how to swim
If the plane crashes, I have to know how to

fly.

Let's go flying.

Shana Brickman

3 Glenwood Ave. 02159
April 17. 1976

Never underestimate the power to heal and

reconcile friendships. A friend is one who
incessantly pays us the compliment of ex-

pecting from us all the virtues and who can

appreciate them in us. — Henry Thoreau

To my friends — 1 love you, strive for ex-

cellence, and cherish the memories "Laugh

a lot, A good sense of humor cures almost

all of life's ills." "1 will miss Ul PM, JT,

AH.Y.T.B. Mom, Dad, Dara '99 J, and R.

ILYA

Jennie Brooks

10 Harmon St. 02126

January 21. 1976

12th grade seemed so far away but now it's

gone! I just want 2 say good bye 2 all the

people who mean a lot 2 me, & was there

4 me when I needed them I wanna say bye

2 MAISHA, SARAN, JAIME, TYRA, BER-

TA, KIA + NAY, Bubba, DW, AA, SM, U,
DS, MM, TU. JJ tufins DD, Wes, Fred, MJ,

DG, NMAF. DB. RR twins, NJ, JS, MS, OB,

DH Muzi, RISA + NADIA & Bye 2 Mr.

Hyett who helped me get through these 4

years! I wanna thank my mother, father +
sister most of all, ILL) cilways! Class of 94 is

out

Garrett B Brown

312 Woodclifj Rd. 02161

July 28. 1976

"Life is like a case of beer. It looks so big

+ exciting to begin with + is gone before

you know it. Take a deep breath, slow down,

+ enjoy each + every drop." GBB Thanks

to all my friends including the Goonies + the

Peter crew Also to the Mixed Nuts, It was a

wild show. Thanks Mom Dad + Emily for

everything This is the close to my first beer

in the case of life.
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Andrew Bujalski

200 Brookline St. 02159

April 29. 1977

People will look at this some day in the future

— probably after my daring prison escape

is reported on the television — and read this

quote. It's very interesting, then, to write

something that will doubtlessly be preserved

by history. As you can see, my response to

this challenge has been quite poor. 1 have

wasted much space. Let me squeeze in some-

thing relevant: I love this school, and most

of the people in it. I will probably miss you

all. Sorry. Call me sentimental.

Nadia S. Cantera

11 White Aue. 02159

September 22, 1976

We all stumble, everyone of us, that's why

its a comfort to go hand and hand. NR —
narsyphalous! SN & JS, nvr cried alone,

Thnx, ILYI MU — Summer 93! Wsnt fun

w/out ya RM — Bowen, Butts, sku $ more,

but remember Hes my cousin! Keep smilin!

ILY! MV — Like a 2nd Bro! ILY! JG —
dificlt but difrnt — ILY RK — cookie ur

welcm! Off 2 TX & co! D'S wf — mw/kds
— McD's $ Brdlees!! Life wdlnt be same w/
out u! GLILY! EF, DW, KD, TU, DP, MT,
JL — Thnx 4 being there! Maria, Bo & Pete

— GL Mom — my true best friend! ILYSM!

Papa — hope I made u proud! Thnx 4 all

uve done 4 me.

//ana Ruth Caplan

458 Chestnut St. 02158

Julv 14. 1976

The original sin is to limit the Is. Don't. —
Richard Bach

Paul — you always make me smile. Jess —
lacrosse. Dale's house. Countryside Pk, thanx.

Esther — we made it thru alive. Al — our

string won't break. 12th Nite 4ever Dave —
thanx 4 what we had. Leo — Mark — my
best friend & guru. Bill — I'll do the stars

with you anytime. Mom & Dad — I luv you.

Steph & Rayna — thanx 4 being there.

Mark M. Capraro

46 Rockland PI. 02164
October 8, 1975

This is not another revolutionary joke tai-

lored for your armband jargon and your arm-

chair support because now this side's gone

to pieces and this side's fallen apart and in

between there's all the human beings wear-

ing their own brains and soaked in blood this

is your clenched fist this is your shining path

self destruct

— Bom Against

Adam Chase

18 Lantern Ln. 02159

March 20. 1976

ns xc & ot & it — Run run away Goonies

— Live free or die! The locker of Ectacy

Unico vs. Lord Karuko nanook of the North

pliny the elder! The naked fig dance — En-

chilada vs. Chimichanga — The summer of

pain! CORFU! Ronie-fest MIXED NUTS
Sweetmeats Burritos y Peanut Butter. Corn

doodles and Togas The Hun Years. Jericho!

Be fool! "These" halls "are dark and deep,

but I have promises to keep, and miles to go

before I sleep."

Li//ian Y. Chen

1 71 Paulson Rd. 02168

April 27. 1976

I can do everything through him who gives

me strength. — Philippians 4;13 Friends

come in when the world goes out. K — yel-

low submarine/banana boat Good Luck to

all my friends! Mom, Dad, and Dor — thanks

for everything.

Alexander Cherni/ak

404 Langlev Rd. Apt 202 02159

April 15. 1975

Go, Sir, gallop, and don't forget that the world

was made in six days. You can ask me for

anything you like, except time.

— Napolean

Eugene J. Cho
88 Devonshire Rd. 02168
December 9. 1976

Like the farmer said to the potato, "I'll plant

you now, and I'll dig you later."

— Sir Lord Comic

. . . hope grips him by the neck, faith bear-

hugs his middle, charity twists against him

with toe-holds, three to one isn't fair.

— Ken Nordine
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Lynn Hope Chosiad

97 Bound Brook Rd. 02161

Julv 31. 1976

"The most beautiful thing we can experience

is the mysterious. It is the source of all true

art and science."

— Albert Einstein

"Purple haze was in my brain,

Lately things don't seem the same,

Actin' funny, but I don't know why,

'Souse me while I kiss the sky."

— Jimi Hendrix

To my friends and family, I love you. Thank

you for always being there. I only hope I was

as good a friend to you as you all were to

me.

Michelle Chow
842 Dedham St. 02159

Ju/y 28. 1976

"You had a good time, but the past will al-

ways be, kept in its own space, for us to love

and keep. Why do you always look back?

Why do you live in the past? Why don't you

stop and you will see, you always want it to

be forever yesterday." — S. Dragons To my
friends — "Keep smiling, Keep shining . . .

" ReRe — Thanx for being You! Nik — My
other V2 + Best Friend! Thanx 4 being my
Big Sis! ILY M + D — Where would 1 be

w/out U? U truly make what I am today. I

Love You 4 Everything!

Nicole Chow
842 Dedham St. 02159

Julv 28. 1976

"You don't get to choose how you're going

to die. Or when. You can only decide how
you're going to live. Now." M & D — I may
look all grown up, but I'm still and will always

be your little girl. 1 love you. Mich — Thank

you for laughing with me, crying with me,

and most of all, being there for me. BF ILY

Todd — ILY this much. Cherish our mem-
ories and always remember me. I know I'll

never forget you. Don't close our book, there's

always room for more. I love you with all my
heart

Peter S. Cobb
54 Brush Hill Rd. 02161

February 3. 1976

"Music is your own thoughts, your experi-

ence, your wisdom. If you don't like it, it

won't come out of your horn. They teach

you there's a boundary line to music. But,

man, there's no boundary to art

— Charlie Parker

Dauid M. Cohen
141 Oliuer Rd. 02168
September 14. 1976

John Cottier

34 Hereward Rd. 02159
February 20. 1976

I know what I want, but I just don't know

. . . how to go about getting it. — Jimi Hen-

drix. Thanks to all my friends but especially

to the crew. (You know who you are) Sum-

mer nights at C.S., runs to Giant after school.

New Hampshire weekends. Waiting for JT

to hook up. Don't eat all the cheese Abes.

Thanks to Mom and Dad for all their support^

through the years.

Andrea Chien

6 Rangeli> Rd. 02165

Carrie Come
42 Kingston Rd 02161

June 7, 1976

I could give all to Time except — except

What I myself have held. But why declare

The things forbidden that while the Customs

slept

I have crossed to Safety with? For I am There,

And what I would not part with I have kept.

— Robert Frost

Sarah, Herm, Adam, Julie, Kathleen, my
friends. Mom, Dad, and Rca: "Haply I think

on thee" — Shakespeare
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Shanika Conev

2251 Washington St. 02162

December 31. 1975

2 my M D I giv luv an prays 2 my grl Dan

I luv ya lik a lo-blo 2 da nekbone 2 bert I

kik a nener-nener lunn ull Always B my ban-

gy grl 2 shz LJ an D U getz props 2 JS JJ

SZ RB MM DC RD JT KD Kann MC CT SW
AN my peeples thanx 4 makn Newton bar-

able 2 my lazyman 1 Say ITL B. A long hot

sumr 2 those 1 4got yor 4gotn an ILL Keep

on Pasn U BY So Clik dial tone good bye

yes on yor Merry way finally 2 SPC UR 2

Damn Gorjus Work da runway sweety all

dway 2 law scool.

Danyl S. Copeland

15 Mary Ellen Rd. 02168
January 28. 1976

Tired of lying in the sunshine staying home
to watch the rain you are young and life is

long and there is time to kill today, And then

one day you find ten years have got behind

you no one told you when to run, you missed

the starting gun — PF — The wind and the

willows played T42 the sky was yellow and

the sun was blue — GD — Veni Vedi Vici

— Philip Morris. Thanks to all my friends

and good luck — MM — C.B., D.ST, GW,
TM, BIG SLAM — PS — Bronco Vs Jeep
— RK — Free blocks — Mom, Dad, Bryan

+ Beau — I love you!!

Margaret Starr Corley (Meg)

243 Plymouth Rd. 02161

December 14, 1976

"It would be simpler if she were a horse with

a broken leg and we could just shoot her"

Norm Peterson B.B. you're my ono island

wahini. M.S., you are marvalous, you make
me glow. My friends know who are. Bye, see

ya around. Mom & Dad I love you Tom &
Matt g. Luck — ily. "I won't look back be-

cause I might not like what I see but I'll al-

ways remember it because it is what got me
here now"

Maisha A. Craig

332 Huntington Ave. 02136
May 14. 1976

Jonathan Dana

24 Margaret Rd. 02161

October 25. 1976

"Through all the happiness and sorrow, 1

guess I'd do it all again. Live for today not

for tomorrow, It's still the road that never

ends." — Ozzy

Special thanks to best of friends, Jim, Evan,

Mark, Todd, Jon, Alex, Dan, Souli, Andy,

Darren, Pascale, Adam, Garrett, Jeremy, and

the '93 football team. Good luck to Jen, Nora,

Aly, and Delia. To Mom, Bryon, Grandma,

and Nancy, Thanks for all you've done. I love

you.

Noah M. Daniels

44 Roslyn Rd. 02168

June 24, 1976

"1 was living to run and running to live" —
Bob Seger. NS XC #1! Thanks to my teach-

ers and friends for 4 great years; ILY all.

Thanks to everyone on the X-C and Track

teams for 3 years of fun and pain (they're

the same, aren't they? Masochists forever!)

Thanks, Mom, Dad, Max & Sophie for help-

ing me through, ILY. "Two more miles, then

you can have your dinner." — Lickety Split.

"I never think of the future; it comes soon

enough." — Einstein. FTD!!!

Jaime A. Diamond
4 High Rock Terr. 02167
August 2. 1976

The past is the past and you can't live in it.

If you can't make today like yesterday than

make it like tomorrow — move on. To all

my friends: Good bye is not forever because

you'll find along the way, within your hearts

you'll always have a part of yesterday. JG
— Time may bring changes but it can never

change the friendship that is ours. M — Thanx

for the love, support, + friendship. ILY. D
+ L — thanx for putting up with me all the

time. ILY. S, S, + A — only go for the best.

ILY!

^ Michelle L. Dinnocenzo

15 Colella Rd. 02159
April 16, 1976
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Kimberli/ A. DiSarro

55 Audobon Dr. 02167
April 30. 1976

Sometimes we laughed + sometimes we
cried. And we can't remember why, but I

still remember the good times gone by. Hold

them close . . .

— James Taylor

Luv + Thanx 2: LS — u'll always b in my
heart. AP, JN, NR, RK, SC, SD, RS. SF,

BHS gang Stay sweet. Joey — 8/24 for-

ever. I luv u Snookie. Grmas + Grpa —
Luv Always. CD + the boys — stop growing

up. Mom, YM, SB — we finally made it, I

luv u. Daddy — I wish you could see me
now, I miss you!

Andrew D. Dixon

71 Mor)tvale Crescer)t 02159
June 6. 1976

Thanks A LOT Mom, Dad, and Peter & SBS
GERMANY 92 Das Beer ENGLAND 93 Blue

Moon Party Central Room 37 Good to meet
you Joe Hardy & Lola too. XP 93 — Thanks
a million ZG — Piano Man AS — Party!

Yehaww!! LJ — Football PC — SAX Man
RP — Hey Z you don't '%U@'\\?? AM —
Surprise! IL — Great Catcher "Be grateful

for the things you have, live in the present,

and whenever or wherever you can,

PARTY!" "Fare thee well at once, adieu,

adieu, adieu. Remember me." — Hamlet

Derek Downes

13 Belnel Rd. 02136

January/ 3, 1976

Ellen Sarah Fein

5 Mayflower Terrace 02161

March 20. 1976

To my family: Dad, Sam, Gene, John —
Thank you, I couldn't have done it without

your support. Mom — What we have is very

special, what you see in me is you. To my
friends — Thank you for the memories, they

will last forever. To Nima — Save the Best

for Last, 11/23/91. Thank you for giving

me the best gift in the world — You! I love

you with all of my heart, BFF.

Sharon T. F'lschman

41 Brush Hill Rd. 02161

April 28. 1976

"If you're so special, why aren't you dead?'

— the Breeders "What is pure? Who is pure'

If the whole world was to come thru peace

and love, then what would we be made of?

— P.E. "Beggars can't be choosers, shroud;

they have no pockets some of wake up, oth

ers roll over" — PIL Thanks Rob, Trent

Paul, Al, John, Mary J., Henry, Tony, Mike

Tracy, Polly, Andy, Charles, Peter, Kurt

"Love spelled backwards is evol" — Ther

apy? Bye.

Naomi S. Fisher

615 Beacon St. 02159
June 27. 1976

Thanks to Mom and Dad for EVERYTHING
and to the others N.F. for going thru it a

first. — ILY To all my friends, close and fai

old and new, ILY too. I'll miss you. Goo<

luck and keep in touch. Punky — 9 yrs,

ILY — Squirt Don't forget the dances an'

the nights out! U know who. Softball/Dane

ing 86-94 It's a lot to remember. Hope U d

too! South — "It's about time"

— Janet Jackso

Michael A. Fogel

55 Halcvon Rd 02159
January; 12

Dial Tone . . . The worst time is right ah(

you say good bye — Taster the monkey -

Lax boys 92, 93, 94 To my friends: YO, UF

IN, IT, LS, AR, EN, TH, ER, E! Waldo, J.

mie, Steve, Mighty Sub, Eva & Doc, (in r

particular orders) Seinfeld, 192, Poker, Si^

ney. Whatever, no shame in that Joker -

"I really love your peaches wanna shake yoi

tree" To my parents: thanx for putting v

with me I know it's been rough — Love Dav-

Always brothers — finally friends!

Joshua Frances

6 Audubon Dr. 02167
December 21. 1976

1st off I'd like 2 thank Mom + Dad. W^
their support I wouldn't B here now. I'd lit

2 say peace 2 my bros (crew) JG. MS. J<

AS. MS. JT, RD, ADRCK. JT I mean RC
mean ADRCK or is it Ryan. Grateful D \A

J + M. MC how much was that tix $11

Blame nobody, xpect nothin. do someth

Rachel B, I luv thee. 1st game. F-ball
'

Turg, Nase, Dana, U bag of bones, Grc<

team. ILY Mary Jane. Darryl. do U xept V
or Visa. Doug W. U still owe mc $5 Go<

job Larry. I can't 4gct the willow. Add brol

ers forever.
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Whitneii J. Fraser

130 Franklin St 02158

February 23, 1977

"There is a theory which states that if ever

anyone discovers exactly what the Universe

is for and why it is here, it will instantly dis-

appear and be replaced by something even

more bizarre and inexplicable.

There is another which states that this has

already happened."
— Douglas Adams

"We are CREW, we can do anything!"

Joshua R. Freed

48 Warren St. 02159

November 1, 1976

"A just conception of life is too large a thing

to grasp during the short interval of passing

through it."

— Thomas Hardy

"The world is a comedy to those who think;

a tragedy to those who feel."

— Horace Walpole

Mom, Dad, Jen, Steven, Nanny, Pedro & my
other family, I love you. Thank you Teach-

ers. To my friends & the SG crew, I couldn't

have done it without you.

Ezra W. Freedman

18 Kendall Rd. 02159
November 4, 1976

"Gunga galunga . . . Gunga lagunga"

— KARL
To the Goonies: Live Free or Die, Locker of

Ecstasy, Caddyshack, A-Top, Partying. To
my good friends (you know who you are) —
I love all you guys — Thanks for the good

times. Mixed Nuts, Yes! 'Remember, my
friends, never forget to enjoy yourselves. Live

life. Don't be afraid to take a chance once

in a while. You'll only regret it later.* Mom,
Dad, Andrew — you've really made it easy

— Thank you.

Dennisc M. Fryar

42 Hale St. 02164
December 1, 1976

Jeremy) J. Gatto

130 Walnut Hill Rd. 02161

September 15, 1976

"Most of what I really need to know about

how to live, and what to do, and how to be,

I learned in kindergarten."

— Robert Fulghum

The GOONIES! Live free or die. Locker 69

A-Top, Big blue, Walgreens, snausage sum-

mer '93. AW, MU, CJ Its been a wonderful

experience, its been a magnificent friend-

ship. Thanks. AW I'll be there for you. I love

you. Mom & Dad & Ben I couldn't have

eisked for more. Thank-you. "Time flies when

you're having fun"

— Beastie Boys

Meredith L. Oilman

29 Chatham Rd. 02161

August 26, 1976

"Some people come into our lives and qui-

etly go, others stay for awhile and leave foot-

prints in our hearts and we are never the

same." — Lady Daiber Ju: "A true friend

is one soul in two bodies." CS and WF
"Friendship is just a word but you give it

meaning." TS + CT always remember One
and your shirts hanging out the door. JH,

MT, GH, + LM "1 journeyed to the rainbows

end and found no gold but you my friends."

MoM and Steve thanks for everything ILY.

Thanks Dad ILY. Jor good luck in all U do

ILY

Marissa Ginsberg

375 Dudley/ Rd.

May 6. 2976

To my family, U R THE BEST! Mom & Dad,
without your love and support I wouldn't be

where I am today. Shauna ("98") Good Luck!

To my relatives U R the wind beneath my
wings! To everybody who has made my 4
years at Newton South successful — Thanx

Mara; Ana Clath;

89 Rowena Rd. 02159

June 17, 1976

No ride is ever the last one. No horse is ever

the last one you will have. Somehow there

will edways be other horses, other places to

ride them. — Monica Dickens. AB & EL —
BB, #SS, LA guys B-ball, Martini & Rossi,

CO 91, M-parties, hell/joy ride. How are

things? Oh my EB! Thanx for being there.

RB — Roxie! AM — My Libra, shnookic.

SL — The Greenman in Quincy Bay. Reach

for the stars! LB — Lee Lee Lee! Luv yal

To the Moskow fzimily and Wellie for your

love and support. Thanx Mom & Dad. I Love

You.
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Don Goldberg

728 Dedham St. 02159

September 12. 1976

"We all remain better friends — at a slight

distance." — anon

"Yesterday is your past; today is your future

— because your tomorrow is unknown." —
anon

"When you are old and gray and full of

sleep,/And nodding by the fire, take down

this book,/And slowly read. And dream of

the soft look/Your eyes had once, and of

their shadows deep" — Keats Thanks to

Mama, Daddy, Dani, Sina, & all my family

& friends. I could not have made it w/out

you. I love you.

Elizabeth M. Goldberg

115 Windsor Rd. 02168
June 9, 1976

Happy the man and happy he alone he who
can call today his own he who secure within

can say tomorrow do thy worst, for I have

lived today. — "Tom Jones"

With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear

for a second, she drew a line there, in the

centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she

thought, laying down her brush in extreme

fatigue, I have had my vision. — Virginia

Woolf

Jeffrey Goldberg

14 Oxford Rd. 02159
March 2. 1976

Castles made of sand

Slip into the sea eventually.

— Jimi Hendrix

To all my friends, past and present We've

got some mad memories. For all the guys,

gotta love that MGD. Remember weekends

in NH, makeshift Old CS, + Giant Lax wuz

a blst in '90-'94, even that pitfight. Most of

all thanx to the fam for all that help + en-

couragement

Each Goldberger

39 Spaulding Ln. 02159
October 13, 1976

"It's better to know some of the questions

than all the answers."

— James Thurber

Mom, Dad, Lex, Halley — Thanks for the

piano lessons and endless support. Andrews
D and M, l-Ping — Never feed the meter

and always make time for football. Ro, who's

the king of the castle? Remember chem Jeff?

Sheila — "This is Why" ILYA. You're the

best! Paste ups — "SHUT UP, YOU
$@#$%A&!!" MG, PM, MK, K$, DM, DC
. . . Later '94! this is the time to remember

Nicholas A. Goldman

118 Upland Rd. 02168
September 8, 1976

"Lost in a Roman wilderness of pain, and all

the children are insane. All the children are

insane, waiting for the summer rain. There's

danger on the edge of town, ride the king's

highway" — Jim Morrison BL & SH we had

great times in the cutlass. JD it was fun. See

yah later CB. '93-'94 lax + golf, it's been

great. Good luck Steph, Anth, Tim Chris.

Thanks for the support mom + dad.

Michael D. Gottesman

43 Steams St. 02159
July 21. 1976

Sometimes the lights are shining on me
Other times I can barely see

Lately it occurs to me
What a long strange trip it's been

— Grateful Dead
She turned me into a newt ... I got better

— Monty Python

NS XC is the greatest! "no, my leg" Run the

Jericho Mile! JH, you're lost! Thanks Mom
Dad, and Amy, I love you To my friends: I'l

never forget you, thanks for being there for

Stephanie L. Greenberg •

278 Spiers Rd. 02159
February 8, 1976

"The time has come for letting go and walk-

ing on our own but yet it is a time for holding

on to everything we have shared." S + A
— You're my sunshine, U make me happy

when skies arc grey. The best of friends 4eva.

NM, RN, MU, thnx for the memories. A 4-

T — U made me smile. Mike "If I could

reach up + hold a star for each time U made
me smile an entire evenings sky would be in

the palm of my hands." ILY. M + D —
Thanks for all your love + support. ILYG.

Dave — Thanx 4 being a great brother. GD
LK in the future. ILY.

Selina Tara Greene

12 Drew Rd 02167
August 18. 1976

"To maintain one's self on this earth is not

a hardship but a pastime, if we will live sim

ply and wisely." — Thoreau "He died with

out a fight." Indigo Girls "When you gonne

love you as much as I do? . . . 'cuz thing;

are gonna change so fast." Tori Amos CAMF
R. has my heart! Thanks M, D & Chika Thes<

four years taught me a lot, in & out of school

V-ball forever! thanks Mr. Holmes & VB —
RTDT! Thanks for your friendship & lov<

MZV, KS, JP & all, and to those who stopped

listened & loved!
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Jeffrey H. Greenstein

78 Winston Rd. 02159

Julv 5. 1976

I'm doing what 1 do. The way I've always

done it and the way I'll always do it.

— Kramer

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Barry, & Stephen

Jeffrey Adam Gusenoff

119 Cordon Rd. 02168

October 20. 1976

"I must go down to the sea again, to the

lonely sea and sky and all I ask is a tall ship

and a star to steer her by."

— John Masefield

A special thanks to all my N.S. friends. Good

luck. Zach Davids — Some day I'll say "I

know him." Pam — "Don't you just love a

bargain!" Mom, Dad, "Thanks for every-

thing" Licorice. "Give me the choppies." Dan

The Orangeman — "Watch out, here I

come."

Amy R. Hall

78 Audubon Dr. 02167

11/1/76

"You just hope that when the ship comes to

the dock you can say, 'Man, we had a good

time.' " J.J. To all my friends and family:

Thank you. Karen — thanks for the laughs

Mr. H, 2 lax players, etc. Cacahuetes . . .

still alone. Reveah High Uno's, bagels. Zeb
a.k.a. Svet. The memories will last. Good
Luck!

Yuki Hamakawa
177 Baldpate Hill Rd. 02159
November 6, 1975

James F. Hannon

15 Ohio Ave. 02164
August 14. 1976

"Everybody rappin like it's a commercial,

actin' like life is a big commercial. So this is

what 1 got to say to you all; be true to yourself

and you will never fall." — Michael Diamond

Props to my homiez; Dana, Evan, Mark, Jon,

Alex, Todd, Pacale, Kevin, Jeremy, Adam,
Garret and Ezra; buds to the end! Aly, Jen,

Nora, Delia; luv ya to death. Peace to AR,

NP, JT, AA, SZ, RD, JT and the rest of the

kool people. Thanx 2 moms and Pops 2 . . .

AND I'M OUT

Jeffrey C. Harris

46 Mossfield Rd. 02168
March 29. 1976

Thanks most of all to my family; Mom Dad
and Chris: I love you all. Thank U to my
friends (you know who you are) For being

there for me and especially to some of you

whom I'll never forget. "I always knew look-

ing back on the tears I'd find laughter. But

I never thought looking back on the laughter

I'd find tears." — Anonymous

"All the kings said I was daft 2 build a castle

in the swamp. But I did it just the same."
— Monty Python

Micah E. Hauben

24 Paul St. 02159
March 22, 1976

All you can eat. Mighty. Putting away the

Silver Bullet. B-ball with the Brothers at Hyde,

swimming and pool at Zuke's. Summers with

LLS. Life with Eva H. Stand by for 14 hours

with the Dead and MGD #70 FOOTBALL
92, 3, 4, Nave Horowitz. Family support, sis,

Dh, Ds? How is it possible that life is so dif-

ficult sometimes, while, throughout every-

thing, it is never really that easy?

Michael Scott Heafitz

118 Walnut Hill Rd. 02161

July 22. 1976

Thanks to MM, Kt + LS for 3 great years:

Chemistry? (Yeah, Chemistry!) Reflections

forever Kar'k, Zygam, Amargo + the rest:

I will never forget you To Ev + all the Chill

people: it's been REAL Thanks Mom, Dad
+ Rach for putting up with me all these

years I love you with all my heart. My apol-

ogies to anyone 1 missed. Call Me.
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Amanda S. Herman
7 Stonewood Dr. 02159
January 19. 1976

"Remember when the days were long, the

road beneath the deep blue sky, didn't have

a care in the world mommy and daddy stand'n

by" ILY. To my Bros — thanks for the child-

hood games bonds that bind forever. Tarn

— there's always room. Pug Love. Running

Dynasty ITD; Steven + Marianne more than

great coaches, great friends. To my special

friends thanks for the memories. RAALY
Carrie — we found the track together and

a lasting friendship, HERM.NSXC rocks your

world!

Matthew A. Herman
7 Stonewood Dr. 02159
January 19. 1976

Golf squad of 92, 93 — DCL Champs —
"Can't hit it a lick." Gymnastics 92, 93, 94
— "My hands kill." "I know 1 can muscle

up." To coach Steeves, best friend & coach

you can have. J.L, M.S, to the English Boys,

& 2 all my friends U know who UR Dave gd

Ik in 95, see ya don't wouldn't wanna B ya.

To the fam Billy, Seth, Mandy, Tami, & OH
YEARH! Chelsie I LOVE YOU. Most of all

to my parents for the love and support.

Thanks.

Seth D. Herman
7 Stonewood Dr. 02159
January 19. 1976

"The ambitious are not content with the gifts

of life." Leornardo da Vinci Golf — The Best,

Wrestling (103), Lax Lopes — U don't know

everything, but at least you know that. Nick

— Do you want 2 play? Did U climb any

trees lately? Monkey Boy. Greg — 7106,

MS, JF, The Greens JG, JC, and my other

friends. Good Luck My teachers — Thanks

for what you have taught me, esp. Mr. Pe-

trillo, & Coach Steeves. Mom, Dad, Muzi,

Billy, Mandi, & Tami. I Love You, Thanks

4 Everything. Chelsie, Your're the best dog!

Bi//y D. Herman
7 Stonewood Dr. 02159
January 19, 1976

Thanx 2 my friends 4 the yrs. at NS Coach
Steeves I wouldn't have loved NS as much
if U weren't there. Track Coaches — Thanx
4 your support Golf — Capt. Winning DCL,
matches & Putts Gymnastics — Capt Break-

ing 120, bad rips Lots of tape, bus rides,

rings. Track — vaults, workouts, team spirit.

Jim, Hooleymajig. Pairs & Tripls, Gymcraf-

tics is great. Jim U R 4givn come and visit

Dave — Thanx 4 being there, GdLk in '95

Muzi, Mandy, Seth, Tami & Chelsie ILYA
Thanx Mom & Dad 4 Everything Luv ya!

Karen Heymann
73 Drumlin Rd. 02159
2/17/76

"i wish that the sky was green and my body
was bright blue; 1 wish that I could talk side-

ways and backwards; I wish that nothing could

mean something — and that everyone could

have everything. Some of these dreams will

come true, others are destined to become
dreams deferred, shriveling like grapes with

suntans, but all is not lost, not yet." — King

Missile A — "Hi, . . . uh, I have an uncle

. . .!?!?" Mark — "A hairstyle is not a life-

style" Mis amigos — 1 love you, IHasta Lue-

go!

Elizabeth S. Hill

40 Waldorf Rd. 02161

November 18. 1976

Tell me something: Who the hell am I anc

what am I doing here? Well, whatever the

answer, it's been real but I'm bored. A bien

tot, guys! Remember to dream. And writt

to me, dammit! (Now would be a good mo
ment to be corny and say that 1 love you all

but I think I'll decline)

Molly Hillis

499 IVinc/iester St. 02161

January20. 1976

"I always knew that looking back on my tear

would make me laugh, but I never though

that looking back on my laughter would mak

me cry." To my friends — You have alway

been there, to laugh, to listen, to care. Mac

gie — I'll always be there. M,D,J, & R -

Thanks for your love. "Bid me run and I wi

strive for excellence!"

— W. Shakespar

Brendan Hooley

808 Dedham St. 02159
April 1. 1976

"Did you ever wonder why we had to ru

for shelter when the promise of a brave ne

world unfouled beneath a clear blue sky.

— Pink Floyd Thanks to my family, IHOI

my friends, the Peter Crew, Al, & MR dis

"Help yourself to a bit of what is all arour

you." — The Beatles It's been real. — Bo

uc
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Jamie Benjamin Horowitz

11 Bonaire Circle 02168

May 11. 1976

Nobody plans to fail but many fail to plan

— Doc H 1 was always happy at NSHS But

I was never content. I wanted to feel content

but I couldn't. Then 1 fell in love. A chicken

cutlet with mayo & lettuce at mighty sub. It

opened my eyes. I found friends who filled

the cliche, "Best friends are people who U

can do nothing with and enjoy it" Nima &
Hubba — You always made me laugh Forget

Ryan & Steve — A friendship that truly tran-

scended brotherhood. It's what you learn af-

ter U know it ail that counts.

Peter V. Hruby

486 Quinobequin Rd.

December 21. 1976

You cannot discover new oceans unless you

have the courage to loose sight of land. Hock-

ey 9 10 11 CPT 12 Great times w/the boys,

may they never end. JJ — So many goals

in this world, let's see if we can score on

some. PK — hn Hn HN what's that?! We
got crazy many a time RK — My 2nd brother

always stay in touch BL — 4am — t run, let's

go! Always time to fish and funnel. Mamo,
Tato, Andrew, Adela I wish I could show how

much I love U all, I hope I make U proud.

2 bad friends tend 2 drift apart

Sohail N. Husain

139Upland Aue.

February 25. 1976

"The will to win is nothing without the will

to prepare"

— Juma Ikanga

"Diplomacy is the art of saying 'nice doggie'

until you can find a rock."

— Will Rogers

NSXC # 1

Suetlana Huseni

261 Bovlston St 02167
May 25. 1976

Dutch jacket head of the class king of the

boats prince of rap SAT classes on the road

c linnen rm 1104, 312 labatt's beep beer

goes the green rubber sheep dj's I'm goin to

the library whoppin it who stole the car? Not

me! Joe Matt Dan Ray Darren where are ya

now? Your mother's a what! I mean. KP DL
PG EX LL BLA (my 1st home) MS2 RS PT
JB MG GS RB L BA BZ AH CW . . . Jen

Morrisey, We'll be ST friends for a whole

this load of years, whateva! "now I know and

knowing is Vz the battle"!

Ti/ra Jackson

78A Cedar St. 02119
November 16. 1976

"Old friends are best. King James used to

call for his old shoes; they were the easiest

for his feet." To my friends, enough laughter

& memories 2 last a life time. Never a dull

moment! RM, MH, BR, NB; the ones who
never left my side, BFF Will, this is only the

beginning. Isn't luv a wonderful thing? You're

my sunshine! M&D you've given me more
than I can thank u 4. ILY! Deb, friends at

last, we've come a long way. B good & keep
truckin! "A ship in a harbor is safe, but thats

not what ships R made for"

Carol\;n Paula Jacobs

31 White Oak Rd. 02168

February 3, 1976

"Old friends are best. King James used to

call for his old shoes; they were the easiest

for his feet." To my friends, enough laughter

& memories 2 last a life time. Never a dull

moment! RM, MH, BR, NB; the ones who
never left my side, BFF Will, this is only the

beginning. Isn't luv a wonderful thing? You're

my sunshine! M&D you've given me more

than I can thank u 4. ILY! Deb, friends at

last, we've come a long way. B good & keep

truckin! "A ship in a harbor is safe, but thats

not what ships R made for"

Jason A. Jacobs

22 Agawam Rd. 02168
June 1. 1976

"Absence of body doesn't mean absence of

freindship, real friendships never die." Hrubs
— we have tons of memories & many more

to come. Kraz — scratch 1 off the list. PMS
— this yr doesn't count, next yr . . . JS —
gd friends are stored at room temp . . . Mighty

runs, 40 runs, boomin' in the jeep. Hot dog,

hot/cold (AW), trick or treat (LM). MM, ES,

RD, DP, GW, AA, thanx 4 the memories.

"Time is a tough teacher, she gives the test

1st, lesson after." M&D — Thanks, 1 couldn't

have done it w/o you, I love you. Josh —
gd luck, I love you

Lajuan Johnson

130 Dartmouth St. 02116
December 19. 1976

I'm not one for big goodbyes so I'll just stay-

short and sweet, I say thanx mommy, daddy,

& Grandma. Senior Boys: AA, DD, & SW.
Girls TJ.SS, JB, MC, RT, & DS Juniors Jizz,

J-Nice, DD, TU, and don't forget my homie

and for those I forgot you're not forgotten

and for everyone else sweat the technique!

Outtyin '94 in da house!
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Nima Karamouz

53 Vaughn Ave. 02161

June 23, 1976

"Experience is something you get too late to

do anything about the mistakes you made
while getting it." RW — Jungle Love/Can't

we have 1 good class?/Coheen. SK — Hors-

es/Nice???? JH — Vacuum/Are we in trou-

ble?/He who falls in love w/himself will have

no rivals. MM, PS, JS — Good friends are

hard to come by and impossible to forget,

Ellen — 11/23/91 — Save the Best for

Last. You mean the world to me and I could

not have made it without you. I love you.

Mom, Dad, Neda — I love you and good

luck.

Adam J. Katz

28 Considine Rd. 02159
December 1, 1975

"Within us all lies a mighty, unexplored pas-

sion. Each of us has the ability 4 greatness,

for reaching high above the norm. It is self-

motivation which for all times has driven man
to heights he never thought possible . . . We
all possess a certain inner creativity which

when fulfilled brings as its reward a satisfac-

tion and personal pride which is unequaled."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Dan, Mr. McCarthy, Ms.

Quigley & Mrs. Kramer for all the extras

Shoshana H. Kiltian

34 Farina Road 02159
March 25. 1976

We're off to Great Places! We're off and

away! We'll get mixed up, of course, as we
already know. We'll get mixed up with many
strange birds as we go. So be sure when we
step. Step with care and great tact and re-

member that Life's a Great Balancing Act.

Just never forget to be dexterous and deft.

And never mix up our right foot with our

left. Thanks, Dr. Seuss

Jaime Denee Kimenker

35 Juniper Ln.

Newton. 02159

Thanx 2 the man up above. Thanx 2 S.R.

and my family 4 believing in me and 4 being

there. ILY. Thanx 2 some of my closest

friends. 1 couldn't have made it with out U.

I'll miss U all 2 Jennie, Ney, Tyra, Berta,

Saran, Kia, Maisha, Jaime, and Dawn. ILY

all. Also GOOD LUCK and I'll miss U 2 the

JJ twins, Fred, Bubba, Paco, the RR twins

DB, MJ, DP, WG, JS, DD, TP, and RK. I

give my love and luck 2 David. GOOD LUCK
BABY, I'll never forget U. 2-12-93 4-eva.

143. U R my man up above!

1i

Steven J. Kindel

51 Waldorf Rd. 02164

March 5. 1976

Few people ever find real friends

Even fewer will find true happiness

Through you I've found them both

— Thank You

Memories: Spltn a cutlet, Bowlin + Pokei

leave me alone I'm flirting. Joker, Vermont

weekend, Seinfeld with Eva, Learning from

Doc, AB at night 10/17/92 Rockport, Con
cord, The beach, 5/9/99, thnx Bio What If?

Keeper Talk, Just hangin with my friends

Growing up together. Mom, Dad, + Bob

You made it easy ILY

Todd M. Kirrane

1100 Bo^lston St. 02161

April 3. 1976

Well high school is finally over. Mom, Dad
Stan, Celeste I love u and thanks for all ol

your support. A special thanks to Mrs. Schnel

and Mr. Chaney. Without you I couldn't havt

graduated. To my friends Dan, Dennis, Paul

Abir, Will, Peter, Ron, Mike, Banny, Alex

Adam, and Garry good luck in the future

Kang don't give up on Conservatism and don'

worry, only one more year in Liberal high

I will never forget our many political debate:'

in the library and getting kicked out becaust

of them.

Rachel Stace^/ Kohen

121 Rachel Rd. 02159

January 15, 1976

"I am not looking for a clearer conscience

peace of mind after what I've been through

And before we talk of any repentance, tr

walking in my shoes." — Depeche Mod'

BWA RLS! Luv stinx, 35 down. 2 my teach

ers — JT, RD, RB, MR: B-good. DC — funk

bunch. KD — Help! MG-7, thanx. DB -

sleepover. JN — all the guyz. JS — Ma:

riage. SS — R U lonely? Yrbook — ahh

KT — Ketchup. To all my friends; MM, SE

MC, JZ, LC, NR, JG, MK, & SZ. LE — IL'

twin, BFF & a day. Mom, Dad, Doug, Mand

& Pb — thanx 4 all U've done, ILY.

Paul Krasinski

89 Warren St. 02159
November 17. 1975

Use no hurtful deceit. Think innocently -

justly; if you speak, speak accordingly -

Benjamin Franklin To 94 we're through! T

the boyz: MM — Where's Bessie? JJ C y

off the list! PH weekend w/Aggie PS m
ankle JS dwn w/the king AW rollin in th

3.6 KN the exchange SM the hut! BL: Papa

Hen Yo! And MS Ruth there it is!! To all th

faculty + staff at South Thank you! Moi

-f Dad Thanx for your support. John su>

cess is yours. Kev — not college . . . Let th

games begin

I
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liana Krepchin

47 Linden St. 02164

September 6, 1976

"To be real is to be surrounded by mystery."

— James Joyce

"It is easier to try to be better than you are

than be who you are."

— Carl Jung

"Don't compromise yourself, you're eJl you've

got." — Janis Joplin

Michael Krupat

151 Elgin St. 02159

August 2, 1976

The difference between a successful person

and others is not a lack of strength, not a

lack of knowledge, but rather in a lack of

will

Vincent T. Lombardi

To all my friends thanx for the pleasant

memories. Special thanx to MF, JM, and JS

— you guys have always been there for me.

(Uh — Special . . . Tim!) Most Importantly:

To Mom, Dad + Jason — A big thanx for

everything. Love U all "Well, U can't have

everything cause where would you put it"

— Steven Wright

Michael C. Kudisch

44 Columbine Rd. 02159

August 19, 1976

Better times are coming they say. Well, why
do I feel like it's all coming to an end?

— Bruce Hornsby

BH, DO — MR Disc; ZG — she will be

mine!; PR — remember Brighton!; IL — Long

life The Roar; party, party, party SS, RK,

HN, AB, ER, RF — stay in touch Mom, Dad,

Lucy — ILL) The hunt's over and the dog's

dead — Doc ELJ

Esther V. Kurtz

85 Parker St. 02159
April 20, 1976

Up out of the lampshade, startled by the

overhead light, flew a large nocturnal but-

terfly that began circling the room. The strains

of the piano and violin rose up weakly from

below. — KUNDERA

David E. Kurzman

8 Dauid Rd. 02159

June 1, 1976

To BH, JL, MT, KZ, RF, HN, and M + BH,

I've had loads of fun with you guys and hope

we can do it again LG — USA rules Last

season of FLF Thanks mom and dad for all

your support. Good luck at South next year

Jess.

Jasmine Lai

4 Brvon Rd. 02167

May 5, 1977

I made it! KS & EW — youre the best, Thx

for putting up w/me! Big Daddy, RTDT,
spoiled Newton bratsk — whats the paper

on? JM, OF, JT — its been real. FS, MU,

GS — NSVB 94! F — need a ride? A jigunda

fly to my honey — KW. W/o you, what

would I b? ACC Food Fest 92: chuggin it!

Smash 92 — R U thirsty? ILY 4EVA —
swear no crossies! 2 the guys SM PDJ —
Thx, nuff said. Mom & Dad — ILY both —
I no I wasnt easy. Der — ILY! "Yet if hope

has flown away, in a night or in a day, In a

vision or in none, All that we see or seem to

see is but a dream" — Poe

Adam B. Lazarus

19 Ridge Rd
November 1, 1975

2 all th gang — ILYU. U only live Once,

Dont B 2 responsible Or Obsessive That U
forget It The times we laughed The times

we Cried In a hundred years we'll all Have

died! AM DC ES I couldn't have Asked for

better friends ever. JILL — ILY so damn
much. — Gives me character. The future is

mine but U'll B in it . . . Best Teammate in

the World Award goes 2 My family. M & D
— w/out U I'd be curled Up in th fetal pose

Dave — try new stuff Sometimes I think

you're the only one Else In th World w/a
sense O humor, bye.

Alexandria Angel Lee

555 Dudley Rd. 02159

December 18, 1976

"As if you could kill time without injuring

eternity" — HDT. To all my friends "Friend-

ship will blossom 4ever while all other flow-

ers decay" S, P, M, A, T, J, E — The best

listeners = the best friends — ty To a cer-

tain dimpled young stud — What's a c? AL-

WAYS THE MEMORIES. C-ya, Babe. "To

see the world in a grain of sand — And a

heaven in a wildflower." — WB "Things are

seldom what they seem." — WG What I've

hated, I've hated What I have loved, I have

loved.
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Angel Man Wai Lee

21 June Lane 02159

Three years at N.S.H.S. All memories, I will

never forget For all teachers, thank you for

all your help. Especially for Mrs. Doolin and

Dr. Grossman. For all friends, thank you for

all your friendship. Friends are another source

of happiness. Our happiness will double if

we share it with each other.

Janet Si-Ming Lee

14 John St. 02159
February 5, 1976

Birch trees of A Midsummer's Dream ... 1

awaken 2 find where did it all go? Only Mem-
os: Damn Yankees (Yeah? Yeah? Yeah?)

Cafe mornings, "Big Fuzzy Letters", AP
Lunch, bib. study tattoos & surprise B-days.

Ouida — "Could we see when & where we
are to meet again, we would be more tender

when we bid our friends good bye." Dear

Friends: thanks for your support patience &
kindness. Annie & JF: thanx 4 listening (ha.

ha.) & understanding. Mom, family: thanx.

Jen, Steve & Johnny: B good. I'll miss y'all

NSHS Class '94 — adieu

Eugene "Jim" Levin

106 Deborah Rd. 02159

September 24. 1976

"I'm coming out blasting like yosemite Sam"
Cypress Hill "Everybody should believe in

something — I believe I'll have another drink"

Hangin with the pete crew/Hooley — "late

night" Garr — "look at those goose bumps"
Zieber — "who owns this"/T-dog — you

need a keg/Zin — GROW/Rich — Hit Las

Vegas/Muz + Bill — "killed it"/Kurz —
sega boy "If at first you don't succeed —
change the rules" Thanks Mom, Dad, + Paul,

you're the best

Shani Levy

42 Botsford Rd. 02159
September 27, 1976

You said the world was magic and 1 wide

eyed and laughing we were dancing up to

the bright side forget about your ego forget

about your pride and we will never have to

compromise but you were only joking.

/-Ping Li

49 Saco St. 02164
March 21, 1976

Drink with me to the days gone by /Sing with

me the songs we knew/At the shine of friend-

ship never say die/Let the wine of friendship

never run dry/Here's to you here's to me/
H. Kretzmer A. Boublil Germany & England:

AS, AS, SS, FK, GF, TR, JG, DB, JZ, MG,
MS & JT. Bowling/brawls/McD's ice cream/

PMS/paste up/finshi ... To all those who!
have shared the best and the worst AM, ZG,

SM, AD, Stacer, VV, MT, H. Ben, Niishlaa,

JF, MK & JA. Roar — Good Luck! Forever

love and thanks to Mom & Dad.

Kostas Ligris

156 Woodcliff Rd. 02161

October 10, 1976

Tis not the end that has arrived It's a mere

four years that we've survived The end has

surely not begun; Begun, however is our run!

Through time, and joy, and fear, and pains'

We are prepared for our great gains! Our

friends we never will forget; For if we did

we surely would regret! Good Luck to all of^

you. And when in doubt: Just Do It!!!

Peace, Kostas

Andrew R. Linshaw

125 Jackson St. 02159

December 20, 1976

You who live safe

In your warm houses.

You who find, returning in the evening

Hot food and friendly faces:

Consider if this is a man
i

Who works in the mud
Who does not know peace

Who fights for a scrap of bread

Who dies because of a yes or no.

— Primo Lev

I

Charles V. Linshaw

125 Jackson St. 02159
August 16, 1975

There is a tide in the affairs of men.

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to for

tune;

Omitted, al! the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows and in miseries.

— William Shakespean
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Rebecca Elizabeth Lipshutz

24 Raddxff Road

November 23. 1976

I believe that imagination is stronger than

knowledge. — Robert Fulghum

Jill — I'd never have made it w/o you! CC
— I'll always be just a boat ride away! Mich-

elle — Good luck, you will always be my
other half. To everyone else — thanks for

making South special — I'll miss you. Mom,

Dad, I love you guys so much, I couldn't have

made it w/o your support — ILY. Ab, Jer,

thanx for paving the way — ILY more than

words say. Doug — Glad you're a part of

us - ILY

£sty R. Lobouits

168 AlleHon Rd. 02161

Januaiy 8. 1977

"We laughed until we had to cry, and we
loved right down to our last good bye, we
were the best of friends." Alison + Marcy

my 2 spaz partners: Bullet Babes, 55, 6/

13/93, L.A. guys, B-ball, Martini + Rossi,

Cape Cod '91, M — parties, how R things?

Oh my EB! I luv U guys. Claudia — ya,

estaaa? Ari — Thanx 4 all the laughs. I luv

U, Mom + Abba — u've taught me so much.

A temporary farewell w/all my luv + re-

spect. Ellie + Etahn — Don't let the house

get 2 quiet. I'll miss U w/all my heart "Carpe

Diem. Seize the Day."

Brian J. Lopes

4 Antor\ellis Cir. 02159
January 23, 1976

"I found it hard, it was hard to find, oh well,

whatever, never mind" — Nirvana NG "Not

in my car!" SH smack "Now we're even!"

PH "4:00 am b_-run" JD "How the hell

did you do the interpretation" 11:11 it's got-

ta be MU wrestling 90-94 lacrosse 90-93 I

hate PGI! JG pit fight in the back. "To know
that you know what you know, and know
that you don't know what you don't know,

that is true knowledge" — Confucious Thanx
mom, dad, RL, ML and TL (goober) I love

you all + Harley Yo Yo

Maria Fernanda Lopez-Jacoiste (Nandina)

c/Vicente Aleixandre No. 63-A Spain

March 10, 1976

"Seems like there ought to be a way We
could look each other in the eye to see we're

all in this together and put all thoughts of

victory aside No matter what you say. There
has to be a way Every living thing is reason

enough." "Then came your new friend: you
began to change — I saw it and grieved."

— Tennyson. To my friends and family —
thank you. Good luck to the class 1994

Marichelle Lunn

6 Kippi! Dr. 02168
August 4, 1976

Rachel Machart

27 Indianna Terr. 02164
February 24, 1975

The time has come. I'm finally out of here!

Robby Smith I love you so much! You're the

greatest! Sex class rules! ST, RK, JM, MB,
KR, KG — Hang in there! C-ya!

Kerri L. Maclellan

21 Cottage PI. 02165

Thank you for teaching me to learn. I'll miss

all my friends in Life Skills and the rest of

NSHS.

Guadalupe Maria Madriz

98 Sumner St. 02159

May 29, 1975

Papi, Mami, RM Jr, SM, EM, AM, SM, RM3,
DM, KM, RM, los quiero mucho. 2 all NSHS
teachers & friends, LUV YA! Alan R. R U
running 2day? we had fun, I'll miss U. Mr
Alleva, U're sweet! Juan Carlos, U've made
my life great, luv ya. Cin Q, THANKS! U're

my evil II, I love U, luck W/Rock. Luck 2

the class of 94, we made it! The day has

come, for us 2 say good bye. 2 the times

that made us laugh, & the times that made
us cry. We'll have nothing but memories, of

the things we shared 2gether, & the love that

God has brought us, which will stay in our

hearts 4ever. — Me
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Jaime Leanne Mahoney

593 Saw Mill Brook Pfcy. 02159

January 23. 1976

I'm running out of time Im out of step and

closing down the never sleep for wanting

hours the empty hours of greed and uselessly

always the need to feel again the real belief

of something more than mockery if only I

could fill my heart with love.

— the Cure

Thanx 2 all my friends who were always there

4 me, (U know who U R)! To all U guys at

Wheeler; I will never 4-get U! Mom, I love

you forever.

Pamela J. Mahonev
134 Plymouth Rd. 02161

January 2. 1976

"Live your life to the fullest. Get the most

from each hour, every day and each age of

your life. Then you look forward with hap-

piness and back without regrets." TO MY
FRIENDS: "20 years from now we'll look

back on this and laugh!" Thanx for always

being there to share a laugh or a cry! We've
come a long way! Never lose touch! MOM
& DAD — thanks for your love and support,

& for putting up with the phone and the

"pit" ILY!

Aaron Francois Mann
112Langley Rd. 02159
December 16. 1975

In no particular order: Jessie: You taught me
so much that I won't ever forget. You make
my life wonderful I love you I'll miss you so

much Tell you the rest in words. GOONIES:
Live free or die. I love you guys — A-Top

Snausage summer Locker #69 Porch Parties

B-fund etc. GOONIES Mom & Dad: Thanks

for showing me life ILY Lydia: More dishes,

everlasting love Naomi: Fulfillment of your

drezmis, amor Friends etc: Live long and large

Adios

Adam Mansbach

25 Larkspur Rd. 02168
July 1. 1976

"If you don't live it, it won't come out of your

horn" — Charlie Parker

"I must borrow every changing shape to find

expression/scream against reality w/that
raging trying to be born sh-t ..." — Amiri

Baraka/T.S. Eliot

"When I look back on all the crap I learned

in high school it's a wonder I can think at

all" — song heard on Laz's car radio (was

searching 4 jazz) the day these useless quotes

were due

Jonathan Marcoschamer

37 Harwich Rd. 02167
September 12. 1976

Open your eyes euid look within, are you

satisfied with the life you're living. — B. Mar-

ley. Mami + Papi, Muchisimas graciaspor

todo. Yair + Han, toda rabalaachimhagolim,

beyoter! Sivan — ILY! Chetz Vakeshet "93'

I.D.F. #1 To all my good friends and eve

ryone else, thank you and good luck!!! See

you in the promised land.

Adios + Shalor

Ruth Marks

21 Fairly Rd. 02168
May 25. 1976

"Everyone hears, but it is those who lister

that are the special ones" CJ, BR, NB, LS
AA, MH, TD — Thanks for being there;

ILYA Sara + Amy — "It is in our laughte

as well as our tears that our memories ar*

made." What would I have done withou

you?!! ILYB Mom — "Only the strong sur

Vive in this cruel world" Together we cai!

overcome anything! I Love You! Dad — /

part of me is you and no one can take the

away. ILY

A /on Mayer

24 Southwick Rd. 02168
February 2. 1976

The difference between the impossible an

the possible lies in a person's determinatio

I thank my family and my friends here an

back home; For all the support that the

gave me through all of these years. I than

you for the joke, laughs and good times. Toe

raba I'aba, ima, velekol hamishpacha vehc

Ofer Mazor

51C Jackson St. 02159

October 24. 1976

"If I am not for me, who will be? If I am f

myself alone, who am I? And if not no'

when?"

I love you Ima, Abba, Uyval, and Tali. Thai

you to all my friends who made these fo

wonderful years of my life. NS XC *1 —
more miles, then you can have your dinnc

— Lickedy Split HEY-O! No. The leg!'
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Andrew D. McCraith

1547 Centre St. 02161

September 28. 1976

Why does everything require thought? IP:

Time to get a watch MG: Brown-eyed bMG:

Flush . . . MG: Libra's rule MG: Nauseous

EK: Pyro VV: Vajjy Baby <<Dew Dew
Dew>> ZG: I've shed my wings Ad: Art

of Desire She-ra: Comfortable? FINSHI &
FUNDAMIDDLES ~ KA lY AN AS KA TZI
"*.,."* Gorilla

**"
"I know we got to work

real hard, maybe even for the rest of our

lives. But right now I just want to take what

I can get tonight." — Billy Joel CS & JT:

Thanx so much for being there!!!

Lorri A. McDonald

216 Elliot St. 02164

June 1. 1976

To Erica and Jaime, the best friends I ever

had, the three musketeers will live on. To
KT OF SH LJ RT, LIFE GOES ON And to

all my other friends, you know who you are.

Good Luck! To the best parents a girl could

have, Thanks and thanks 2 the rest of my
family. In memory of Dr. Lagious, Live in

peace and always smile When the sun dis-

appears its time to go. But when the sun

shines its time to live again, Believe in your-

self and the impossible will happen 2 the

class of 94 GOOD LUCK

Doug/as McCowan
15 Sargent Pk. 02158
December 12. 1975

Amber L. McKee
1219 Walnut St. 02161

August 12. 1976

I'm going to miss not having the library shut-

tle bus, Rbrt. God anymore books, Jrdn? Stay

in touch with reality. Jnt, but don't stop

drawing.

"Who tries,

Does.

Who wills.

Can.

Who loves,

Lives."

Thank you

Amber McKee

Scott M. McNeil

56 Roosevelt Rd. 02159
March 8. 1976

We've had some great times — Camping on

the Kangamangus, hanging in the center, Na-

tick, B-Ball, B-day, at the movies (If you can

remember), etc — I'll never forget all the

memories or any of my friends, but I've got

to wish a special good luck to the oldest ones

— Joe KS Kev + Goonies — and to AL,

you know where you stand in my heart no

matter what happens. I'd like to thank and

give all my love to Mom, Dad, and Sis Loren

— and to all my friends who with me all

these years — GOOD LUCK!

Phumaiti McPherson

60 Margret Rd. 02161

July 15. 1975

I want 2 say 2 this person the moment "I

set my eyes on U I fell in love w/somel
special" P-S I love U w/all my heart! Thnx
4 being there! C-Q the coolest 1 married 2

Rocky 1 Thnx 4 being there when I needed

U. 2 H-R & DAN get ready 4 baby Jordan.

U were like a sis 2 me, we have been thru

a lot as best frnds! We R still frnds aren't

we? 2 my family N-M, Mom, And G-M Thnx
4 being there. J-L never let the women U
love pass U bye! 2 my Cute girl serina I will

always B there.

Peter Memishian

121 Dorset Rd. 02168
June 23. 1976

We've secretly replaced their coffee with xy-

lene and toluene and you bet those cops are

going to be surprised. "In the sandbox, Flos-

sie dumped a bucket of sand on Henry's feet.

Henry wiggled his furry toes until they poked

through the sand." send me (em) flowers . . .

; end.

Jon M. Meshel

128 Gordon Rd. 02168

August 9. 1976

"The only reason cocaine is such a rage to-

day is that people are too dumb and lazy to

get themselves together to roll a joint."

Jack Nicholson

"Money is better than poverty, if only for

financial reasons."

Woody Allen

Mom — U are the best mother a boy could

know. Bob — We were created in God's

image. Julie — I would die 4 U. Todd —
Do U want to go upstairs and talk? They'll

never learn. You are like a brother.
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Keuin Micka

361 Winchester St.

March 1. 1976

Thanks to All.

Marc Miller

80 Redwood Rd. 02159
September 13, 1976

And once upon a time, you know I used to

wonder why, you know no one should need

2 cry, in pain of a heart forbade to fly, but

you learn to say good bye, as you whisper

beneath a sigh. — J. P. PMS — SB's in the

RJC, DC — What about Bob NK — H20
skiing, JS — rt. side of Hartman, PK, JJ,

JM, ES — south memories never fade! AW
+ RN — the two girls who bring smiles 2

my face thhe most. JS — Sweet 16 party?

SG — Snuggle. CR — However rare true

love is, true friendship is rarer. M, D, JM &
Mil, thanx 4 putting up w/me, ILYA!

Todd Mitchell

2 Cannon St. 02161

Ju/y 5, 1976

Take your time, don't live too fast, troubles

will come and they will pass. Find a woman
and you'll find love, and don't forget son,

there is someone up above — Skynard.

Thanks to the Goonies, the Peter Crew and

all my friends — we had some great times,

I'll never forget. Thanx Mom, Dad, Ali, Doug
— ILY The troubles of our proud and angry

dust are from eternity, and shall not fail. Bear

them we can, and if we can we must. Shoul-

der the sky, my lad, and drink your ale. —
Hoseman

Shahjahan Mohammad
46 Hamlet St. 02159

Julv 1. 1974

My four years at N.S. went nice n smooth.

I thank my family for sticking by me and also

thank to my teachers for all their help and

support. Shout outs 2 M.V. M.M. J.R.I J.R.2

E.W. A.W. I.W. A.Z. N.S. S.D. M.D. N.C.

D.S. M.Z. A.Z. M.L. To J.R.I & J.R.2 always

remember Hampton. To the McDonalds crew

you know who u.r.

PEACE
AND I'M

OUT!!!

Nicole S. Moleux

44 Wheeler Rd. 02159
February 25. 1976

A minute's time is a lifetime memory. Friend-

ships may fade but memories will never die.

Thanx SG SN AW PMS PK ES SK JH. JS

& AA thanx 4 always being there 4 me. RN
yours is a friendship I will treasure 4 ever!

SC get your own lines Mike: U R The 1 4

Me ILYA!!!! Doug the best bro and friend.

Grands I couldn't ask 4 anything better. M
& D thanx 4 making me believe in myself.

You guys are the best! I've had the time of

my life and the best is yet to come!

Rachel Ann Monbouquette

214 Langlev Rd.

October 25. 1976

Thanks mom for being there, thanks dad for

driving me there, thanks Hil for doing my
hair, thanks Dan for lying about the time and

letting me stand there. ILYA
To my friends: "Don't walk in front of me,

I may not follow, don't walk behind me, I

may not lead. Just walk beside me, and be

my friend."

"Everyone says that the world looks blue

from outer space, I think it looks just as hap-

py as the rest of the planets."

Juliette L. Muellner

998 Beacon St. 02159

Januarv 22. 1977

"Th frnd who understands u creates u" MER
— I'm th luckiest n th wrld I knw wht a real

frnd is, thnx, ILY. MK — U'll always b my
bud. CT & TS — gd Ick gys. AB — bd Ick

n all u do, ILY. JB — thnx swty, ILY. JOSH
— I couldnt hve mde it w/out u. 1 love you

MT & GH — thnx + th tlks, ILU. THNX
— JP, BB, SS, TT, EB, EA, JS, TS, Jor

Lu. "Go bck 2 ur plypn bby" DD. UR my

bst frnd ILU & GD LCK. M & D ILU & APF

u mre thn u knw. M & A — ur the best bro;

ever ILY "She counts all hr children as ?

shield agnst th pain lifts hr I's 2 th sky likt

a flower 2 the rain" — STING

I

I

Sari Alison Nadler

36 Cross Hill Rd 02159

Julv 14, 1976

"It is better to light one candle than to curs<

the darkness, have faith in life; dare to b<

different and follow your own star; never giv<

up and never give in." S + A "I don't knov

how we happened to meet each other. I don'

remember who got along with who first. Al

I can remember is all of us together always.'

BFF, ILYG. To the girls: Thnx for the mem
ories, GL + ILY. M + D: thnx for the sup

port, I Love You. Eric: Thnx for showing mi

the way, Ruth: Good Luck, if you both eve

need me I am here always, ILY

1
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Howard B. Nager

875 Dedham St. 02159

Julv 24. 1976

It is a multiple million eyed monster it is hid-

den in all its elephants and selves it hummeth

in the electric typewriter it is electricity con-

nected to itself if it hath wires it is a vast

Spiderweb and I am on the last millionth in-

finite tentacle of the spiderweb, a warrior

lost, separated, a worm, a thought, a self . . .

Allen Ginsberg How bout them knishes?

Randi Najarian

165 Baldpate Hill Rd.

June 22. 1976

"Time brings changes but it can never change

the memories we've had." A man, Steph,

Sar — it is the laughter we'll remember when

we remember the way we were JH, PK, JS,

PS — wherever life takes you may happi-

ness follow & all your wishes come true. AC
— ily. Attia — you always put a smile on

my face. Marc — a part of me is you. "ily"

Dan — thanx 4 being the bro. I never had.

Nicole + Jen — best friends make life worth

living. Words can't express what you mean
to me. M, D, Amanda, Ap — thanx 4 the

best yrs of my life. ILY

Keuin E. Nason

38 Roosevelt Rd. 02159

Ju/y 4, 1976

A few memories from the last four years:

Goonies — Live Free or Die, JAM'N in the

Atop, taping in NC, Z's house. The Vine-

yard, The Church, Nanook of the North, The

Band — Germany, JR in Dover, Camping
trip. Football — OLT # 76 Three of the

hardest and best months. Thank you Mom,
Dad, Mike, and all my friends.

Sarah Nelson

40 Pine Ridge Rd
June 25. 1976

Ever drifting down the stream — Lingering

in the golden gleam — Life, what is it but

a dream?

— Alice in Wonderland

TX to everyone who helped make my life

perfect. C — TX for always being there with

me. T — I'll pick you up on Woodward M
& D — TX for not being parents, for being

friends. P — Together we're a great team.

M — "Love is a deep well from which you
may drink often, but into which you may fall

but once." I love you all.

Melissa Norman
36 Sheldon Rd. 02159

March 7, 1976

You become. It takes a long time, that's why

it doesn't happen to people who break easily

or have to be carefully kept. By the time you

are real, hair has been loved off and u be-

come shabby, but these things don't matter.

Once you are real you can't be ugly, except

to the people who don't understand — The

Velveteen Rabbit — Elyssa-N-Jobs, Mel, Mer,

Grin, Herm, Peter and Josh — I Love You
Guys.

Jennifer D. Notartomaso

61 Madison Ave. 02160

June 14, 1976

My circle of friends will never be forgotten!

KD thanks for being there. NR we are spe-

cial. RK all the boys. AM BFF. LM we have

grown up. All the good times we have shared

and the bad U all have been there! MT, MV,

ER, KW, A.P.I. , I will always Love U 12-31-

91 Jess, put them away! Daria, U R still my
little sis! MOM, DAD, I would not have made
it without U, I Love U!

Peter A. O'Connor

65 Elinor Rd. 02161

April 24. 1976

"The freshman bring a little knowledge in

and the seniors take none out, so it accu-

mulates through the years." — A. L. Lowell,

ex-Prez of Harvard Thanx to parents, friends,

competition and BSA, PG, TLP, & Elvis

Presley Much thanx to MT & MS & South

Stage for all the great shows. Glad I could

help. Auspicious omens to you all! Congrats

to JH + PK + B-Ball/MH + EB + NS
XC Remember: Tempest. Montreal, Amo-
roso, Senior Show, Gewandhaus, Powder-

puff, "The SAT? Only a test, no big deal."

Daniel H. Olstein

27 Cross Hill Rd. 02159

December 11, 1976

Breathe, breathe in the air

Don't be afraid to care

Leave but don't leave me
Look around and choose your own ground

For long you live and high you fly

And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry

And all you touch and all you see

Is all your life will ever be.

— Pink Floyd

Thanks to my family and friends BH & MK
— M.R. Disc, JP — NSUF and bowling.

Good luck to everyone next year.
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Roie Parchi

15 Francis St. 02159
March 29, 1976

Oh Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is

done, the ship has weather'd every rack, the

prize we sought is won
— Walt Whitman

. . . footsteps echo through the corridors of

time.

— Longfellow

Cry without weeping

Talk without speaking.

Scream without raising your voice

— U2

Jonathan I. Perry

81 Clark St. 02159
February 13. 1976

"Juglito ergo sum." — The FKB's "1 guess

coleslaw to me represents the universe; the

chopped cabbage is matter, the mayonnaise

is the loving force of God that holds it to-

gether, and you're the chopped mouse head

at the bottom." — Emo Phillips Mom, Dad
& Ethan: Thank you for all the support and

love you have given me. Ultimate frisbee for-

ever! Stage Crew: HUP Thanks: Mr W, OM,
MG, DO, NS + everybody.

Robert M. Plounick

208 Woodward St. 02168
April 14. 1976

"I am the captain of my soul; I rule it with

stern joy; And yet I think I had more fun

when I was a cabin boy."

— Keith Preston

What about those fish? Is the fruit cocktail

fresh? Where is a phone when you need one?

3 X Sheep in your hair — WF Thanks to

WL, SM, CR, YS, all of my friends. Mom,
Dad, Caitlin and Andrew. You've all been

there when 1 needed you. Good Luck Class

of 1994! "Exit, pursued by a bear."

— William Shakespeare

David Seth Portnoy

35 Helene Rd. 02168
March 29. 1976

"Istly U must find another shrubery . . . then

when Uve found the shrubry U must Place

here Bside this shrubry a little hire 2 get a

2 level effect w/a little path running down
the middle . . . When Uve found the shrubry,

U must cut down the mightiest tree n da

forest w/a Herring." — Monty Python Re-

member the good times we had, and hang

strong. You know who U R. The Crew. Its

a cold cruel world out there, rember to bring

a jacket.

9i'

Abigail R. Posner

21 Palmer Rd. 02168
September 30. 1976

1 wished to live deliberately, to front only the

essential facts of life, and see if I could not

learn what it had to teach, and not, when 1

came to die, discover that I had not lived.

— Henry David Thoreau

Wherever you are, it is your own friends who
make your world.

— William James

To NS XC past, present and future: FTD
and don't forget your Lion's grrrr ... To my
family and friends: I love you, thank you for

everything.

Gisele Proulx

17 Amy Cir. 02168

February 24. 1976

"... Owl was explaining that in a case of

Sudden and Temporary Immersion the Im-

portant Thing was to keep the Head Above

Water ..." — A.A. Milne Castles, Worm's

Head, green, Trafalgar and London, mist.

Streetlights, apple Halloween, Hot cocoa, DM
mixtape, everyl Accrocher, PM of Jap:?,

relf maps, le 29 mai, the caf, bio stories,

Richter final! Good bye to all of you who I'll

miss as I look back. Thank you & good luck

to all of you.

Cindy Quan
61 Dickerman Rd. 02161

July 8, 1976

Lots of luv 2 my family! Ms. Gonson, luv ya.

u r the best teacher, stay cool! Mr. Alleva,

I'll miss u! Alan R. RUN, catch up in a bit'

PM & HR can't believe u did that u hungry

grouches, luv u 2, let's go 2 Allston Beat &
find Jason or Eli. AH u r the sweetest, luv

ya & keep smilin! Lupe, The 1 & Only thanx

a $4 the good & bad times. We had fun &
gone thru alot, Luv U!2 my buddy MS, sta^

out of trouble. Last, but not least I LOVE
YOU w/all my heart Rock!! We're outta hert

seniors! — PEACE K

Toby Makepeace Rando

60 Montvale Rd.

June 15. 1976

LAX 9-12 Captain 12 — "Slay the Mon
key!" GOONIES — Live free or die! "Dooooc )i

it!" The Locker of Ecstasy! Back porch fi |

estas. Koin' the Naked Fig! Corfu. Mini K '
i

Sweatmeats unite "I'll be back!" Thanx tc

family and friends for a ballsy four years

"Rocky, Rooooad???" — Sloth
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Paul S. Rich

30 Kodava Rd.

August 14. 1976

"It's not where you end up in life, it's how

far you've gone." Thanx mom, dad, Jackie,

Marshall, Bob, (LN rules), and the class of

'94, LB — keep shootin MS — don't worry,

GS, CM — keep partying Shadow Masters

— who are you? BB — remember "obses-

sion"; it's everywhere! Romy, we created the

best times of our life together. Thanx for

being by my side. U will always be a part of

me, and may our memories last a lifetime. I

love you . . .

— Follow your dreams

Nir Riunai/

77 Dorcar Rd. 02167

May 20. 1976

Nicole L. Romano
109 Groue St. 02166

September 12. 1975

Memories last a lifetime! Nads don't 4gct SN
& JS & Chinese snap shot LUF! Lisa AYD?
UCB good luck w/J BF miss the "B" next

time. Kim & Jen thanx 4 always being there!

Never lose touch. JH thanx 4 the rides good

luck! JB, JC, KC, LF, AI, LK, want a chix

or coke w/lemon? LYGs SB dont lose the

attitude. RK good luck pookie thanx 4 lis-

tening to my sob stories, mom, dad, Chris

thanx 4 puting up w/me and caring. MT,
MU dont 4get the laughter thanx for the good

times guys. True frnds dont ever lose touch!

Scott J. Rosenbaum
39 Theodore Rd. 02159
April 15, 1976

Rebecca Rottenberg

24 Could Rd.

April 21. 1976

"Would you tell me please which way 1 ought

to go from here?" Molly, Carolyn, Pixie &
Ruth — Thanks for holding my hand and for

walking beside me, for turning my tears into

laughter & making me wild. You will always

be in my heart. BFF. Linda + Dan — Thanx

4 giving me something 2 strive 4. 1 love you

even if I don't always show it. Mom & Dad
— Whoever said that the 3rd time would be

easy? Thanks 4 listening to me scream and

loving me anyway. "There's always one mo-

ment in childhood when the door opens &
lets the future in."

Aova Sagiv

5 Harwich Rd. 02167
August 24. 1976

"The world is God's place but God's place

is not in the world" Ema & Aba = Ani ohev-

et etchem meod meod & my beautiful sisters

To all of my friends back in Israel — 1 love

you guys To all those who helped me get

through the year — Thanx!

Mark S. Samson

45 Littlefield Rd. 02159

September 25, 1976

Elihu Selter

19 Nehoiden Rd. 02168
May 28. 1976

Ignorance is a handicap but it does not allow

you to park here Oak Hill Animal Hospital

To all my friends we've made it through 4

years of hell. Giant runs, Murray taps. High-

lands, Needham St. + Toppa PaPa Niki —
4 long yrs thanx to u. Bad XS: AM, JM,

QUINCY, HALLOWEEN. Good XS: TW
(THANK GOD) Angier; cline, 5+ hr calls,

getting ads, B-ball games. 1 love you. M +
D. ILY Jared — THANX Jonathan —
GOOD LUCK
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Adam Shamus

12 Jules Ten. 02159
October 10, 1976

Where to begin . . . The gang — Ad GB FS

JB MS IPL TS AP JS CT RP BZ and of

course, SN! Thanks for making the past 4

years a great memory Germany "92" and

England "93" — Youth Hostels, room 37,

Oxygen anyone? . . . Mom, Dad, and Eric,

thanks for your constant love and support.

I Love You. "Life moves pretty fast. If you

don't stop and look around once in a while

you might miss it." — Ferris Bueller How
true it is. Take care South.

Rukiya Shannon

24 Shumaker Path 02159

May 16. 1976

NS track PR 12.8, I beat you Clair Lil Nay
4 X 100 all that TJ ME BA NS to NU. SS
Svet Steve — I drive a Lexus — RT no Im

not Mbm Wzup! Yall are cool be good don't

act up Harlem The Bronx NY There it is

Thanks 4 the cards Your a life saver Im locked

out senior year has come and gone it was

nice knowing ya, but its time to begin the

rest of my life catch you on the rebound Oops

I quit B-Bal! Later I'm out!! Caroline JBM in

10 years your cool you've been there to the

end.

Deborah C. Shapiro

23 Brandeis Cir 02159
November 27, 1976

In a magic world, apart from all the common
places that are called reality . . . only the

fantastic would be tolerable

E.M. Forster

The boy was pleased

And rested up for more
And Jack cooked mush
In honor of the Door.

Jack Kerouac

Deborah Leah Sheena

5 Lovett Rd. 02159
June 30, 1976

There are places I remember all my life

though some have changes — Beatles. Ap-

ple Crisp, D & D, Halloween running in the

night. Damn Yankees, Sheep, I'm in here.

Truth or Dare, what's a prune Blues mean-

ies, Liverpool, reflections, Shmen, MAWTS,
Gloria, whale-watching Biology, Live long and

Prosper — stay special, be yourself Thank
you for being, Good bye & good-luck friends

remember me — Family I Love You

Kirstin Shu

272 Woodcliff Rd. 02161

January 22, 1976

"Pooh, promise you won't forget about me,

ever. Not even when I am 100."

Pooh thought for a little . . .

"How old shall I be then?"

"Ninety-nine."

Pooh nodded.

"I promise," he said.

— A.A. Milne

My friends — "Happiness is time spent with

friends, & looking forward to sharing time

with them again." Mom, Dad, & Russ —
Thanks for all of your love and support.

Jonathan E. Shum
1273 Walnut St. 02161

August 9, 1976

Gabrielle Siegel

82 Paulson Road
September 8, 1976

So many faces in and out of my life

Some will last

Some will just be now and then

Life is a series of hello and good bye

I'm afraid its time for good bye again

— Billy Jc

J.B. — Thanx for the memories — S.^

Walden, J.J.S.M.D. = SUMMER FUN!

MILLER C-crashcs, we're lost! COTTO
HEAD LIVES C.C., J.I., B.M., M.B., J.

Absolut Summer Volleyball — 9, 10, 1

capt. 12, Softball — 9, 10, 11, 12 capt.

D, L, J & T ILY, Thanx for your love at

support — C.B.T.W.A.!!

Jo/ie Michele Siegel

122 Nehoiden Rd. 02168
April 28. 1976

"Things never said come together/The W
den truth no longer haunting me /Tonight t

touched on things that were never spoke'

That kind of understanding sets me frc
'

— Elton John

To all my friends: I will always be ther<i

U! Thanx 4 dealing w/my crazy mood: I

couldn't have made it w/out U! CT — Yoi*

the best! What would I have done w/out ?

GS — We'll always B friends. PMS —'I

still want U!" KIT Mom, Dad, Deb. Da'

Thanx 4 letting me B me! ILY! Good L k

Class of 1994
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Elana Sophia Silverman

39 Longwell Rd. 02162

October 16, 1976

"With trees and flowers and chirping birds

and basket weavers who sit and smile and

twittle their thumbs and toes." "Don't walk

in front of me I may not follow, don't walk

behind me I may not lead, just walk beside

me cind be my friend, and together we'll dwell

in the land of hs'shem." "Have another pop-

over froggie!" "You and 1 can change the

world, it's been said before but it doesn't

matter." ILU JHM IZ DM

Gessica Carrie Silverman

47 Bound Brook Rd. 02161

May 20, 1976

Listen to the mustn'ts, child,

Listen to the don'ts

Listen to the shouldn'ts

The IMPOSSIBLES, the won'ts

Listen to the NEVER HAVES
Then listen close to me —
Anything can happen, child,

ANYTHING can be.

— Shel Silverstein

To all my friends and family, thank you and

I love you.

Good friends arc hard to come by.

Jason S. Simon

551 Chestnut St. 02168
April 30, 1976

To my Friends: NK — The dent, Go-kart.

PS — We only know. Which side of the road

is this? RW — We've made it through. MM
— 20 years from now we'll hang out with

Artemis. JJ — Stay Real. RK — So who do

you like now? PK — U R a Spaz! Cub scouts.

What? ES — You're a great kid. RD, JT,

GW, DP — The memories will never be for-

gotten. To my Family: Thank you for your

support. 2 all my friends; thanx 4 everything.

2 the class of 94: good luck. To Lindsay:

You will stay in my heart forever, ILY!

Matthew Aaron Simon

780 Chestnut St. 02168
March 14, 1976

"Well I can't do any more damage around

this popsicle stand. I'm outta here! Bye-bye

you two love birds. Hey love me! Ciao! I'm

history, no I'm mythology. I don't care what
I am, I'm FREE!"

— The Genie

Thanx 2 all my friends — ABCDEFGH-
IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ — fill in your

initials - - - I love you Mom & Dan, Dad &
Linda. Good Luck Brenda '91, Rachel '04

& Tana "Laugh while you can monkey boy"
— Buckaroo Bonzai

Tobi Slauet

44 Kendall Rd. 02159
May 5, 1976

"But 1 don't want to go among mad people,"

Alice said, "We are all mad here, I'm mad,

you're mad," said the Cat. "How do you

know I'm mad," said Alice, "You must be

or else you wouldn't be here," said the cat

— LC. CW — At least they have someone.

JS — No more looping, thanks for the den.

JM

Claudia Rebecca Slavin

347 Waban Ave. 02168
December 8. 1976

Let the moment go . . .

Don't forget it for a moment, though.

Now I understand —
And it's time to leave the woods.

— Into the Woods
To my friends — "friendship is in the in-

expressible comfort of feeling safe with a per-

son neither having to weigh thoughts nor

measure words." Thanx. ILY. M, D, & Jess

— Thanx for making me who I am. ILY.

"My interest is in the future because I am
going to spend the rest of my life there." —
Charles Kettering

Rebecca Jane Slotnick

125 Neshobe Rd. 02168
April 8, 1976

"The people on our planet are not standing

in a line single file. Look closely Everyone is

really standing in a circle holding hands.

Whatever you give to the person standing

next to you, it eventually comes back to you."

— Unknown Life is a rollercoaster — full of

ups and downs; otherwise it would merely

be a carousel. To all my friends: enjoy the

thrill of the ride! Yavneh: Thanks for making

me who I am. K92 To the fam: I love you.

I would be nothing without you. Thanks for

listening!

Paul M. Smith

65 Hartman Rd. 02159
April 19, 1976

MM — RJC, Sanchez has nice hair, JJ —
shy guy, JS — only we understand, MS —
we've come a long way, KK — ILYA NK
— I am captain of this boat, SS — funny

chick, NM — 15 years, JS — I'm in control,

PK — How's the ankle? RN + JS — two

on one, IRC — U R a Pretty Woman, DC,
ES, To all my friends, thank you!!! "Getting

up takes all the fun out of sleeping." — PMS
— Sara — Thanks for everything I wouldn't

have made it without you Mom + Dad —
The orthotics in my shoes thanks for the love

and support
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Jennifer E. Sntith

67 Oak Hill St. 02159

June 11. 1976

Friends; "Each friend represents a world in

us, a world probably not born until they ar-

rive, and it is only by this meeting that a new
world is born." Thank you for showing me
a million new worlds, and thanks for spend-

ing time in mine. 12N: "Some are born great,

some achieve greatness, and some have

greatness after all. J + J: Thanks for show-

ing me the way. M + D: Thanks for being

more. Mine, loving me and letting me love

you. Beck: whatever! 1 love U! All's Groovy"

G. Brady

Marianne Soliuan

125 Herrick Circle 02159
November 14, 1976

2 Meg Selina Katie Svet 'at GCC and the

soul revue thanx 4 sharing! MV AD MH Duck

U R my biggest fans eva. ILL). 2 U all in

London — Quasar — Hippodrom + the bus

It was great! 2 Rebbecca Parish — watch

out Im coming! 2 mrsh U R great Thanx —
4 all in Damn Yankees — Their dead! "Act

happy, feel happy, and be happy without

reason at all. Then you will do what you

will." D.M. 2 Mom + Dad ILL) thanx 4 being

there! God I owe U my voice + life! To all

ILU! 4eva

Sovandra Som
148 Hemenway St. 02115
October 15. 1975

Tonir SooHoo
28 Van Wart Path 02159
April 3, 1976

Dye Dye This has been a fun 4 years DW
— Its been great — try going up the right

side of the escalator WONTON Souli — Your

the man? Tie your car keys 2 your belt. JS
— Good luck. Ted — Thanx 4 being there.

If u didn't make me take out the trash I

wouldn't have met u. Thats my T shirt 8th

Kev — Thanx 4 recruiting me & I know
you'll always b there because u are always

at my house. MS — See u at school! LG —
Have fun 4 3 more yrs. Thanx 2 Rl Thanx
4 the help Mom & Dad luv ya! ABC 4 eva

Kathleen Soo Hoc
Newton. MA 02168
June 11. 1976

"Grant me the serenity to accept the things

I cannot change, courage to change the things

I can, and the wisdom to know the differ-

ence."

— The Serenity Prayer

LC — A true friend is hard to come by

Thank you to all my friends; 1 wish you all

the best and 1 will miss you. To Mom, Dad
Kenneth: Thank you for putting up with me
I love you lots. "Most people think it is good,

to be smart but the wisest man appears tc

be like a fool." — Lao Zi

Georg von Sperling

38 Westgate Rd.. Apt. *2
April 29. 1976

Remember the Courtyard days, fellow Sen

ior? Well, it's over! The same thing will hap

pen to the Parking Lot . . . Thanx Rotatori

We all admire your strategy. Mom, thanx <

Ur support, not!!! We are cool: CM, MZ, PR
Soc, Rad. Rad., Doc, & the people at McD's

LEIGH GEIS. Keep on Raving. Ecstasy.

Heather Ann Schwab-Stephens

47 Linden St. 02164
November 3. 1975

Then

laugh, leaning back in my arms

for lifes not a paragraph

And death i think is no parenthesis

— e.e. cumming

There are so many colors in the rainbow, s<

many colors in the morning sun, so man'

colors in the flower and I see everyone. —

Harry Chapin, song. JM — Meet you on

black sand beach for a game of cards! —

Love HS Wave upon wave demented avenc

ers march cheerfuly out of obscurity into th

dream — Floyd

I
Laura R. Stem

11 Mayflower Terr.

June 5. 1976

Yesterday brought the beginning. Tomorrow

brings the end and somewhere in the middl

we became the best of friends. To my friend;

Friends are those rare people who ask ho>

you are + care to hear the answer. Thank

for always being there, ILY Attia — Ouj
friendship is too strong + special to forge I

Thanks for always putting a smile on m I

face. BFF, ILYA Mom, Dad, Ben - Thank

for your never ending love + support,

couldn't have made it w/o you. I love yoi
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Saran Still

15 Duke St. 02126

Julv 24, 1976

The yrs. seemed 2 fly by but I conquered

another challenge, with the help from God,

Family, and Friends. ILY; Maisha, Jennie,

Rukiya, Tyra, LJ, AA, DW, KT, TS, SM,

Berta, Danny, Caroline, Bubba, Jaime, ML.

The I's I leave behind I'll miss you be good.

Kia, Nay, Jamar, Jamel, MM, TU, DD, NM,

AF, LS, OB, JS, WG, RMx2, NJ, ILY all.

The I's 1 forgot you know who you are. Tashi,

RK, KR. Peace to the classes of 95, 96, 97.

"Class of 94" We Out!!!!!!!!!!

Tairvn Strating

15 Oakvale Rd. 02168

Januaiy 23, 1977

Thousands of cows are living in fear of a

strand of wire which no longer has the power

to confine them. Freedom is theirs for the

asking. Rise up cows! Take your liberty while

despots snore. And rise too all people in

bondage everywhere! The wire is dead, the

trick is exhausted. Come on out. — E.B.

White Sar — On vole au dessus des nuages.

Doug & Byrne — Never doubt yourself, I

love you. Mom & Dad — In remembrance

resides the secret of redemption. Ek is lief

vir jou, dankie vir alles.

Nathaniel S. Strauss

1550 Centre St. 02161

March 21. 1976

Our success derives from sustained intensity

"Pull out, Betty! Pull out! . . .

You've hit an artery!"

I love you all!

En garde

Gary Larson

Danielle Sutton

21 Friendship Rd. 02136
October 6, 1975

Our time has finally come to shine as Seniors.

Now we leave and see what really out there!

2 my family who has always been there 4
me Luv ya. 2 all the staff who helped me in

times of need Thanks! 2 those that were cool

with me. U will always B in my heart. Pooke,

Magda, Chelle, Hubba, LaJaun, Berta, DD,
DW, KT, TJ, SS, MC, SM, MM, TU, DD,
AW, CT, EW, SZ, ES, JS, JG. Lissa '97

Strive 4 only the best! 4 my class

Sarah Jane Sachi\ie Suzuki

178 Arnold Rd. 02159

December 9, 1976

"For us this had been the road of Destiny;

had taken us to those early accidents of for-

tune which predetermined for us all we can

ever be. Now I understood the same road

was to bring us together again. Whatever we
had missed, we possessed together the pre-

cious, the incommunicable past."

— W. Gather

LFK, RSK, AA, PMS, AKM, CRW, LBA:
Thanks for being my friends. Mom, Dad, Ali

— Thanks for your support, your guidance,

and most of all, your love.

Michelle Swissa

145 Morton St. 02158
March 28, 1976

"Take to the highway won't you lend me
your name your way and my way seem to

be one and the same." James Taylor 13 dol-

lars please, oh Nelly, 1 feel as if we're drifting

apart, oh here comes a . . . , RAC HSARC,
who's the driver? Celtics games, RL — R.l.P.

good friends are hard to find. ILU ALL: LBA,

LC, SH, KS, KSH, PR, RB, JM, GS, JBS.

To my family: ILU so much, thanx for all

your support. Liron: U R "The wind beneath

my wings." I am finally out of here!!

Jennifer T. Tattenbaum

50 Deborah Rd. 02159

May 27, 1976

"A friend is one to whom one may pour out

all the contents of one's heart, chaff and grains

together, knowing that the gentlest of hands

will take and sift it, keep what is worth keep-

ing, and with the breath of kindness, blow

the rest away." Anonymous

Michelle Tattenbaum

50 Deborah Rd. 02159

May 27, 1976

We cross our bridges when we come to them

and burn them behind us, with nothing to

show for our progress except a memory of

the smell of smoke and a presumption that

once our eyes watered

— from Rosencrantz& Guilder\stem Are Dead

Look at what you want,

Not at where you are;

Where you'll go!

What you'll be!

— Stephen Sondhcim
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Caroline Tavhr
375 Hammond St. 02167
January 26, 1976

Thanks to my mother and father for pushing

me so hard. I love you two. Next Rukiya gets

mad props for hooking me up. You've always

been there. Steve stay cool. ANYWAYS.
Peace to everyone else. Jermainc I love you.

RUKIYA your the best. Peace to all the un-

derclass men yall will be out soon.

Jessica Temkin

35 Orourke Path 02159
April 1,1976

Now as we come and go, in sunshine zmd in

reun. Some yards are seen more clearly than

the rest, And if it weren't for mornings spent

with friends We all might lose the things we
love the best. — KW To my friends: ILY!

Thanx 4 always supporting me, and for being

there 4 the good & bad in my life. Thanx to

my family. I appreciate that you've always

dared — ILYA! "Through the laughter &
the tears these memories will stay through

the years."

Mark Tewarson

18 Nardone Rd. 02159
August 18, 1976

In thinking about this quote,- 1 am flooded

with memories. After four years of learning

it's impossible to everything into these few

lines. All I can say is, "It's been quite a trip."

Thanks mom, dad and Hemi for everything.

Mixed Nuts . . . you are my pink turtle. Cor-

fu, porches, A-TOP, The Dark Avenger,

Goonies — Live free or die.

Roberta K. Thompkins

135 Lincoln St. 02161

March 28, 1976

Now it's time 2 move on. Themx 2 those that

helped me edong. 2 Mom & Ali thanx 4 puttin

up with the mess. ILY. RS summer of 93.

Pooke — stay<hill — Tash neva 4gotten,

Ji2 always a part. AA, CD, CT, thanx 4 list-

nin. Good luck 2 those with me always! Doug
— BWF Danny LJ 3D DD Jaime Jennie JG
was Tommy Liser Shiz Kayla Sarem Tyra

Chelle. Tarn — Luv Ya! Peace 2 those I

4got! Yeah high school is over but life is only

beginning. Peace 2 my 111 sisters class, 95 &
96! Class of 94 we finally out!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Courtney S. Tifft

5 Hickory Cliff Rd. 02164
February 5, 1976

"We're still not where we're going but we're

still not where we were."

— Natasha Josefowitz

"I desire no future that will break the ties of

the past." George Elliot The den, fruit roll-

ups, I'm at Dunkins chami, the Loop, one,

papya spears, hugs, ABBA, jetson-mobile,

laundry, the Crush, off reading in the Jeep,

Sat. pm TV, bunks Mom, Dad, Phil — ILY

all and always will! "Teenagers are people

who express a burning desire to be difficult

by dressing exactly the same." Anon.

Pascale F. Traub

300 Hartman Rd. 02159
November 19, 1975

Evan's seen a leprechaun,

Mark touched a troll,

Jim danced with witches once,

Alex found some goblins' gold.

Jon heard a mermaid sing,

Dana spied em elf.

But all the magic I have known
I've had to make myself.

Thanx to aU! AS, AF, FP. TM, SR. T, F,

Mom and Dad

Meredith Lynn Troped

30 Voss Terr. 02159

July 22. 1976

Truly great friends are hard to find, hard

leave, and impossible to forget . . . Melis —
don't know what I'd do w/out you! B.F.F

— N.H. '92!! NORM!! Nicky, Jenn, & Barb

— thanx 4 all the memories! Coach, MV, &
our fav lax team, I'll never 4get u guys!!

Lauren (IHuffy) you're the best! ILY! Mon-

& Dad, thanx 4 always being there 4 me,

know 1 didn't always make it easy! ILY!

i

Keriann Tucerri

30 Beecher PI. 02159
April 6, 1976

"Fear of the unknown is the wisdom o

knowledge." Thanks Mom and Dad for li

the support U gave me. U kept me stronj

+ fighting hard. To my friends, keep smilinc

emd follow your dreams. Squirt, LM, DS, SC
RT, SS, MG + EW Most of all I thank Go<

for shining his light on my life. Peace to th<

class of "94" Tlianks mom, dad and dad.

Love U
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Michael J. Turgel

97 Walnut Hill Rd. 02161

September 4, 1976

Blame Nobody

Expect Nothing

Do Something

Make it happen

Thanks Mom and dad for all the help over

my four years at South. Lou, good luck with

the rest of your high school career (it only

gets harder from here.) Dan, 1 know you'll

do great in South and I wish you the best of

luck.

Melyssa Joanna Ufland

313 Brookline St. 02159

August 18. 1976

Often when the rain falls & the sun is hidden

by gray clouds, I think of U & the silly little

things we used to do. RK Imndrp C'MON
MAN OKEE Thilo Mafas V NC grt smr '93

11:11 gatta call BL Jem thnx 4 grt experi-

ences ILY MH Bro 3a Vs Museum SG ns

laughs thnx 2 the friends whove taken this

trip w/me & stuck rnd 4 the moods thnx 4

memories ILY ALL. Teddy fattinos our fun-

gus will nvr stp growing 111 luv U 4 ever #25

VB 9-12 cpt SB 92 M, D, A & H thnx 4 all

luv & support couldn't have done it w/o U
I LUV U ALL

Melissa Andler Umina

102 Ridge Avenue

September 26. 1976

It seems only one rule applies

To all our dreams —
They will not fly, except in open sky.

A fenced in dream, will die.

~ GOOD LUCK CLASS OF '94 - Lax Mgr's

4ever! Coach, MV, & my fav boys lax team,

I'll never 4get U guys! NORM & those who've

been there, THANX! Mel — we made it.

The memories R 4ever, I dunno what I'd do

w/out U, ILY! BFF. Mom, Dad, Adam, and

Lauren. XOXO & what more could a daugh-

ter/sis. ask 4? It's been real . . . C-YA'!!!!!!!!!

Marco N. Vespa

100 Elinor Rd. 02161

November 9, 1976

I'll ride the wave wherever it takes me.
— Pearl Jam

Soc 9-12, Lax 9-12 (capt). Lax boys: "Taste

the Monkey" NN Mushes; RT, DJ, PJ "Cruise

da HLDS" JD — "Go now?"; SM — Wanna
go to Belmont? AM (ILY) "Sure" Da Bu &
Tucci: Bomb ova, P-atin, Pino, Abs — 100,

B & B, Deez Nuts, "Dua!" later biatchesi;

Good times w/NG, MR, TW, MT, MU, RK,

TR, SK; NC — U R like a sister (ILY); La

Famiglia: Da Bros — "Le'me smell your

breaath!" Bedankt Morder & Grazie Papa
ILY! Soph — Thanx 4 listening C-ya 94

Maruta Z. Vitols

161 Homer St.. Newton. 02159

August 19, 1976

"What does not destroy me,

makes me stronger."

F. Nietzsche

Douglas R. Wade
74 Seminole St. 02126

October 21, 1976

Football 9-12 B-ball 10-12 Baseball 9, 11

Peace out to all my dogs, JG, JG, T-Gun,

Buba, Juan, Mak, 3d, Amani To the sisters,

JB, SS, MC, LS, RS, RL, MM, RT — BWF
Can't 4get the BLACK OUTS, sophomore

girlz in the house. To my real brothers, Eu-

gene Jr., Keith, Ty, Marvin, Lester, stay chill.

Shot out to the EAGLES, still gettin HOOT-
ED, To my father Eugene Sr, Thank you 4

being there & to my mom duke thank u as

well, love everyone PEACE TO ALL!!!

Beth Starr D'Arcir Verge

25 Trov Lane 02168
March 20, 1976

"Press On, nothing in the world can take the

place of persistence. Talent, Genius, and Ed-

ucation alone will not. Persistence and de-

termination alone are omnipotent." I'd like

to thank all my friends, esp. Phyllis (I hate

leaving you behind!) and Rachel. 1 miss you,

Sis and C.C.! Thank you so much. Mom —
you're the best! "All the world's a stage . . .

— Shakespeare

.-XT

^^^^^^

Daniel Waksman
39 Pavne Rd. 02161

October 9, 1976

These last 4 years have passed quickly, and

it's hard to believe it's time to say good bye

to the people I've known for all these years.

First, I would like to wish all the members
of the Ultimate Frisbee Club luck in the fu-

ture — Thanx for all the good times. Also

a special thanx to PR and TK for setting me
straight when school stressed me out. Finally,

thanx to all the rest of my friends, especially

DG, DD for all the fun times we had together.
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Erica A. Wales

100 Allen Ave. 02168

September 24, 1975

When it's time to change we have to rear-

range Brady Bunch Jaime, Lorri I Love you

guys! Commandos I swear it was a spasm

Roberta, Jasmine want to have a chem party?

Amy can you move your car my plane needs

to land Mrs Knight you arc cutting off the

blood to my brain!! Head out on the highway,

was that my muffler? OK guys unlock the

cuffs Kerriann, Danielle thanks for the laughs

Rebecca, Tarryn crew was awesome CRI!

Ethan, Erin Thank You What'd I do? Go BU
1 LOVE YOU M + D

Amanda L. Walk

40 Olde Field Rd. 02159
February 4. 1976

"They say that these are not the best of

times, but they're the only times I've ever

known." B. Joel SN & SG — Give us any

chance we'll take it, give us any rule we'll

break it, we're gonna make our dreams come
true. BFF. DG — "Love doesn't make the

world go 'round, love is what makes the ride

worth while." MM & JG — U are the ones

I love the most. RN, NM, JD — I'll hold onto

the memories 4-ever. Good luck Ruth Neb.

Mom, Dad, C + B — You taught me to

grow, to learn to laugh, to cry + to live.

Thanx ILY.

Gregory B. Wallace

48 Nickerson Rd. 02167

August 4. 1976

"Do you know the warm progress under the

stars? Do you know we exist? Have you for-

gotten the keys to the kingdom? Have you

been borne yet and are you alive" — Amer-

ican Prayer All of the times all of the ways

Sporter, Abes, Jube, JC, RD, JG, RB, Fran-

cino, NO, Mojo & everyone else. Thanks a

lot Dad, Mom, Tara, Grammy & Papa were

trying for something thats already found us.

Ryan C. Wallerstein

1623 Centre St. 02161

December 29. 1975

"What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too

lightly ... it would be strange indeed if so

celestial an article as Freedom should not be

highly rated." — Thomas Paine RD, JT, JS,

AM, AA — I'll never forget U. DP + GW
+ RW — The Mighty Triumverate — 91.

MF — The $ or the necklace! Nk — Mr.

Coheen SK — Did U help me on the last

one? JH — Ya want cheese on that steak

+ cheese? "Shaat aap!" — Chris — Doc

H, Mighty Subs, and The Joker forever! Mom,
Dad — I'm damn lucky to have U.

Todd Eric Weston

50 Rowena Rd. 02159
August 19. 1976

Football 9-1 1 cpt 12 A REAL MANS SPORT
Lax 9-11 Relax 12

Blame nobody

Expect nothing

Do something

Make it happen JF

NIK YW AB MFL I LOVE YOU THIS
MUCH! Jon — to the times — We were
alwys 1ST PA HD Mom + Dad we made it

I Love you both Ethan Barbara thanx MP
THNX 4 INTRO SG + LG GL Becca +
Steph thank you for going through every-

thing first I'm always here for you.

Christopher Wong
887 Dedham St. 02159

January 22. 1976

"That one thinks I'm guilty. Of what? He
doesn't know. But he's got the face of a man
who believes everyone is guilty of something.

Who knows? Maybe he's even right."

"I am a cat" — Shonen Knife To friends:

Thanks 4 the good times! Helmet Hairdo Ri-

viah, Crazys, Frog, Tufts '93 — 1 Luv It!

UFO, Rave on! Tobi: "People are strange

when you're a stranger" Lea & Sarah: Sush

DD/Fringe, M-80 + A/X + Gaultier =
Eurotrash "Voulez Vous! Uh-huh!" — ABBA
TAFFY T.! P.S. Who the hell is Frankah

Manette?
I

Stephen Win-Jian Wong
95 Esty Farm Rd. 02159

November 15. 1976

1st I would like to thank God. Ma, Jer, Eric,

and Jeff, u guys are the best. C.T. u are 1

person I will never forget. Any way, thanx

for puttin up wit me. Rukiya, I wrote out u're

full name, McDs, Rox, CI we are the minor-

ity. Wuz up!! Shout out to every 1 else who

helped me through these glorious 4 years,

you know who u are. "This is your life, you've

got to live it your own way." Doc, thanx for

steerin me in 2 the right direction. Like S.C.

says, "To all those people I forgot to men-

tion, u're all forgotten."

Souli R. Xayxanavethy

12 Frances St. 02161

July 13. 1975

I've been waiting for this moment all my life

and I won't forget this year.

The time has come, and I wouldn't make it

through the years without my boys DW, TS.

JD, JS . . . etc. Of course, extra thanks to

my mom and dad and especially J.L. Good

luck to the class of "94" Peace we outta

here
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Ling Ye

24 Paul St. 02159

Kevin Yee

636 Dedham St. 02159

Januaiy 18, 1976

You can drown in the sea of opportunity —
Jerry Bell

It's been a great learning experience for me
at South, and I feel prepared for life after

high school. Many thanks to my friends: Meem
— I think you've finally made your 'case';

MT — Word up T-dog; JP — Stop jugglin'

your balls, OK!; KL — Mr. 'Clean'; JH —
Quit spacing out so often, will ya?; Thanks

for everything Mom & Dad; Buena suerte n

NS Randy (DOH! Homer) study hard and

have fun Cliff. GOOD LUCK TO THE
CLASS OF 1994!!!

Miranda Yousef

33 Vine St. 02167
November 30, 1976

"Loneliness is repellent . . . But, to a degree,

it is the theme of everyone."

— Charlie Chaplin

Thanks AB DG LC ES MB DL JS esp. VW
— You were always there when I needed a

cry/laugh — you're the best. AT — So much
for loneliness! Thanks for the memories and

esp. the dreams . . . Mom, Dad, Detty, An-

drew & Di — Thanks for believing in mc!

ILYA! "I was gratified to be able to answer

promptly, and I did. I said I didn't know."
— Mark Twain

Benjamin J. Zibrak

20 Kewadin Rd. 02168
May 15, 1976

This is the end of the beginning. We worked

hard and had fun. ONWARD. Thanks to my
friends. A-Z. Pick. Peter Crew and Al your

the best. SPOC I'm not driving. NS XC and

Ski. Thanks mom and dad, AM2 and L.

Duedman Don't stop slow down or look

around . . . LATER

Kenneth D. Zinner

206 Greenwood St.

January 24, 1976

"Don't be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell

is necessary before you can meet again, and
meeting again, after moments or lifetimes, is

certain for those who are friends."

— Richard Boch

It's time to move on. Good luck to my friends

— JL MT AK BZ RF BH JH PK JSB The
boys. Michelle & Jess, Thanx for some good

advice. See Ya at the gym. Julie, hang in

there. Mom and Dad, you mean so much to

me. I love you always.

Alexander Nathanail Miller

10 Ches/ey Rd. 02159
February 22, 1976

"Don't rock my boat because I don't want

my boat to be rocking." Bob Marley To all

those who had as much fun as i did: Evan,

Pascale, Jon, Dana, Jim, Mark, Nora, Adam,
Kevin, Jen, Joe, Ryan, Rob, Todd, Adam,
Scott, Ferngully, Moonbeam and of course

Philly B. This school not my favorite but I'll

be back. Of course thank you to my family

for you know what.

Done Zackin

6 Hemlock Rd.

July 30, 1976

Life's like a movie,

write your own ending.

Keep believing,

keep pretending . . .

— The Muppets

Reflections '94, Stage Crew, Germany '92,

D & D (Kera), Summer '92, and lots and lots

of apple crisp

Thanks and Good Luck — Doriemonster
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Adam Abrams

43 Bontempo Rd. 02159

Ju/v 14, 1976

"I held the blade, in trembling hands prepaid

to make it, but jsut then the phone rang. 1

never had enough nerve to make the final

cut."

— P.F.

Thanks to the dilksters.

Richie D. Foster

80 Oak Hill Rd. 02159

February 27. 1976

Thanks to all my friends and family who have

helped make my years at South great. Good
luck in the future

Mi/a Getmanskt;

58 Jane Rd 02159
January 21. 1976

Christopher Marxntmg

100 Cross hill Rd. 02159
September 8. 1976

Life is not a party, but we always came to

rule.

Sean Mathis

48 Kensir\gton Prk 02119
October 30. 1975

Peace 2 the brothrs who stood by me to the

ones who slept whatever U know what I'm

saying Peace and luv2 my brothrs LaJuan,

the Twins, Nicole, Derek Tyra. Sophomres

& 2 anyone else I 4-got, U know who UR
Peace! Can't 4-gct Danny & Roberta on the

rebound special shots licked 2 my girl Ronnie

luv ya! 2 XXXtra special thanks goes out 2

my MOTHER & FATHER 4 raising me & 2

my bro. Brian luv U, Peace Luv & Music,

I'm out.

"Indians scattered on dawHi's highway bleed-

ing. Ghosts crowd a young child's eggshell

mind" — Lizard King (JM) Peace to Rob,

Adrock, gooseneck, dickie Zim, Jeff, Nick,

Rico. John, Mark. Josh and the rest of the

Bong team. JH, AM, JC, EB. PT, MC —
the sick of it all crew. To My girls, Rachel

and Jaime, Thanks ILY Sonic boom. Pink

Floyd, its nice and tripps out 2night. Climb-

ing in NH, shooting vodka and opa papa.

Thanks for the memories. Fusit up Guys!

'V
Martin De Zegur\ia

8 HollvRd 02168

July 14, 1975

I would like to say thanks to all those who

helped me get through this school. Non you

are the best. Mr. and Mrs. Gerson thank you

for everything. Karin — Kochan cie. George

and Chris — staycool. Lieh Geis



Best friends, Melissa Umina and Meredith Troped, smile for the

camera. Alison Bornstein and Esty Lobovits enjoy the fall weather, while sitting in the courtyard.
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"In Los Angeles, with a wife, some kids, a house, a corvette, working,

making millions of bucks, and still having fun in a bathrobe."

— Brendan Hooley

"I see myself owning my own child care company and raising a

family of four."

— Saran Still

'We're off to see the wizard . .
." sing Jennifer Tattenbaum

and Charlie Linshaw as they skip down the hall

ASeniors Robert Plovnick and Thanny Strauss relax as they hear

the beautiful sounds of Vivaldi

A'Tm cool like dat, I'm

Levin like dat."
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A"Welcomc to McDonalds — how may we help you" say

Stephen Wong and Rukiya Shannon.

Psych 101 has turned that junior year frown upside down
for Becca Slotnick and Erica Wales.

If there is one thing, one feature which

unites us all in our high school experience,

then surely, it is our determined desire to

leave. And this is nowhere more evident

than in our search for school — afterlife,

the all-consuming quest for college accep-

tance.

It is sort of ironic, really; we dread living

where we do, attending the school we do,

and yet, when it comes time to set about

the process which would allow us free-

dom, we dread that even more. Com-
mencing with that first damned analogy

on the PSAT's all nothing is more odious,

more loathsome than the practice of ap-

plying to colleges.

This is brutal, primitive ritual if you ask

me, like human sacrifice. You are forced

to manufacture an image of yourself so

deceivingly grandiose and appealing that

if it were true, you would certainly be

elected to sainthood, and then hope that

an admissions officers doesn't check.

Applications, need I say more? It seems

as if the entire first three months of our

short senior life is consumed by filling out

forms. When I think of applications, I cre-

ate a picture in my head. I imagine myself

tied to a pole surrounded by fire, with

several naked business type people run-

ning and yelling around me. Applications

are a tedious job, but someone has to do

them, hey why not your Mom? After all

the pain and long nights, your applica-

tions are finished. Then comes the worst

part of it all, THE BIG WAIT. Many
months go by and eventually the fate de-

ciding paper comes in the mail. To some

this is a joyful day and to others it is a

day of sadness and annoynace. You know

what I'm talking about, one of those days

where you want to shoot all those "shiny

happy people . .
." and your cat gets run

over or maybe . . .

And then there is the obigatory college

visit. It is, of course, required that any

able-bodied high school student of appro-

priate age (so ordained by the Association

of Parents of Middle Class American Kids)

for Standards in Trifling Matters of Little

Significance Like Visiting Colleges, Which

Don't Matter to Anyone Except Us, the

Association of Parents of Middle Class . . .

etc. also known as the

APMCAKSTMLVC, WDMAEUUAPMC
. . .E, of which many of our parents are

charter members.

But withal, it makes stronger; it pulls

us together, like when you're in a plane

crash in the mountains and no help arrives

so you're forced to eat your best friend

to stay alive. You know — just like that.

Dave Cohen

A "Adam Lazarus (Laz) don't forget to say

cheese"
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Newton South High School

1992-1993

Nama : f^fi^OV^nia ^Ol +i"\berg Home Room I
^(^ 4^

House: Ta I .oheek-otn , coumseior m r.lf^PCfcrte
need oA-

Time MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:00

8:50

B3 /]/\Cf\ h
(jjff\Cu\LYr^

8:55

9:45

B1 /Vloth B2 AOr+fh C3 seri'cr H3 Ap .v\ C4 Senior

9:55

10:00
HOMEROOM MOMEROOM HOMEROOM HOMEROOM HOMEROOM

10:05

10:55

CI Sonior C2 <je/oi or H2 /\p

11:00

11:50

D1 (L) HI (L)/\P D2 (L) D3 (L)

pcu C\r\

D4 (L)

11:55

12:45

El (L) E2 (L)

Donv;i5

E3 (L)
^

^^%<^'^^

E4 (L)

Crc'isiD
G4 (L)

^^^'^

12:50

1:40

MEET1N08 G2 (L) ^ F3 (L) F4 (L) ^^\,

1:45

2:35

G1 (L)

Sex:
MEEDNOS F2 (L) CJO G3 (L)

0 >
2:40

3:30

ji MEETMQ8

/

J2 J3

> >->

• (L) Indicate* that kinch la avallabto during thia block

The Strenuoue Schedule

Ofa Slumping Senior
A" Attention all drivers, please s

off the roads. Brian Lopes is putt

the pedal to the metal."
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^You are the luckiest woman in the

world Ms. Weiner, with Paul Smith

and Jon Meshel by your side.

A"Amanda Herman studies in front of her locker

ACarolyn Jacobs, Molly Hillis, Becky Rottenberg, and Laura Stern stop for a quick pose

during their strenuous schedule.

Pascale Traub and Mark Capraro chill at the activities fair.
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Each year below consists of

a related group of people,

followed by five minutes of

announcements or atten-

dance. Select the lettered

pair that best expresses a re-

lationship similar to that ex-

pressed in the original home-

room!
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o
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5 Minutee
Example:

YAWN: BOREDOM
(A) House: Brown
(B) Homeroom: South

(C) Alpha: Goodwin

(D) Beta: Cutler

(E) Modern Classic: Class of

'94

Homerooms 191



Sweets 3orrow
Hey Slap Happy Seniors!

We hope you enjoy our bodaciously beautiful section. We have lived

up to our part of the bargain, and now it's your turn to fulfill yours:

treasure this section forever! We hope this section will take you down

memory lane and remind you of all those awesome (and not so awe-

some) high school highlights of 1994! We wish each and every one of

you the best of luck in the future. In 20 years when you're "staring

at the padded ceiling" or being interviewed by Barbara Walters, think

of us, your loving Senior Section Editors and the whole yearbook staff,

and keep smiling!

Love, Attia Alam and

Becca Slotnick

r

'i * '#
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GOOD
LUCK
TO THE
CLASS
OF 1994!

4



GESSICA
What you have accomplished makes

us PROUD . . .

Who you are, makes us PROUDER!

SENSITIVE HONEST.
LOVING PRINCIPLED.

CARING. INQUISITIVE.

You are a BEAUTIFUL PERSON both
inside and out and WE LOVE YOU!
May ALL your dreams comes true.

ALWAYS!
Love,

Mom, Dad, Julie,

Shashi & Laces

Congratulations to Andrew

and the class of '94. You

have made us all very proud

and we hope that all your

dreams come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Sheila, Ruth,

and Grace



Congratulations Shana!

We are so proud of you, not only for

your accomplishments, but mainly
for being the sweet and caring person
that you are.

We love you dearly and hope all your
dreams come true. We're confident

you'll make a difference.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Dara

Adam —
We are so very proud of you.

You're the best! We hope all

your dreams come true.

We love you —
Mom, Dad & Eric

Congratulations Nicole

Watching you grow up and
mature has been a pleasure
for all of us. You have been a
sheer delight! You've worked
hard at all you've achieved,

both on and off 'the field,
"

and deserve the best life has
to offer. Remember, this is on-

ly the beginning!

We love you very much.
Mom, Dad, and Doug



Michael,
you have al-

ways been a

,
really super

h 7 kid! It has
^ .V been won-

d e r f u 1

watching
you evolve
from the lit-

tle traveller who lost Mimi and Schmoo in

Austria to the mature young man you are

today. We wish you all the luck in the world
as you venture off to college!

With all our love,

Mom, Dad, and Amy

V

JEFF, where did the time go?
We are so proud of you. Birdie.

Mom, Dad, and Chris

CONGRATULATIONS
MARISSA

WE ARE ALL SO PROUD
OF YOU AND YOUR
ACHIEVEMENTS!
LOVE,

MOM, DAD, SHAUNA,
FAYE, MORRIS AND
SOMA

To CLAUDIA,
Whose love of life, new places and
new adventures remain an inspira-

tion to us all. Congratulations.

We love you!

Mom, Dad, and Jessica

Jon
We are proud of you and all you

have accomplished. May all your
dreams come true. Congratulations

to you and all of your friends.

Love,

Mom, Bryon, Nancy, and Grandma

WAY TO GO ZACH! WE
COULDN'T BE MORE PROUD
OF YOU.
WITH LOVE,
MOM, DAD, LEX! AND THE
DEE
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Congratulations
to the Class of
'94

The best of eve-
rything to the
Fabulous Four

Always be close and fiercely in-

dependent.
Peace and Love,
Dad, Mom,

Tami ('96) + m ^ L. « I

Dakota (w/
pug love)

;i)-:t:tH-;t



Congratulations Pearl! We admire your
compassion, individuality, honesty, in-

tegrity and clever

sense of humor.
Our hope is life

will bring you the

contentment and
opportunities you
deserve.

We feel privi-

leged and proud to

be your parents.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Bob,
Congratulations! We're very
proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Caitlin, An-
drew, Koshka and Molly

ELLIE,

WE ARE SO PROUD OF
YOU . . . YOU MAKE THE
WORLD A BETTER PLACE.

WITH LOVE,
MOM, DAD, GENE,

JOHN, AND SAM

NIMA — We're very proud of

you, too!

Love,

Bid, Mike, Sam, Max,
and Corky



Randi,
Life is a series of beginnings that bring

us closer to the realization of our dreams.
May all of your beginnings be showered by
sunbeams and all of your dreams sense the
warmth of success.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Amanda ''97," and Appy



i

DEAREST JESSICA,
A sweeter, gentler soul was never placed ^

upon this earth. With all our love and best
wishes for your exciting future.

Mom,
Grandpa,
Keith,

Wolff,

Jon,
Aunt Rita and Uncle Mort



Congratulations
Carolyn!
Your little smile is

now a big one . . .

we are proud of
who you have be-
come.
We all love you.
Mom, Dad &

Deborah

YOU'LL ALWAYS BE OURWONDER
WOMAN
We are very proud of you!
Love,

Mom, Dad, Mark, Daniel

Abigail means
"parents' joy"
. . . and you are!

Congratulations

on your gradua-

tion and our
best wishes for

your future. We
love you.

Mom, Dad
and Elizabeth
'92



Congratulations, Jeff

MAY YOU ALWAYS HAVE A SMILE
ON YOUR FACE

We are Very proud of you! We wish
you the very best that life has to offer.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Barry + Stephen

Setting Courses

Sailing Oceans

To Far & Distant Sliores.

-Wishing You The

Very Best

For Now & Evermore.
JEFF,

We Love You,

Mom, Dad, Dan,

& Licorice

TODD ERIC
A very special son and brother

Cheers to your achievements!

And now onto new discoveries

CONGRATULATIONS to you and the
class of 1994
We love you!

Mom, Ethan, Stephanie, Rebecca & Mi-

cah

Ann,
Congratulations on graduating High
School and admittance to B.U. School of

Management. We are very proud and
know you'll succeed in everything you do.

Good luck to you and the class of 1994!
Love,

Dad, Mom, Susana, Betty,

Angela & Kevin (Logee)

Robert Rob
Whoever you are. You'll always be
our star.

Congratulations

Mom, Dad, and Ezra

|

Best Wishes

from the

Weil Family



We LOVE YOU, Mom, Dad, Brad,

& Charles

1203



Paul,

Your graduation is another of the many

ways you constantly make us proud of you.

You always accomplish and then some!

I am the PROUDEST father anyone will

ever know!

LOVE,

Dad, Jackie, & Jonathan
I



ALL DONE!
Congratulations, Adam.
Love,

Mom, Dad, David and Lola

-Illllllll^^,

i

Congratulations

Jaime Leanne Mahoney

jTu lo hiciste ...y muy bien!

Ose etre different!

"See ya later alligator...!'

Raisin and Mom.

Congratulations

Elizabeth Mara Goldberg
(Libby)

And may the Tomorrows in your life

bring you happiness!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Miram, John (91),

and Anne (92)

PAM —
We are proud of who you are, the
choices you've made, and your ideals.

Endure Life's Storms
. . . Enjoy the Rainbows!
Love,

Mom, Dad + Kissie



Dear Andrew,

Congratulations and best

wishes for your future suc-

cess!

We know that you will ex-

cel at whatever you choose.

Please treat us kindly when

you portray us in your films
Iff

• • • • • •

Much love,

Nick, Max, Reggi
&Dad

;2i06 :Ad^.:



SARI: This is the beginning
The future is yours —
We are so proud of you.

Congratulations to you and the Class of '94

Mom, Dad, Eric & Ruth

To our sister and best
friend. We love you —

Eric & Ruth

'i

o



Success is measured in terms of the con-
tributions an individual makes to her fellow
human beings/'

Margaret Mead

Rachel, you will always be a success for the

wonderful part you've played in our lives and
the impact you've had on so many others. We
wish you happiness and the fulfillment of all

your dreams.
All our love always.

Mom, Dad, Doug, and Amanda
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Mighty Men

... from little

play groups grow.

Love, Your Moms & Dads

1

Congratulations
BECKY

You're still our WONDERGIRL!
We love you very much and are

very proud of you.

Best wishes to the Class of
1994.
A special thank you to the New-
ton South faculty and staff. WE
WILL MISS YOU!

Love,

Debbie, Alan, Linda '86, and
Dan '89



Congratulations Todd— You have brought
honor to yourself, to your school, and to

your family, and we love and respect you for

it.

Love,

Dad, Barbara, Steven, Rebecca,
Lori, and Stephanie

DOR!
May your future accomplishments match
your current excellence.

We love you
Maman, Dad, Dani, and Sina

Jazzi — Finally made it! I'm very proud of all the hard work and effort you

put in. Now only another 4 years! — HA! A toast to the person who has

changed my life forever. THIS is what true love is. Who ever thought —
right?! Finally won't have to drive you every morning: and 1 get to school

late! it's a fashion thing right'! Mill Falls — THANK YOU! You better do

well in college and make me proud. I will always be there for you. And hey

— you will always be my lady in red. Good luck in college baby!

With love

Forever and ever

Kenny W. — "ABC '92"

Congratulations to you, Carrie, and to

your classmates. We're very proud of the

person you are and of all you've accom-
plished. You are well-trained, fit and ready
for fast starts in the challenges ahead.

Love, Mom, Dad, Julie, and Bean

Melyssa,

We treasure the memories of yesterday

We are proud of what you have accom-
plished today
We will support and love you for all of

your tomorrows
You are A star

Congratulations and good luck

Love,

Mom, Dad, Andrew, Heather,

Rocky, and Alex



Congratulations Michael
Your charm and spirit have lit up our
lives.

May all your dreams come true.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Jason

We know you'll make beautiful music
wherever you play!

Congratulations Noah and the Class

of '94

Mom, Dad, and the

Canine Committee

you fiave toucfxecCso man\j -with your

sunshine, joy amfOrve. :>faving youfor a

daughter has Been one of fife's greatest gifts.

Ji

Jar aCTyou've Been,

Jor aCTyou are,

Jor atTyve krurw you wiCCBe . . .

'RememBer, tfiis isjust the Beginning I

y/e (ove you so very -very muck,

Mom, Dad, JAddm, Lauren, Xitty & Xizzy

We would like to pause at this mo-
ment to give congrats to you on your
high school achievements.

We wish you luck in all your future

endeavors that you encounter.

Love,
Dad, Mom, L.J., Fluffy



ALISON,
The feeling of long walks,

way beyond all the people,

in the late afternoon light,

along Lucy Beach
on a warm August day.

That's what we wish you.

Congratulations! We're so proud of you.

All our love.

Dad, Mom, Daniel and Nikki

On my EB — immortal, G&R tapes, 55, bewitching

eyes. I'm gonna call him; whatever! YS— 55, corn shirt,

stone washed jeans, b-ball. in the tub. love crisis, yitz-

CHAK! DG — late nights at Esty's, stealing licenses,

hands down the pockets, sledding, fashion police (sh).

MKud— Harassment, best butt. Lucy, porsche. BH. bike

ride to log cabin Fr. yr. RB — Roxie. the big chain, IG.

sex appointments, chem, nympho. CS — bullet babes.

AK, ya esta. Nosotros Somas Diosss! PC — don't you

worry, adventures. I am so in love with you. MG & SD
— prom night equals the big break-up. deep writing

NOT, convention bust, anita blow, Maarciee! SC —
thanks for the good times BEB, the Maimo saga contin-

ues. PM AH JT KH SB— hair spray, DCL's, Whoostah.

afro-pigtails! MKru — Mr. predictable, asking for trouble. 7:30 Sat nights. International LA. Convention '92 — red

jelly beans, cherries. Martini & Rossi, unscrewing lamps, steeling remotes. LA guys — RA SP JW JP Ke. Italian guys

(ZY). Jamel — Brookline? Brooklyn! Pilgrimage. England-man of steel, drug posse (GT PF). party shoes. Wash DC —
IBTSLW AB — hand cream. 2 down & 1 to go. drunk New Year's '91. Italian gym God. scraps, monomaniac. 11/

13/93, 11/20/93, first smoke — nothing is coming out. silent 3-way calls, when you least expect it. pink "while you

were out" notes, mission impossible. We're going to miss South-negative chief! MAG— horseback riding is like having

sex, the more you practice the better you get — start now! Spaz! You make us sparkle. ERL — (to the serious one

NOT) slow: full swing :: SD: jungle fever. Our point being dog hairs your clothes are inevitable. Loving how nobody is

answering the phone. Random! We love you! Al — We see through your innocence (snicker, snicker). Congratulations

on all your booty, from the ones who taught you the most important things in life, how to be a bitch and how to spaz.

Love. ERL + MAG.

i2jii2i:i4dji':
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For their souls dwell in the house

of tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not

even in your dreams.

You may strive to be like them, but

seek not to make them like you.

For life goes not backward nor

tarries with Yesterday. Gibran

Anncw —
When wc were little, we were often mistak-

en as twins. I never really cared because I

admired you so much— and still do. You're

my best friend and I love you.

Good luck.

Love, She-She

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 1994

Congratulations Paul,

Wc love you and arc very
proud of you

Mom, Dad, and Sara



Love, always and forever.

Mom, Dad, and Suzie (Blueberry, too!)



Congratulations, Jeff!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Justin

Todd —
To my tough guy . . .

I love you "this much."
Love,
Nik

CONGRATULATIONS, JAIME

HAVE A GREAT LIFE!

Love from
Gee Jay
and

Pop Pop

Adsi



Yea Jaime!
We're so proud of you!
You're a Diamond that always
sparkles!

Congratulations!

!

Love, Dad, Leslie, Stephanie,
Scott, AUie, and Charley too.

Matt:

You are such a sensitive fun loving person.

You are truly a bright star in everyone's life

you touch. The world is yours. We are so
proud of you.

And do you know the Muffin Man?
We love you.

Mom, Dan, Brenda '91, Rachel '04.

Erica,

Congratulations and Good
Luck!!!

WE love you.
Mom and Dad
Wow! Are we proud of you!

•i2!t6::-A!dsi



inside each of us

there waits

a wonder
full

spirit of freedom

she waits

to dance in the rooms
of our heart

that are closed

dark and cluttered

she waits

to dance
in the spaces

where negative feelings

have built barricades

and stock piled weapons

she waits

to dance
in the comers
where we still

do not believe

in our goodness

inside each of us

there awaits

a wonder
full

spirit of freedom

she will lift light feet

and make glad songs
within us

on the day
we open the door of ego
and let the enemies
stomp out

Joyce Rupp

Nuni, You have been a wonderful source of love, inspiration, gentleness and strength to us through
all your years! We look forward with great anticipation to your future in college and beyond. May God
bless you!

Fondest love from Mom, Dad, Doug and Byrne.

.:J.:J^i.:J.:J.:J.:J.:i:l:J.:J.:J.:J.:J.:.i.:Ads.:.i2il.^.



STEPHANIE

MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS

COME TRUE.

WE ARE VERY PROUD OF

YOU.

LOVE,

Mom, Dad, and David '90

To our dear son Michael,

With great pride your ac-

complishments, confi-

dence in your abilities,

and hope for a bright

and happy future.

With much love.

Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS
KATHLEEN

We wish you all the
happiness and success
in life.

With all our love

Mom, Dad, and Kenneth

rAdsi-:



ANOTHER CHALLENGE MET AND
STILL SMILING
'WE LOVE YOU INFINITY"
Love, Mom, Dad, Danny, and Hilary

''If a man does not keep pace with his com-
panions, perhaps it is because he hears a
different drummer. Let him step to the mu-
sic that he hears, however measured or far

away."
Henry David Thoreau

Good luck chief.

Mom, Dad, and Julie

Congratulations, Ofer!

We arc very proud of you.
May your optimism, curiosi-

ty,

and creativity guide you
through
your college years and be-
yond.
Best of Luck to the Class of
'94.

Love,
Tali Yuval
Mom and Dad

Congratulations

,

Much love

xxooxx
Mom and Dad

P.S. Jason and Lily too.

To our scholar

Jaime Denee
You've
achieved so
much. You're
going to go
far. Keep it up
and you'll al-

ways succeed.

You've bright-

ened up our
lives in so
many ways.
We're so lucky

to be parents
of a person
like you.
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Congratulations
Chris!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Alison, and Puffy

Rainbow Shcrbert

CONGRATUIATIONS
MARC

We arc so proud of you!

We wish you good luck and happiness al-

ways.

All our love.

Mom, Dad, Jon '93 and "MiUer
"

CONGRATULATIONS JASON!
We're so proud of you and all you
have accomplished.
Best wishes to you and to the
class of '94.

The best is yet to come.
Love,
Dad, Mom and Josh '97

:mm

I
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Michelle and Niki,

"Twins — Truly a Double Blessing!"

Throughout the years your girlish sweetness, your giggles, your silliness, your cuteness have grown
to mcike us proud of the wonderful, fun loving, hard working and beautiful women you've become.
Thank you for the happiness you've filled our lives with and the loving memories we'll always cherish.

Congratulations. You'll cdways be winners!

Love,

Mom + Dad

Ads



POSSE — 1/4 of the brain, 42, Org., Slut, Kermit, Koala, "Let's get sick" — cream cheese(eew!), your shirt is

hanging out the door, gnawing at papaya, one!, U2 condom, orange cone story— jetson mobile, piled into Mer
& Court's cars, DD, stalking. Oh what a night — football field, story of boys and girls, user-free, twizzlers and
guacamole, sugar in the raw. Jay, $13 at La Iguana, Fraggle — VKids, flapdoodles, pididdle, squirrel, "they

need me", dipeptides, mac truck, phlegm voice, Pole (what happened here?), Italian movie, chameleons, the

broom closet, super Trooper, Abu (I want my monkey back), we love K & S, his car— only it's not, the big "D,"
India, O Donna, escus mi-id lek ta git ot na!, erotic sonnets. Lemon, Hey Jealousy, Hoolahoop, "Let's go to

LS," we've hit rock bottom.
Jolie — Thanks for the fruit roll-ups, cheesy t.v. and just being there. "Our friendship hasn't changed, only

grown stronger."
Josh — Thanks for the memories. I'll never forget you. (Feb. 12) Meg — "You keep the smile on my face even
when it's filled with tears."

Claudia and Wendy— "Years may come and go, here's one thing I know— all my life you'll be friends of mine."
Elihu — It's the people you can talk to until 2 a.m., who mecm the most. I hope I can always help. Love you
bebe.
Dan, Howie, Ed, Lea— "I have to get something from my locker," it's uuge, the club. Axis, "no classes today."

We don't know whether to laugh or cry.

Ben — Fozzie, poc. Ground Round, 5:1 ratio — you'll cdways be the best exception to the rule.

Chris — Abba, Madison, Tufts, IHOB, "look out for the truck." "Here's a dime, go call cJl your friends."

Marc— From the night we copied notes at Dunkins to the man at Cold Springs Park, we've had good times that

I'll never forget.

Paul — You're a great person, even without the Jeep.
Brendan — "It started with a simple hello, but as time passed we started talking more and more. Learning a

little each time, you listened to my feelings . . . and I learned about yours, knowing then how close we would
become. Now through our talks we not only learn how much we have in conmion, but also that we'll be there

for each other always." Love, Meredith.
Don't be dismayed by good-byes, a farewell is necessary before we meet again, and meeting again after

moments of lifetimes is certain for those who are friends."

Love — Meredith, Juliette, Tobi, Courtney

Ju —
We have been through so much together I don't know what I'll

ever do w/out you! For the past 2 yrs. we became closer cmd closer

and now you're my best friend and are now able to teilk to each
other about anything. We have had so many great memories to-

gether that I'll never forget like. PW, MP, DD, SMBC, our trio to

Oregon, family vaca, Thomas et Gregoire (he wtis so cute), all of

our guy problems, etc. 1 can't believe that 1 have to go through
the rest of my high school years w/out you there w me. I'm going
to miss you so much next year! Good Luck in college! I love you!

loiv your little sister,

Lucy

CONGRATULATIONS JUUETTE!
We are very proud of you. Good luck. We had a great time with

you.

We love you,

Je t'aime.

Dad and Maman

MEREDITH,
We are so proud of the beautiful per-

son you have become. May all your
dreams come true. We love you more
than words can say.

All our love.

Mommy, Steve & Jordana

1222:



For my Prince A,

No matter what we do, or where we go, as long as we arc

together it will always be a magic carpet ride.

The times that we have shared together have meant so much,

and the times to come will mean even more.

No matter what may happen in the future, you will aiwa^
hold a piece of my heart, and I will cilways cherish the memo-
ries we have shared. ^ y~*T"

Through good and bad you have been there for me and I \

always be here for you.

I will never forget you. // ~v a

I love you so much
with love.

Your Princess J

Congratulations
Courtney

and the Class of 1994!

Love- Mom, Dad, Phil

and Blackie

**As far as we can discern, the sole purpose
of human existence is to kindle a light in

the darkness of mere being."

Jaime, youVe been the light of my life for

the past 17 + years; now it's time to go out

and light up the world!

You are the very best.

Love,

Mom



Marcy and Sharon

The cotton candy sure was sticky,

Then there were boys ... all of them icky.

Now one rides a horse, the other plays drums.
But they will always be giggling chums.
These lovely girls have shared together
A friendship that's bound to last forever.

Congratulations and love.

Two Moms, Two Dads and Andrea

:;|;2 2 SI



Congratulations
Jordan

Wc are proud of you!
Love,
Mom,
Dad + Michael

J onathan, may
U continue to smile and maintain your

G oodness, as you

G row in college and beyond. You have

L it up our home. May your

E ssence continue to

R adiate, with rachmones.

Becca
Wc love you.

Best wishes in the years ahead. We
are all very proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Debbie, Nancy and David

To Joshua,
We are so proud of you.

Mom + Victoria

JAMIE
You worked hard
And you played hard.

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom
Dad
Jenny

Best wishes,

George W., Jerry S., Bub-
ba, Arti, Doc, David W.,
Cookie, Sister E., Joey's T.,

The firemen, Brum-Brum,
J. + F. Hardy, and 592.
Always leave them
''flat as a pancake."
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Star light, star bright

How to tell a daughter

She's a sheer delight

Shining face, athletic grace

Inner strength beneath her

adolescent pace.

Go Laura

We love you, miss Adora
Love,

Mom, Dad, Ben '92

Amy,
There are so many more questions

— Keep asking! We are very proud of

you and wish you the best of every-

thing.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Rachel, Sarah,

Archie and Bigelow

Jaime

We've always had high (

hopes for you, and you've

never let us down!

Congratulations!!

Love,

Mama & Papa

ADS
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"Show me that smile again because the best is ready to begin."

Mean Foreign Grrrls, I got mails today— Shut up!, Vhat R IDEES?,

No speak Ingles. Madison, Meddle-aged couples w/scarf at Venus,

M-80, Eurotrash, ManRay. Axis, "Now can 1 see some real IDS",

Riviah Hi, Girls wA)ig hair, TIIC— Vol. 1-23, Helmet Hairdo, Fran-

kah Manette & Taffy Tard, Hammer dance, ABBA Gold (How

many times Chris?), VoulezVous, Sing Hallelujah, Lea— they don't

really hate U, rugalas. Cabbage Patch Heads, straws can B fun, $23
— U can't go wrong!, 323 Tremont St?, inhale, no smoking in this

car, mealworms, Hangin' out at BJ's, Amy — Where's my plain

bagel?, I'm a good driver — REALLY, our friends at Mt. Ida, ob-

sessive compulsive club, Soth — Hell, Opera, everybody's doing it

so why can't we, ComFLAKES, I'm not mad. Big Kim, Liron— we

have a surprise 4U. Come pick us up!, watch out 4 the curve!, I can

only go out 1 night, no more zit stories, Frog, IHOB, UFOS, doesn't

it hurt — jealousy, U don't have 2 hit me but once. Bridgewater—
where the hell R we?. Twist Barbie, chem study group. Balloons of

Knowledge. "So. how much do I owe U?" — CW, doesn't the

library close at 9:00?, Chris— Be Social!, I hate Dunkin's, Fringe,

Skinny Boy, MSB, Hash, Soya Sauce. Harlots. Vixens, HYBG,
KOOL KIDS (Like, hi okay!) Thanks to Liron, Tobitha, Ben, Dan,

Chutney. Adam. Dave, Meredith, Juliette, Brendan, Jess, Howie,

Amy. Jolie, Chows, Svet, Jeff, our friends from CMU & Tufts &
those who made us laugh — GOOD LUCK!
Eema + Abba — Thanks for being there. Danna -I- On — I love

you guys! You're the best! — Lea

Mom. Dad. Alison, and Puffy Cat — Theinks for putting up with

me! I love you! — Chris

Lea and Chris

Congratulations

JASON!

You're the greatest!

We wish you all the suc-

cess and happiness in

the world!

With Love,

Mom, Marc, Jill and

Nanny

Jolie

You are sunshine

delight—
and laughter —

the gift of humor,

and of caring —
a special person,

richly in our hearts.

We love you

very, very much.

Mom, Dad, Deb and David

i-2l2i7.i
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That's Right Allison —
You did it! And we're so proud of your suc-

cess.

It seems like only yesterday that we brought

you to your first day of school and everyday

has been a pleasure.

We love you and we will miss you

Dad, Mom, Chris, and Molly

CONGRATULATIONS

BEN

Keep your humor, give it your best and suc-

cess and hapiness will be yours.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Suzie '97, Rebecca '02

CONGRATULATIONS

LILLIAN ! /b1^

We are very proud of you

Love,

DAD, MOM, and DOROTHY

"What better way could anything end

hand in hand with a friend. .
."

— Kermit the Frog

Female bonding at Dixon's. . .Do you want to dance under the moonlight?. . .Something

fun. . .Let's go for coffee. . .Stir Fry. . Foreign films. . .ALL THE WAY TO WABAN. . .

Nan, you look tired

Jess: I'll decide. . tomorrow

Abby; We can do it at my house

TO OUR FRIENDS;

The finest years I ever knew

Were all the years I had with you."

Nun. Stin, The Biscuits (Ballou!), Herm, Carrie. The Goonies, Mark, Sarah, Becca, Clau-

dia, Adam. Deb (Janis). Ben (nice guy that you are), Dan, D-Block lunch '91-'92, NSXC
and the fans,

THANK YOU! WE LOVE YOU!

AGS: 229:
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It has been wondrous watching you

grow and develop into an elegant

young lady. The world will open its

arms to you.

May you attain all your dreams.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Love,

Moomoo, Poopoo and Chika

To Ben:

You've been a source of joy,

pride and wonder to your

family from the day you were

born until this exciting mo-

ment in your life. We wish you

a successful and happy future!

All our love always,

Mom, Dad, Arielle and Jon

In ' 76 we were blessed w/
our 2nd daughter,

And knew right then that
nothing could stop her,

From laughing, crying,
playing, or spazzing.

With enthusiasm & spirit,
she was always smiling.

No matter where the future
takes our ATTIA,

We'll feel her joy whether
she's far or near!

Remember, God sends good
things in small packages!
We Love You! Love,
Abbu, Ammi, Farida, & Nadia

Small-Large £ries,M&V,Q-bec,yellow

note,Bob or Bobette? HMUN.Chilis,

Ca5per,M. Tomei in actioii,A's phases,

Good Vibes.green or white? ceramics,

OAK si:ck,PO' s wall,JF giris^ortal

thoughts.Bost, Chick. Bev,Paste-up,

Dtng.Scnp 1 &2,HCHP,mtris,wuiner alert!

Beck,Car,Moll,Pbc,&Ruth-Thru the

good &. bad we made rtl Never 4-get

the special times we shared!

Lindsay & Karen- It takes more than

the NORTHsideto break friendships

like ours I Distance & Time R no

obstacle- Friends pfever!

STU-H,A.3.C. theory! Never Change! - A
J-Thanx 4 making me sure I found tru Kiv

Never 4 -get the good times! 1 luv U - L
MF,DG.SS KS,RN,AF,MK,- Thanx 4 the

memories'

We luv U aDI Tharot 4 youi fhendship

»nd the good tunes!

Love, Attia & Laura

We Lo^e xou

AttiM



Congratulations

to our editor-in-

chief for getting

an early start! We

love you, Sarah!

Mom & Dad

Look, we're

cooperating!

Thanks for all

your help and

guidance over the

years.

Love, Ali Cm



Nadia
"As wc reminisce down memory lane

one thing remains constant, our
friendship.'*

I hope that today and always you
are aware of how special you are to

me. Thank you is not enough to say
for what your friendship means to

me. You have given me a better per-

spective on life. You have opened my
eyes to a million different things,

which are forever changing me. To-
gether we have conquered the best

and worst, and all are deeply embed-
ded in my heart. Where there is one,

there is the other! As you venture off

into the real world, don't forget the

friendship you left behind. Never for-

get your promise ... I love you.

Love,

Risa

Nicole,

Congratulations

We love you and are so proud of

you — this is the beginning of a
great and wonderful experience
for you!
Love,

Mom, Dad, Elliot — Class of

1990

Some people call us the space cowboys, some peo-

ple call us the Gangsters of Love. Peaches, peaches,

peaches, in the club, gotta get some play, P.J. — you
SUCK! World cuppie, world cuppie! Eva — we love

you. Doc— we worship you. Mighty— where would
we be without you (probably on the street), Vermont
'93 — "Ya, 1 got out" — D.F. bowling, poker, Sein-

feld (sex to save the friendship), Hubba Bubba, what
if . . . Mike's plaid shirt, Jamie's bed, ahh guys . . .

I'm all tied up right now— summer '93, "You didn't

ask for cheese . . . but I ordered a steak and
cheese", sciene lab: Tonight?! Thanx Paresh, Uh oh
. . . Mr G(oggin), Crystal Lake Spot, there are Olym-

pics for people like you, "get outta here" — Chris/

Ryan, Stop the car! We hit Mike with pillows — he
popped Ryan, Steve naked on the field, must you
call me an idiot every two minutes, his ego can't get

any bigger. Oh Jeez, ADJUSTMENT is the key to life. The Three Universal Truths: There's always room for one

more. There's always time to shower, and shave. There is always time on the weekend; ha HA, pick-up the damn
phone, 10 min break? ... we can make it, "its our nightly visitor," trigger finger People we want to be: Hannibal

(1 love it when a plan comes together). Captain Kirk (There are things that you can do with a lady and things

that you can't), Robert Heinlein (always store beer in a dark place). Top five things in the Universe: 5) sex 4)

money 3) sleep 2) oxygen 1) Mighty Subs. Laura — 1 know I'm young and don't know much about love but

everything that I do know comes from knowing you. — Jamie ( + MF sorta) Debbie — All I was looking for, I

found in you. Jamie — you steal all my lines . . . Slump, Montreal, Prom Night,

NO SHAME IN THAT



Everyone is a little richer having

known Elihu.

We love you and are proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Jared and Jonathan

To CLAUDIA,
whose love of life, new places and
new adventures remain an inspira-

tion to us all. Congratulations.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Jessica

Thank you Regulus staff!!!

You are all Modern Classics.

— Rachel & Sarah

MO*

Congratulations David!

You can fly as high or as far as

your imagination and desire can
take you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Jo '97

Congratulations Mike!

We're so proud of you.

Don't ever be

go for it.

Love,

Mom and Dad

to
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PTTP The three Heathers and a Veronica. Barnyard Commandos: the rooster, the chicken, and the egg. The nose thing. J.S.

hair (do)nt's. Soul provider in a tree. Spring/summer '91 You down with 0-C-T? P.S. + J.S. + M.M. + E.F. + N.K. + L.K.

+ S.S. + R.K. you've got to admit it was fun while it lasted — Here's to the eight of us. What goes around Comes Around.

Steve Miller and L.K.'s bathroom trips. Ni-

yard. Soul sisters, Sol Azteca fights, Pinos,

tickets yet? From All Walks of Life— we are

ges, apples and bananas, BWA RLS N &
to New Orleans, Cool Water, heavy Drak-

Sensuous Woman, R, L, S, sing songs of

sleepovers— 1 don't get the floor! Shotgun,

dirty, living at Rachel's house, living at Sar-

Phoebes and Jezebel, Eddie + Alex + Hen-

Red Mustang, his one-footed girlfriend, and

Contact, Joey Cugini, Leah's surprise party,

putt-putt plane, mixes for each other, Sar-

the warts, the Runkles, Maria Petrucci, Big

Teen Witch, Blizzard Weekend— "down at

Halloween — dancing to Disco, Runaway
load — 6:00 am. In our own immortal words

tes with the Ferrets in Rob's back-

Veteran's taxi. Do we have Kiss

family, answering machine messa-

F! The Brown-eyed girls go down
kar, dates with Jason and Tim, The
love filmed by Doogie Howard,
sitting Micah. Blintz fits, the pool is

ah's house, never at Leah's, the

ry = grounded! BEAVER!! The
his keg parties. New Hampshire,

Leah's album, Nantucket and the

ah's alternative thang, B.C. bashes,

Bri Beamont, F-L-Y Fisherman,

the Sunset Grill." Conval disco.

Train, Egg babies. Regulus over-

"remember yesterday, live for today, dream of tomorrow." Friendships like these

come along so rarely, you have to snatch them up and keep them. And although our days together may pass, the memories

will last through eternity.

LEAH — We ve made it! Our friendship has been through a lot and we still

are the best of friends. There is no one in this world 1 love more. You have

helped through tough times and 1 owe you my life. "Happiness is a by-product

of an effort to make someone else happy. " — Gretta Brooker Palmer (The

Promise of a New Day). 1 will always hold our times together close to my heart.

If you ever want me to park the Jag. go to the loft, sleep at the Scofield Bogey,

hang out on the roof, or take a few shots. I'm your gal! Sleeping at Chris "1

do not heat my house " Claflin's, Van, double dating — M & R. Mosh pit at

concert. Maine. Cape. VT. tennis camp. North Station, thanx for sticking w/
me through all the guys. 2 much 2 say in so little room. Thanks for the call —
I love you. BFF. SARAH — It seems light years away from BWA RLES!
Things have changed, but we can not undo what has been done, just live for

the moment. After all that has happened we have remained good friends and

I will treasure our many memories. YEARBOOK, international cooling, movie

make overs. David-Aerobics. Nima. VT. New Years— '91 & '92. AM fights.

Davio's. I will always remember the good times we have had together. JASON
— We have always understood each other. That is why we get along so well.

I will never forget Darryl's basement: too bad it didn't work out. By the way.

I am setting the date for the wedding. I'd hit a jeep for you, go get the Dene-

bola. or even drive down your driveway for you! Remember high school can

be lonely, but someone cares. DARR'VL— Have you been in school lately? I

am finally forgiving you for burning my finger. You and I will always be the

funky bunch (where did they go?) BEN — VT twice, fish sitting, striped robe.

Xmas party, beer, we'll do lunch sometime. MEG — dinner after work, too

bad about Walden Pond. I'm always here to listen. JESSICA— CP. Kenmore
at nite. I.D. please?. Mike(s) fiasco, thanx for being there (operation). UZA—
SS DS. Aaron scandal. Riverside. Province town. VT. Montreal (twice, neat-

ness). ILANA K. — Scum bag guys. English experiences. MIKE— You have

been there when others haven't, tharw. I'll eat Chinese w/you anytime.

Goody. JASON Y — I will remember you forever. Thanx for caring, and for

the sign. Stay off my roof! KATIE— CP forever, ketchup, meditating. Oxford,

meaningful midnite calls. & much more, ILY. Memories— KD & JN— Semi

nitemare. 2 bad it ended this way. Summer '92 = Pat. Brian— guys I'll never

forget, ILY. Colorado — Nick (hugs). H.S. luvs TR. TS, MG, NK. MR. JY.

DF. RB. RK. MG. & JM. Jeff— Thanx for listening. Frosh Ferrets— RD. JT,

JS, DP, SK, RW, GW — 9th grade good times, Weeks, Weeks, Rob's, pool

nites. Rob, Joe, Ryan, Micah — I will always remember the fun times that we
had — Fun & Games. Marlboro. Concord. NH. "strip poker." library nites.

VT. and jeep memories. REGULUS— Late Nights and bagels, sounds like a

heading. Thanx for all your help. Don't you just hate it when Sarah writes all

the yearbook memories & I'm left with none. ILY all!!! — Rachel

Leah — A true friend is a single soul in two separate bodies. There never

has been, never will be another like you. Never forget the way we were,

from smoking Twizzlers on Whittlesey Rd. in second grade to having E.S.P.

together in eighth grade to RLS in high school. You will always be. in my
heart, my best friend. 1 love you.

Rachel — Our good times were the greatest, the rest just fade in their

shadow. We have hung together from Pep Squad to Regulus. from "'ski-

ing' in Vermont to the choreography for "If.
" and I thank you for always

being there when I needed you most. I hope you'll always keep our mem-
ories in your heart. 1 know I will. ILY

Paul — Always remember these two things: It's the friends that you ccin

call at two a.m. that matter the most, and never, ever, lock yourself out of

the house! You have been here for me from Mr. Stec right up to Mr.

Goggin. and I'll always love you for it.

Adam — My visionary — you ve given me a new way of looking at eve-

rything that has changed me forever, and I could never thank or love you

enough for it. From jazz to sushi to sleepovers to bad movies, thanks for

letting me be a part of it all.

Douglas — Brain horsepower? Like, um, three maybe? Dead in America

birthday cards, classiest little bitch, learning to love ABBA, watching the

meteor showers, 9 a.m. New Year's Day?! Thanks for the memories, al-

ways keep in touch with me. Kisses!

Michelle — Thanks for sharing the parking lot princes with me. / know

what boys like. I know what gu}^s want . . . Even in car accidents, you're

so much fun. never change!

Attia — Don't be mad just because I want to tell you how great you are

for always trying to cheer me up, to make me smile, to understand my
weirdness. We're too close to let our friendship slip away . . . ever!

To all the Regulus girls and guys — A kazillion thanks for putting up

with me and for making it so much fun — BodySlide, Doncha just hate it

when .... aerobics on a deadline night, " these negatives are all blank! "

I

love all you guys!

Love,

Sarah
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Adam, you are truly a remarkable person

and an inspiration to us all. In our family,

we can all hon-

estly say that

we have grown

and learned

from you, and

are incalcula-

bly richer for it.

You have the

talent and the

disposition to

make your
mark.

We wish you the best of luck as you move

on to your boundless future.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Dave, and Kelev

Jess — I

love you so
much.
Thanks for

all the
songs, ril

miss you.
Eliza

Jess — Wuzup?
You really are
the !

I love you. Good
luck.

Jonah

JESS
"May your hands always be busy
May your feet always be swift

May you have a strong foundation
When the winds of changes shift

May your heart always be joyful

May your song always be sung
And may you stay forever young"
— Bob Dylan

WE LOVE YOU,
MOM, DAD, JONAH, ELIZA &

SPENCER

The Comipin";., x-.a-,. ^i.^., i.vtv, ^vlej, L-igijusuiess,

Montana Moorehead, "You're the Best!"-K.K.,

'Euick didn't make tlie skylark in 1 963 !",

"Everyday", Sisters, Hist, study groups at Sarah's,

Hie Mimbo, Seinfeld, PatJietic.fone calls beginning

w/ "I hate rny lifei''B.W, shi-ine, weekends at home.
"TJ sav/ the tree, but missed the forest', Who's Sarah Suzuk

"All that she wants", driving w* JW, "What do U mean
U got your hair buzzed?!?'

Who vvould've thought

U could become so close

in such a short time!

BlTDDrES FOREVER!



Congratulations

Stephen!

We are very proud of you!
May you always achieve the things in life that mean the
most to you. May success and happiness be yours in all

you do.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jeffrey, Eric and

Jeremy
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-"And as the last bus pulls away, we realize

that our ride is coming to an end. However
we will always remember that we were part

of a Modern Classic in the making."

242 See Ya






















